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Abstract
Microprocessors continue to get exponentially cheaper for end users following Moore’slaw, while the costs involved in their design keep growing, also at an exponential rate.The reason is the ever increasing complexity of processors, which modern EDA toolsstruggle to keep up with. This makes further scaling for performance subject to a highrisk in the reliability of the system. To keep this risk low, yet improve the performance,CPU designers try to optimise various parts of the processor. Instruction Set Architec-ture (ISA) is a significant part of the whole processor design flow, whose optimal designfor a particular combination of available hardware resources and software requirementsis crucial for building processors with high performance and efficient energy utilisation.This is a challenging task involving a lot of heuristics and high-level design decisions.Another issue impacting CPU reliability is continuous scaling for power consumption. Forthe last decades CPU designers have been mainly focused on improving performance, but“keeping energy and power consumption in mind”. The consequence of this was a deve-lopment of energy-efficient systems, where energy was considered as a resource whoseconsumption should be optimised. As CMOS technology was progressing, with featuresize decreasing and power delivered to circuit components becoming less stable, theenergy resource turned from an optimisation criterion into a constraint, sometimes a cri-tical one. At this point power proportionality becomes one of the most important aspectsin system design. Developing methods and techniques which will address the problemof designing a power-proportional microprocessor, capable to adapt to varying operatingconditions (such as low or even unstable voltage levels) and application requirements inthe runtime, is one of today’s grand challenges. In this thesis this challenge is addressedby proposing a new design flow for the development of an ISA for microprocessors, whichcan be altered to suit a particular hardware platform or a specific operating mode. Thisflow uses an expressive and powerful formalism for the specification of processor instruc-tion sets called the Conditional Partial Order Graph (CPOG). The CPOG model captureslarge sets of behavioural scenarios for a microarchitectural level in a computationallyefficient form amenable to formal transformations for synthesis, verification and automa-ted derivation of asynchronous hardware for the CPU microcontrol. The feasibility ofthe methodology, novel design flow and a number of optimisation techniques was provenin a full size asynchronous Intel 8051 microprocessor and its demonstrator silicon. Thechip showed the ability to work in a wide range of operating voltage and environmentalconditions. Depending on application requirements and power budget our ASIC supportsseveral operating modes: one optimised for energy consumption and the other one forperformance. This was achieved by extending a traditional datapath structure with anauxiliary control layer for adaptable and fault tolerant operation. These and other opti-misations resulted in a reconfigurable and adaptable implementation, which was provenby measurements, analysis and evaluation of the chip.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since 2007 our society has used more energy for browsing the Internet than for air tra-vel [79]. It is also predicted that the energy (and environmental) footprint of computationand data traffic will steadily increase in the near future: data centres will grow and sowill the network infrastructure, together with the number of terminal nodes of the globalinformation network such as computers, mobile phones, gadgets and other connectedcyber-physical devices (the so called Internet of Things). Energy-efficiency of compo-nents at all levels of the computation hierarchy is thus becoming a major concern for themicroelectronics industry. A serious factor impeding progress in addressing this concernis a wide gap between the ways in which energy efficiency is approached by hardwareand software engineers, and this gap is matched by a lack of mutual understandingbetween the two communities.To address this issue we discuss an approach to bridge this gap by developing a sha-red design criterion, called power-proportionality, on the basis of which both electronicsand programming solutions can be judged. A computing system, for it to be consideredpower-proportional, has to keep power consumption and computation load proportionalto each other [163]. That is, an idle system would ideally consume no power, whereas,given a small energy budget, the system would respond by reducing its computationflow and reduce the delivered Quality-of-Service (QoS), and still remain functional. Thestate-of-the-art systems have a generally poor power-proportionality; for example, the
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servers used in data centres typically consume 50-60% of peak power under 10% of peakload [98]. Figure. 1.1 depicts the idea of energy-proportionality and its relation to thedelivered QoS. The left plot represents the notion of energy-proportional computing [18],where in a real design there is a particular level of minimum energy per operation, whichdoes not decrease no matter how low the activity of the design goes. However, energy-proportionality is a property in which even at small amounts of energy level some usefulactivity can still be generated (the optimal design). One can look at this chart from adifferent angle (see the right hand-side plot), where the activity level axis is shown asthe delivered QoS and the energy per action represented as power level. From this pointof view, QoS in a real design decreases much quicker than its power level, and thereforethe design effort is to increase the delivered QoS in low power supply conditions.
Figure 1.1: Power-proportionality versus power-efficiency
Often it is very difficult to design both power-proportional and energy-efficient sys-tems at the same time. Figure 1.2 shows two power-proportional designs: one (Design1) is more energy-efficient at low power levels, while the other is more efficient at highpower levels. If one wants to build a system that is both power-proportional and power-efficient in a wide range of supply voltages, the best way is to build a hybrid solution,which combines the strengths of both designs. Hence Design 1 could be used in idlemode and Design 2 in full power mode.
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Figure 1.2: Two different power-proportional design
So why are modern systems not power-proportional? We hypothesise that this isbecause they are designed to operate in a narrow range of conditions and are typicallyoptimised for either high performance or low power consumption. This approach is inhe-rently flawed because all the design effort is focused on one particular operation mode.Hence Integrated Circuits (ICs) developers diversify from general-purpose processing witha single CPU into the realm of System on Chips (SoCs) with multiple specialised corescombined in a single design to efficiently serve a range of predefined applications. Suchfunctional diversification is also motivated by production costs, design reuse, producti-vity issues and time-to-market constraints. This trend has given rise to the developmentof application-specific processing cores [91]. At design time, application-specific coresare just instantiated with little or no effort on their joint optimisation, e.g., for betterutilisation of hardware components or for improved reliability of the whole system. Allfunctional adaptation to the needs of a particular application is made at run time, byactivating one (or a few) of the specialised cores. An example of such a heterogeneousarchitecture is Cell microprocessor developed by the Sony-Toshiba-IBM alliance [64]. Itcombines a general-purpose core of modest performance with eight high-performancecoprocessing elements. The general-purpose core runs an OS and schedules tasks ontothe specialised cores to accelerate multimedia applications.In addition to functional diversification there is a significant demand for systems
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that operate in a wider spectrum of operating conditions (in terms of performance, energyconsumption, reliability, etc.). This non-functional diversification is apparent in a recentlyannounced ARM’s big.LITTLE architecture [14]. It couples a low-power core with a high-performance core in order to dynamically adjust the computation resource and powerconsumption of the system. Nvidia extends this approach to multi-core processors byintroducing a low-power "companion" core to its quad-core Tegra series of SoCs [119].The companion core is manufactured using a low-power silicon process and operates ata low clock rate, while the four main cores are performance-oriented. In both ARM andNvidia architectures, the running state can be quickly transferred between the cores,thus efficiently switching between the low-power and high-performance modes.The existing techniques split the functionality over several processor cores. That ismostly driven by pressures of productivity, backward compatibility issues and designreuse requirements. Intertwining the functional and non-functional diversities in a he-terogeneous system results in a huge design exploration space for all combinations ofoperating modes and system functionalities. It is very hard to meet the time-to-marketdemands by considering the cores of such a system individually.In light of the above, CPU engineers currently focus on the design and implemen-tation of power-proportional microprocessors, capable of adapting to varying operatingconditions (such as low and/or unstable power voltage level) and application require-ments (mode of software execution) in runtime.
1.1 Power proportionality and reconfigurability
How can one build a reconfigurable and adaptable processor? The first thought couldbe to implement it in Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [58] technology, allowingstatic and, sometimes, dynamic reconfiguration. Such a processor would be capable ofadjusting its internal structure or behaviour by rewiring the interconnections between itscomponents or even by changing its functionality at the level of individual components.This technology can provide fine-grained control over a system at runtime. Howeverthe associated overheads are extremely high. In particular, in terms of energy consump-
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tion, FPGAs are typically more expensive than Application-Specific Integrated Circuits(ASICs).Since the fine-grain reconfigurability offered by FPGAs is overly costly, one mustconsider the coarse-grain reconfigurable architectures in the ASIC realm. They signifi-cantly lower the overheads by dropping reconfigurability in datapath components andutilising custom designed versions instead. The control logic and interconnect fabric,however, retain the capability to reconfigure. The key design and implementation chal-lenge is to formally describe and synthesise a controller whose task is to coordinate hardsystem resources (the datapath components and interconnects) according to the runtimeinformation on the availability of soft system resources (energy, time); the latter can alsoinclude information on hardware faults in a system, thereby allowing the controller tobypass faulty components whenever possible.A conventional approach to the specification and synthesis of control logic is to employFinite State Machines (FSMs) [118] or interpreted Petri Nets (PNs) [50] as an underlyingmodelling formalism. Within this approach the designer explicitly describes the control-ler’s behaviour for each combination of available resources and operating conditions. Thenumber of such combinations and corresponding behaviours grows exponentially with thesize and degree of adaptability of the system. This leads not only to the state spaceexplosion problem, but also to the explosion of the specification size [107], thus slowingdown the synthesis tools, reducing productivity, and increasing the overall cost of ASICdevelopment.Our approach is based on the crucial observation that the controller’s behavioursare strongly related to each other in different operating conditions. Indeed, when asystem configuration is changed incrementally, e.g., a datapath component goes offlineand another is used in its place, the overall behaviour of the controller is affected in thesame incremental manner, hence it is inefficient to separate these two similar behavioursin different specifications, and one would want to have a joint configuration.It has been demonstrated that the FSM and PN formalisms are not well-suited todescribing families of many related behaviours [107] and the design methodologies based
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on them have poor scalability in the context of reconfigurable systems. As an alternative,the Conditional Partial Order Graph (see Section 2.2) model was introduced in [107]. Thismodel enables us to specify and synthesise the whole processor as a homogeneous sys-tem, but still retain the ability to change its behaviour in order to meet the application’sfunctional requirements and adjust to the selected operating mode.Power-proportionality can also be tackled from a system-level point of view. In thenext section we address the main digital-logic design philosophies in the aspect of power-modulated computing.
1.2 Asynchronous approach in power-proportional design
At the system-level, there are three general digital-logic design approaches: the (clo-cked) synchronous [84], the (clock-free) asynchronous [111, 139] and the hybrid globallyasynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) [37].In synchronous systems, operations between circuits are synchronised to a globaltiming reference (a global clock). The clock frequency in these systems is set in such away that the operational time of all its components should be within the period of theclock, hence the highest clock frequency of the whole system is defined by the criticalpath of its slowest block. In order to improve performance and energy consumption1,the clock frequency of the system needs to be adjusted (e.g. Multi-level Voltage Scaling(MVS), Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [129], etc.) to match the criticalpath of is components, as the environment conditions vary along with specific operatingmodes. Figure 1.3 (The figure was taken from analysis of gate delay timing variabilityon a various voltage supply for a 90nm process [33]) shows that synchronous designsoperate only on a narrow voltage range and gate timing variability, hence they are notproviding robust computations in variable operating conditions.
1With a current multi-billion transistor design distribution of a global clock in the entire system couldbe costly in terms of area and power (up to 40% of the total chip power consumed by the clock distributionnetwork [54]).
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Figure 1.3: Gate delay variability versus voltage supply.
Asynchronous (or self-timed) systems (see Section 2.1), on the other hand, have nodistributed clock tree, they are event-driven. Their computations are triggered uponrequest, and they happen at their fastest possible speed in the specified operation andvariation space. Moreover, there are no additional frequency adjustments, as requiredby the clocked approach. Self-timed logic provides better timing robustness under avariable voltage (Figure. 1.3 (“Design with timing assumptions” and “Delay insensitivedesign” areas)). An example of such a relationship can be found in Figure. 1.2, whereDesign 1 uses a speed-independent approach for a circuit which is built from dual-railcomponents with completion detection. On the one hand this design is more robust todelay variations due to low voltage supply levels, on the other it requires more powerdue to its additional circuitry. Design 2 employs a bundled-data approach, thus it is lesstiming robust on low power levels but has much less overhead for a nominal Vdd. In the
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light of the above, the best way to implement a system that is both power-proportionaland power-efficient in a wide range of supply voltage levels is to produce a hybrid design,as discussed earlier.Let us now consider another example with two system design approaches, shown inFigure 1.4: a traditional clock-driven design and a self-timed energy-modulated system.
Figure 1.4: Traditional and energy-modulated system view.
Both of the examples contain several operating modes, i.e. idle mode, data processing(DP, DP1, DP2, etc.), communicating (comms), etc., each of which becomes active andperforms to a certain level of quality in response to some level of power supply. Intraditional (synchronous) systems the range of operating voltages for a specific modeis narrow. Therefore in a variable voltage supply we could have long breaks beforea particular mode can be used. However in the asynchronous example this operatingvoltage range is much wider, hence these modes can start operating much earlier, andtherefore we have a seamless transition between different modes as the power supplychanges.In light of the above, asynchronous methods are more suitable for design of power-proportional systems and can help to address the grand challenge of developing andproducing asynchronous power-proportional designs.
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The next section outlines research goals and overall contribution of the thesis.
1.3 Research contribution
The first stage of the research investigated the various models and formalisms (PN, FSMs,etc.) for control logic synthesis, as well as different methodologies for asynchronoussystems design. Particular attention was paid to the Conditional Partial Order Graph(CPOG) methodology. Its feasibility was later demonstrated by an implementation of anasynchronous microcontroller [132].As the research was progressing, the challenge became not only to implement a moresophisticated example, using the CPOG formalism, but to develop a system which willbe able to meet a variety of functional requirements as well as be adjustable to thewide range of operating modes. In other words, it should be reconfigurable and power-proportional.To demonstrate these ideas the Intel 8051 microprocessor was chosen. Its architectureand implementation are reasonably old (1980s), however there are still plenty of devicesthat use this CPU [7].The main objective was to show the feasibility of our approach on a realistic micro-processor architecture, so that it could be further applied to the design of modern CPUarchitectures. In this aspect there are other interesting CPU architectures could be usedas a a vehicle for this work, for instance MSP430 CPU from Texas Instruments [146]. Onthe one hand its original ISA contains only 27 instructions, which leads to a fairly simplecontrol logic and won’t show the capability and advantage of the CPOG method to workon a larger scale instruction set, as it was shown on a bigger ISA of the Intel 8051. Onthe other hand this simplicity of ISA can be used to expand the number of modes inwhich instructions can be used and therefore show the advantage of the CPOG approachto work with multi-modal systems.The following outlines the most important contributions in this thesis:
• Propose a design flow for the development of instruction set architectures for amicroprocessor, which can be altered to suit a particular hardware platform or a
9
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particular operating mode.
Following the discussions in the introduction, we developed an Instruction SetArchitecture (ISA) design flow. This flow uses a convenient and powerful formalismfor specification of processor instruction sets called the CPOG model.
• Development of an adaptive and reconfigurable system, based on an asynchro-nous Intel 8051 microprocessor, with run-time adaptability of its functionality andoperation modes.
We implemented an asynchronous Intel 8051 CPU to demonstrate the feasibilityof the CPOG formalism and the proposed ISA design flow in the development of asophisticated microprocessor.
• Testing of the adaptive design by implementing a proof-of-concept ASIC andevaluating its performance and power consumption.
The proposed reconfigurable design was implemented as a proof-of-concept ASIC.The chip went through a series of tests and evaluation stages. Measured resultsproved the feasibility of the proposed design flow and demonstrated the advantagesof the adaptive design.
This work has been conducted as part of the PowerProp project funded by EPSRC EFu-turesXD. The main goal of this project was to address a wide development gap betweenthe ways of how energy efficiency is approached by hardware and software engineers.Therefore this work required active involvement of researchers from both the microelec-tronics and software engineering domains of Newcastle University. The project has alsobeen influenced by an intern-ship at Imagination Technologies during the winter of 2012,where it was possible to experience the industrial aspects of hardware development andfabrication.The work conducted to the above research goal resulted in a number of publications:
1. M. Rykunov, A. Mokhov, A. Yakovlev, A. Koelmans, “Specification and synthesis ofprocessors using CPOG-based methodology”. Proceedings of the UK ElectronicsForum. Newcastle, UK, 2010.
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2. M. Rykunov, A. Mokhov, A. Yakovlev, A. Koelmans, “Automated Generation of Controllogic for Processor Architectures”. Proceedings of the UK Electronics Forum. Man-chester, UK, 2011.
3. A. Mokhov, M. Rykunov, D. Sokolov, A. Yakovlev, “Formal modelling and transfor-mations of processor instruction sets”. Proceedings of the 9th ACM/IEEE Interna-tional Conference on Formal Methods and Models for Co-Design (MEMOCODE).Cambridge, UK, 2011.
4. M. Rykunov, A. Mokhov, D. Sokolov, A. Yakovlev, A. Koelmans, “Reconfiguration Stra-tegies for Hardware-Software Energy Awareness”. Proceedings of the UK Electro-nics Forum. Newcastle, UK, 2012.
5. M. Rykunov, A. Mokhov, A. Yakovlev, A. Koelmans, “Automated generation of pro-cessor architectures in embedded systems design”. Technical Report NCL-EECE-MSD-TR-2010-164.; 2012.
6. A. Mokhov M. Rykunov D. Sokolov A. Yakovlev, A. Iliasov and A. Romanovsky, “Syn-thesis of processor instruction sets from high-level ISA specifications”. IEEE Tran-sactions on Computers, 2013.
7. M. Rykunov, A. Mokhov, D. Sokolov, A. Yakovlev and A. Koelmans, “Design-for-Adaptivity of Microarchitectures”. Proceedings of the 24th IEEE Interna-tional Conference on Application-specific Systems, Architectures and Processors(ASAP13), Washington D.C., USA, 2013.
8. A. Mokhov, M. Rykunov, D. Sokolov, A. Yakovlev, “Towards Reconfigurable Processorsfor Power-Proportional Computing”. Proceedings of the 12th IEEE Low Voltage LowPower Conference (FTFC). Paris, France, 2013.
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:
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Chapter 2 (Background) outlines the main classes of asynchronous circuits, gives anintroduction into the CPOG model, talks about the main features of Intel 8051 micropro-cessor, its original architecture and an overview of various asynchronous implementationsand finally discusses the main aspects of power proportional computing techniques.Chapter 3 (The Design of Instruction Set Architecture) outlines the main aspects ofdesigning instruction sets and presents a case study to show all benefits of the introducedcompositional approach.Chapter 4 (Design of Asynchronous 8051 Microprocessor) describes the main stagesof the microprocessor design flow and provides implementation details for our asynchro-nous 8051 microprocessor.Chapter 5 (Application example : Implementation of the demonstration chip) ad-dresses the development of the asynchronous 8051 microprocessor and its ASIC imple-mentation, which covers synthesis, verification, fabrication and testing.Chapter 6 (Conclusions) summarises the contribution of the thesis and outlines areasof future work.Appendix describes PO specifications of instructions in both control logics (the Top-level and the ALU); shows Boolean equations from the mapping of the CPOGs; providesmore details on the bonding diagram of the chip.
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Background
This chapter gives the main background information for this thesis. The following areasare covered:
• Asynchronous systems
Section 2.1 introduces basic properties and classes of self-timed designs and ex-plains the main types of communication protocols used in asynchronous circuits.
• Conditional Partial Order Graph methodology
In Section 2.2 we outline some essential information about a novel compositionalapproach based on Conditional Partial Order Graphs.
• Intel 8051 microprocessor design and its asynchronous derivatives
The architecture and the main features of the Intel 8051 core are explained inSection 2.3. Along with the original design we give a quick overview of its mainasynchronous variations.
• Power-proportional computing
In Section 2.2 we overview the main techniques currently used in the area of power-proportional computing.
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2.1 Asynchronous systems
Digital circuits register computation results when an operation completion signal is is-sued. In synchronous circuits the role of such a signal belongs to a global clock whoseperiod is chosen to be long enough for all the circuit modules to complete the computa-tion, thus exhibiting the worst case performance. Self-timed (or asynchronous) circuitshave no distributed clock tree, hence the completion detection is achieved by requestingeach module to indicate its progress independently, either through explicit completiondetection logic or by replicating the critical path in the form of a matching delay line [139].This approach gives the following advantages, which contribute to the popularity of theasynchronous design:
• Low power consumption. In a clocked design the distributed clock tree consumesnearly half of the total power consumption [54]. It still dissipates dynamic powereven if there are no computations happening, just because it is clocked. Thereis no clock in asynchronous designs, therefore no meaningless switching activity(everything is event-driven) and no losses in power.
• Potentially higher performance. The maximum frequency of a clocked design isdetermined by the global worst case latency, hence each next computational cycleneeds to wait for this delay. Self-timed systems are event-driven, i.e. the nextcomputational cycle starts immediately after the previous one has indicated itscompletion. It should be mentioned that there are several techniques developed(see Section 2.1.2) in order to detect the completion the previous computation stage.
• Low electromagnetic emission. The absence of a clock in self-timed systems leadsto lower levels of electromagnetic emission compared to the synchronous design.This property can be used for security applications as in a clocked design it is easierto extract information from it by using the clock patterns in its electromagnetic noiseprofile as a reference for the data flow.
• Robustness towards process and supply voltages variations. The global worstcase latency in a synchronous design is determined for a very narrow safety mar-
14
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gin on the process variation and operating conditions (i.e. voltage supply andtemperature), hence any significant change of these parameters may cause a mal-functioning of the design. Self-timed circuits adjust to these variation naturally,if the computation time of any of the units changes (due to these variations) theperformance of the whole system changes accordingly.
Despite these advantages the design and synthesis of asynchronous circuits are stillmore of an academic exercise than the mainstream of the semiconductor industry. Thisis due to significant changes required in the conventional design flow, the immaturity ofthe software tools and long learning curve for engineers. The most successful commercialsolution is provided by Handshake Solutions [69] in their Timeless Design Environment(TiDE). Its open-source alternative is the Balsa toolset [2]. Other examples of asynchro-nous design flows are BESST [21], TAST [144], PipeFitter [120], etc.
2.1.1 Classes of asynchronous circuits
There are several classes of asynchronous circuit, that one can distinguish. The DelayInsensitive (DI) class is the most robust to process and environmental variations [41]. TheDI approach makes no assumptions on wire or gate delays, therefore such circuits cancorrectly operate with the unbounded gate and wire delay models (the formal specifica-tion can be found in [149]). Despite these advantages very few examples of this class canbe found in real life due to significant difficulties of its implementation using standardlogic gates as well as performance and area overheads [94].In order to be able to build practical circuits out of standard gates it is necessaryto loosen the DI restrictions, hence the Speed-independent (SI) approach was develo-ped. Similar to the DI approach, SI circuits assume the unbounded gate delay model,however the delay of wires is considered to be “negligible”, so that the output of onegate is immediately propagated to another gate [111]. In 1960x the first asynchronous SImicroprocessor (ILLIAC II) was developed, which was the most powerful computer at thetime [112].The Quasi Delay Insensitive (QDI) class assumes a “negligible” wire delay, as in SI
15
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circuits, introduces the concept of the isochronic fork. This fork is a wire fanout, whichhas matching signal transitions at all ends of the fork. In other words it is assumed thatthere is no delays between the branches of wire fork [93].There are numerous applications of QDI and SI circuits, some examples of which areoutlined in Section 2.3.The presented approaches are classic ways for designing a self-timed circuit from“scratch”. However the re-design of existing IP cores in an asynchronous style is notacceptable for industry due to time to market constraints. Recently a less intrusivedesynchronisation technique found its way to commercial products [82]. It converts syn-chronous circuits into asynchronous ones at a late stage of the conventional design flow,thus reusing time-proved synchronous EDA tools. There are several ways to ensureasynchronous operation of the resultant circuits, e.g. in the Nanochronous [114] imple-mentation a copy of the circuit critical path is used to adapt the clocking speed to theenvironment variations.
2.1.2 Datapath encoding schemes
There are two main commonly used datapath encodings used for implementing asynchro-nous circuits: dual-rail and bundled-data protocols.The bundled-data protocol represents each bit of data by one single wire. Requestand acknowledgement signals are separate and bundled with the data. Two signallingdisciplines can be exercised over a bundled-data channel – 2-phase and 4-phase. A2-phase protocol indicates the availability of results by any change of the completionsignal. However in a 4-phase protocol the completion signal needs to return to zero,representing the mandatory reset stage, before starting the next round of handshakingoperation. The 2-phase protocol is potentially faster than the 4-phase since there is alatency overhead because of the mandatory reset phase, however the implementation ofit is much more complex and hard to design, therefore it often results in a large overheadin terms of area and power consumption [139].Opposite to the bundled-data approach the dual-rail protocol uses two wires to re-
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Table 2.1: Dual-rail data encoding
State datatrue datafalse Description
Empty 0 0 Reset or spacer state is usedafter the recipientacknowledged the data toseparate two valid data setsValid “1” 1 0 Logic “1”Valid “0” 0 1 Logic “0”Not valid 1 1 Not used
Figure 2.1: Dual-rail protocol
present one bit of data and one separate handshake signal, representing request andacknowledgement. One of the data wires is called “data true” and the other – “datafalse”. Both of them are used in a specific dual-rail data encoding (see Table 2.1 andFigure 2.1).Similar to the the bundled-data protocol, dual-rail can also be separated in to 4-phaseand 2-phase approaches. It is mandatory that in the 4-phase approach there should be aspacer in-between two valid data symbols, however in the 2-phase approach each validdata symbols comes immediately after another one has been acknowledged.Comparing the bundled-data and the dual-rail protocols one can notice their respec-tive advantages and disadvantages. The bundled-data protocol needs only a single wireto represent one bit of data, this simplifies the datapath logic. This leads to smaller cir-cuits, which consume much less power, compared to the dual-rail protocol. Generally withproper delay matching, bundled-data circuits operate faster than the dual-rail protocolespecially with a large data bus, as the performance doesn’t suffer from the complicatedcompletion detection circuitry as in the the dual-rail protocol.
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In light of the above the bundled-data 4-phase protocol was chosen for our design(see Section 4.1).
2.2 Essentials of Conditional Partial Order Graph formalism
Conditional Partial Order Graphs (CPOGs) are a novel compositional approach, which iscapable of capturing similar behavioural patterns, or event orders, in a compact functionalform. In particular this approach is beneficial for systems with many behavioural scena-rios defined on the same set of primitive actions, e.g. CPU microcontrollers. Using thisapproach the whole microcontroller’s design flow becomes highly efficient as it is basedonly on structural methods and does not require exploration of the entire controller statespace or explicit enumeration of all its behavioural scenarios.This section will focus on the essential information on the CPOG methodology, thatoriginally was developed on the basis of well-studied and closely related Partial Orders(POs) and Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) formalisms [23, 49, 90].
2.2.1 Essentials of CPOGs
A Conditional Partial Order Graph [107] (further referred to as CPOG or simply graph)is a quintuple H= (V ,E,X,ρ,φ) where:
• V is a set of vertices which correspond to events (or atomic actions) in a modelledsystem.
• E⊆ V×V is a set of arcs representing dependencies between the events.
• Operational vector X is a set of Boolean variables. An opcode is an assignment
(x1,x2, . . . ,x|X|) ∈ {0,1}|X| of these variables. An opcode selects a particular partialorder from those contained in the graph.
• ρ ∈ F(X) is a restriction function, where F(X) is the set of all Boolean functionsover variables in X. ρ defines the operational domain of the graph: X can beassigned only those opcodes (x1,x2, . . . ,x|X|) which satisfy the restriction function,i.e. ρ(x1,x2, . . . ,x|X|) = 1.
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(a) Full notation (b) Simplified notation
Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of CPOGs
• Function φ : (V ∪E)→ F(X) assigns a Boolean condition φ(z) ∈ F(X) to every ver-tex and arc z ∈ V ∪E in the graph. Let us also define φ(z) df= 0 for z /∈ V ∪E forconvenience.
CPOGs are represented graphically by drawing a labelled circle for every vertex anddrawing a labelled arrow for every arc. The label of a vertex v consists of thevertex name, a colon and the vertex condition φ(v), while every arc e is labelled with thecorresponding arc condition φ(e). The restriction function ρ is depicted in a box next tothe graph; operational variables X can therefore be observed as parameters of ρ.Fig. 2.2(a) shows an example of a CPOG with |V |= 5 vertices and |E|= 7 arcs. Thereis a single operational variable x; the restriction function is ρ(x) = 1, hence both opcodes
x = 0 and x = 1 are allowed. Vertices {a,b,d} have constant φ = 1 conditions and arecalled unconditional, while vertices {c,e} are conditional and have conditions φ(c) = xand φ(e) = x respectively. Arcs also fall into two classes: unconditional (arc c→ d) andconditional (all the rest). As CPOGs tend to have many unconditional vertices and arcswe use a simplified notation in which conditions equal to 1 are not depicted in the graph;see Fig. 2.2(b).The purpose of conditions φ is to ‘switch off’ some vertices and/or arcs in a CPOGaccording to a given opcode, thereby producing different CPOG projections. An exampleof a graph and its two projections is presented in Fig. 2.3. The leftmost projection isobtained by keeping in the graph only those vertices and arcs whose conditions evaluateto 1 after substitution of variable x with 1 (such projections are conventionally denoted by
H|x=1). Hence, vertex e disappears (shown as a dashed circle ), because its condition
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Figure 2.3: CPOG projections: H|x=1 (left) and H|x=0 (right)
evaluates to 0: φ(e) = x= 1= 0. Arcs {a→ d,a→ e,b→ d,b→ e} disappear for the samereason; they are shown as dashed arrows . The rightmost projection is obtained inthe same way with the only difference that variable x is set to 0; it is denoted by H|x=0,respectively. Note that although the condition of arc c→ d evaluates to 1 (in fact it isconstant 1) the arc is still excluded from the resultant graph because one of the vertices itconnects, viz. vertex c, is excluded and naturally an arc cannot appear in a graph withoutone of its vertices. Each of the obtained projections can be regarded as the specificationof a particular behavioural scenario of the modelled system, e.g. as specification of aprocessor instruction. Potentially, a CPOG H = (V ,E,X,ρ,φ) can specify an exponentialnumber of different instructions (each composed from atomic actions in V) according toone of 2|X| different possible opcodes.
2.3 Intel 8051 Microcontroller
In this Section we focus on the main features of the Intel 8051 microprocessor and itsoriginal architecture (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3), and give a quick overview of variousasynchronous implementations (Section 2.3.4).
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2.3.1 Introduction
The original synchronous 8051 microcontroller (MCU) was developed by Intel in the early1980s using NMOS technology. In later versions, it was moved to the CMOS, hence thename was changed to 80C51. Up to the present time the Intel 80C51 microcontrollerand its numerous derivatives are widely used all over the globe; 8051 is one of the mostwidely produced 8-bit microcontroller in the world [92]. Nearly every major semiconductormanufacturer, such as Infineon, Philips, Atmel, STMicroelectronics, Texas Instruments,etc., has their own version of the 8051. Usually all the 8051 derivitives are based onthe same CPU architecture, but differ in sizes and types of the memories, and in theperipherals.In general a microcontroller is a “small computer” situated on a single IC consistingof two main parts: the CPU core with its memories and input/output peripheral blocks(e.g timers, counters, receivers and transmitters, etc. [158]). The main target in our workwas designing a CPU, therefore we concentrated on the processor of the Intel 8051microcontroller. The next two subsections will address the architecture, the main featuresand the ISA of this core.
2.3.2 Intel 80C51 microprocessor core
The original CPU core adopts the Harvard architecture [45], which separates the storageof data and instructions.The data memory usually is split into internal (256 byte) and external (64 kbyte)Random Access Memory (RAM) blocks. The internal data RAM contains several dedicatedareas: the first 64 bytes (00h - 1Fh) are four register banks of eight registers each; then asmall memory area (20h - 2Fh) is bit-addressable space; the next 80 bytes (30h - 7Fh) areusually shared between the stack data and user variables; finally the last 128 bytes area special part of the internal RAM known as the space of the Special Function Registers(SFRs). These are readable and writeable registers (such as accumulator, B-register,Program State Word (PSW), Data PoinTeR (DPTR), etc.) could be accessed by the CPU.The handbook of the standard 8051 shows that the SFR-space is not completely filled
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Figure 2.4: Organisation of the internal memory in the Intel 8051 microprocessor
by these special registers, which only use 21 out of 128 spaces, the rest is free for uservariables. The structure of the RAM block is shown in Figure 2.4 [1] or can also be foundin the original 8051 handbook [158].The program memory is most commonly implemented as an off-chip EPROM, so thatit’s more convenient for reprogramming.The synchronous architecture of the Intel 8051 is shown in Figure 2.5 [8]. The core isbuilt around the internal bus (IB), to which all main registers are able to write to and toread from. We can see all the main components, such as the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU),Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory (RAM), the SFR-space and the fourbidirectional ports to the outside world. There is a special separate B bus, which is usedfor modifying the program counter (PC). Having only two main buses to communicatebetween the registers makes this architecture very compact and efficient. However thissignificantly reduces parallelism in the system, hence all the instructions contain manysequential parts in their execution.
2.3.3 Instruction Set and addressing modes
ISA is usually divided into the following classes: Complex Instruction Set Computer(CISC), Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC), Very-Long Instruction Word (VLIW)
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Figure 2.5: Architecture of a synchronous Intel 8051 microprocessor
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and various hybrids [62, 34]. These classes differ in the complexity of the their instructionsets, the encoding style of the instructions, and the homogeneity of the internal registerstructure in the implementation.Due to the following facts the 8051 microprocessor can be considered as a CISCarchitecture:
• The instruction set has 255 different complex instruction with variable length (from1 to 3 bytes), many of which involve multiple memory accesses.
• A number of different addressing modes, such as immediate, register addressing,direct, indirect, relative and indexed, which are explained later on.
• The system doesn’t have uniform internal register structure. There are severalspecialised registers (SFRs, four register banks, etc.).
• It takes a variable number of clock cycles to execute an instruction. Each instructiontakes one, two or four machine cycles to execute. Each machine cycle consists of sixslots, each of which performs different operations and requires one clock cycle [158].
In contrast to CISC, RISC and VLIW architectures usually have fixed length instructionswith a regular format. Usually it is a one simple (RISC) or many independent simple(VLIW) operations. The structure of the register file is regular with many general-purposeregisters. The hardware design usually focuses on designing high-performance imple-mentations, where the execution of several instructions can be pipelined, as opposed toCISC, which exploits microcoded implementations, i.e multiple operations are encoded inone instruction.The instruction set can be separated into five classes:
• Arithmetic operations: this class of operations includes addition (ADD), additionwith carry (ADDC), subtraction (SUBB), increment (INC), decrement (DEC), multi-plication (MUL), division (DIV) and decimal adjustment of accumulator (DA).
• Logic operations: this class of operations includes logic AND (ANL), logic OR (ORL),logic exclusive OR (XRL), clear (CLR), complement (CPL), swap (SWAP), rotate to
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the right (RR), rotate to the right with carry (RRC), rotate to the left (RL) and rotateto the left with carry (RLC).
• Data transfer operations: moving data from and to internal (MOV) and external(MOVX, MOVC) data memory, push data to (PUSH) and from (POP) the stack andthe exchange operation (XCH).
• Boolean operations: these instructions operate on individual bits of registers.
• Branching operations: this class of instruction can conditionally and unconditio-nally change the contents of the PC. There are three main types: the short jump(SJMP), the long jump (LJMP) and the absolute jump (AJMP).
The full explanation of each instruction and their opcodes can be found in the Appendix.Six addressing modes are supported by the 8051 instruction set:
• Direct addressing mode: the operand is specified by an 8-bit address field. Thisaddressing mode is used only for accessing the data in the internal RAM. Forexample, DEC 01h (operation: (R1):= (R1) – 1, 01h is the direct address of thesecond register in the first bank).
• Immediate addressing mode – the value is a constant and, as the name suggests,it is stored immediately after the operation code in memory. For example, ADD A,#123h (operation: (A):= (A) + 123h).
• Register addressing mode involves the use of the Bank of registers to hold thedata to be manipulated. The 3-bit register specification is part of the opcode of theinstruction. For example, INC R6 (operation: (R6):= (R6) + 1).
• Indirect addressing mode is used when the instruction performs an operation onthe data whose address is contained in register R0 or R1. For example, DEC @R0(decrement the internal RAM cell by 1 indirectly through the R0 register).
• Relative addressing mode is used with jump instructions, when a fetched addressis loaded to the PC. For example, SJMP #11h (operation: (PC):= (PC) + 11h).
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• Indexed addressing mode is used for accessing data elements of look-up tableentries in the ROM, where the address of the data in the table is formed by addingthe accumulator and base pointer. For example, MOVC A, @A+DPTR (move thecode data relative to the DPTR to the accumulator (address=A+DPTR)r).
More specific and detailed information on the 8051 architecture can be found in numerouspublications and user manuals [158, 80, 48].
2.3.4 Overview of Asynchronous Intel 8051 implementations
In the introduction we mentioned that there are numerous derivatives of the synchronousimplementation of the Intel 8051 microprocessor. However many designers also focusedon its asynchronous implementation.Probably one of the first asynchronous 8051 microcontroller was implemented byGageldonk et al. [151] in the Philips Research Laboratories in 1998 and later becamea commercial product. In fact this MCU was developed using the Tangram (or Haste)behaviour model, which originally was introduced by the Philips Research Laboratoriesin the Tangram tool over 20 years ago [150]. Later on this work proceeded by HandshakeSolutions [69] and led two implementations HT80C51-LP (Low Power) and HT80C51-LC(Low Cost). Both of them were mainly designed to demonstrate the feasibility of theTangram design flow.In 2002 Lee et al. proposed a new version of a self-timed 8051 with a new 5-stagedpipelined architecture [81]. This implementation regrouped the entire ISA into sevengroups, which were defined by a particular execution scheme of the instructions. In thisway some instructions needed only parts of the scheme, e.g,. NOP instruction neededonly fetching and decoding, and therefore regrouped instructions use the same set ofpipelined stages.A year later a QDI asynchronous 8051 microcontroller called Lutonium [96] was intro-duced. This design utilised highly parallel processing with a deep pipeline architecture.The main core was described with Communicating Hardware Process (CHP) [95] and thepipeline stages were implemented using the Pre-Charge Half Buffers (PCHB) template.
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There were also several other implementations using CSP-like hardware descriptionlanguages such as the open-source Balsa toolset developed at Manchester University [2,17], which led to RTL simulations and an FPGA implementation. This was a 2-stagepipeline architecture, which used a partial instruction decoding [35]. Another example isa pipelined asynchronous 8051 soft-core , which was implemented and validated on anFPGA [36].One of the most recent implementations of this core was done by Chang et al. [88].In this work two 8051 microcontroller cores were designed on the same die: one syn-chronous and one asynchronous (QDI approach). The main target of this work was todelineate and compare these two approaches with the same environment and variationconditions, as they were physically located on the same chip.Each of these asynchronous 8051 microcontroller examples was done in a differentprocess size and a different purpose was targeted, therefore we didn’t compare them interms of power and performance. However we did compare our implementation with someof these approaches in the Implementation chapter (Chapter 5).
2.4 Power-proportional computing
In the introduction we discussed the main aspects of power-proportionality and how onecan introduce them in the system development flow, particularly in asynchronous systems(see Section 1.2). In this section we show the main techniques and approaches peopleuse in their circuit development process nowadays.At the present time such methods have been partially addressed within the alreadywell-established research area called low-power IC design in the form of fairly specialtechniques for reducing the switching activity (dynamic power) and leakage current (staticpower) in the circuit.In the beginning of the CMOS technology era dynamic power has been dominatingin logic. In synchronous circuits up to 50% of dynamic power goes to global clock distri-bution across the chip. This became the primary target for power saving in clock gatingtechniques, where clock switching is suppressed for inactive parts of the system. There
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is a trade-off between the granularity of clock gating and the area overheads introducedby gating logic. All modern synthesis tools support basic RTL-level clock gating, whiletools developed in Calypto [31] and Envis [56] extend this approach by comprehensiveanalysis of the circuit to provide optimal clock gating solution.In deep sub-micron technology the trend has changed and static power is no longernegligible - up to 40% of the total power is due to leakage. This is usually resolved bypower gating, where the voltage source is disconnected from those parts of the circuitwhich are inactive for extended periods of time. Over-conservative variation margins onthe clock period are utilised in the voltage scaling approach, which is a more aggressivetechnique for dynamic power reduction [162]. There are several approaches to voltagescaling:
• Static Voltage Scaling (SVS): different blocks or subsystems are given carefullyselected fixed supply voltages.
• Multi-level Voltage Scaling (MVS): an extension of static voltage scaling where ablock or a subsystem is switched between two or more voltage levels (independentpower supplies). Only a few statically selected levels are supported for differentoperating modes.
• Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS): an extension of MVS where a lar-ger number of voltage levels are dynamically switched between to follow changingworkloads.
• Adaptive Voltage Scaling (AVS): an extension of DVFS where a control loop isused to adjust the voltage. This approach is implemented using off-chip voltageregulators by National Powerwise [115] in a publicly available tool [83].
There are several low-level techniques for decreasing the leakage of the cells outside thespeed-critical path either by using a special low-leakage technology library (supportedby all modern synthesis tools and many libraries have low-leakage gate implementations)or by adjusting their lithography mask data (e.g. implemented in Blaze DFM tools, TelaInnovations company [145] and used at the TSMC foundry).
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Significant improvements can be achieved by a more radical approach - conversion ofcircuits to an asynchronous mode of operation. Self-timed circuits are free from a rigidclock and function at the best speed for given operating conditions, where e.g. voltagescaling fits naturally, which we demonstrated in this work.
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The design of Instruction SetArchitecture
The design of a microprocessor or any other complicated circuitry is not a trivial process,and consists of a deep analysis beforehand and various implementation stages after-wards [97]. First and foremost we need to think what functions, architecture and struc-ture we want to have in the future design. In terms of the microprocessor’s development,its structure and functionality highly depends on the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA),which is used during its design flow.Optimal design of an instruction set for a particular combination of available hard-ware resources and software requirements is crucial for building processors with highperformance and energy efficiency, and is a challenging task involving a lot of heuristicsand high-level design decisions.Design of the microprocessor ISA is a computationally intensive task whose searchspace grows exponentially with the number of instructions and supported operatingmodes. Furthermore, the ISA development process often goes beyond a one-time effortof a single designer as the ISA may need to be extended at the customer side, e.g., asin Application Specific Instruction set Processors (ASIPs) [152]. ASIPs allow adding newfunctionality to an extensible baseline ISA in the form of Instruction Set Extensions (ISEs),thereby combining the flexibility of a general purpose CPU and performance of an ASIC.
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The key idea is to analyse the application domain and identify repetitive source codefragments that can be replaced by custom ISE instructions to reduce overheads associa-ted with the instruction fetch cycle and storage of temporary values [68], as well as toenable additional optimisation opportunities in resource allocation, register binding, andport assignment [40][121].Modern embedded systems often require yet another dimension of ISA flexibility –dynamic reconfigurability. For example, a baseband processor whose core functionalityis signal processing may need to be reconfigured upon standardisation of a new commu-nication protocol. Reconfigurable ASIPs address this requirement by combining a staticgeneral purpose ISA with a reconfigurable fabric to introduce new functionality when itbecomes needed [26][27]. Reconfigurability and custom instructions also address the is-sue of energy efficiency (a major concern for the microelectronics industry, particularly inmobile and embedded domains) by power elasticity [161] and by moving computationallyintensive algorithms from software to hardware [68][89].One of the key difficulties in designing instruction sets is the necessity to comprehendand deal with a large number of instructions, whose microcontrol implementation maybe altered to suit a particular hardware platform or a particular operating mode (Sec-tion 3.1). To overcome this, instructions and groups of instructions have to be managedin a compositional way: an ISA specification should be composable from specificationsof its constituent parts (Section 3.2). Furthermore, one should be able to transform andoptimise ISA specifications (Section 3.3) in a fully formal way to guarantee correctnesswithout computationally expensive verification after each incremental modification of anISA (Section 3.4). The chapter is concluded with a case study in Section 3.5 to de-monstrate how CPOGs can be used for capturing different hardware configurations andoperation modes.
3.1 Which ISA to choose?
As it was mentioned in the beginning of the Chapter, the design of a microprocessor’s ISAis one of the main parts in the design flow of a processor. There are several criteria which
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determine the choice of an instruction set for a needed processor microarchitecture.Functionality. Each instruction is associated with a sequence of atomic ac-tions (usually acyclic) to complete the corresponding computational task. Note thatwhile a sequential run of actions is sufficient to achieve the instruction functionality,it is often practical to enable some of the actions concurrently, e.g., in order to speedup the instruction execution and to efficiently utilise the available energy. The distinc-tive classes of instruction functionality are arithmetic operations, data handling, memoryaccess and flow control.The amount of computation per instruction is an important characteristic of an ISA,which can be illustrated by comparing CISC, RISC and VLIW architectures (see Sec-tion 2.3.3). The CISC architecture is based on a semantically rich instruction set, whichprovides operand access in several addressing modes and can execute complex multi-cycle operations without storing the intermediate results [72]. In contrast, the RISCarchitecture employs a relatively small set of basic instructions to build a complex func-tionality at the level of software [43]. The microarchitecture complexity of the VLIWarchitecture falls between the RISC and CISC architectures, as the scheduling for Ins-truction Level Parallelism (ILP) is performed statically during the program compilation,when VLIW instruction is broken into several simple RISC instructions [59].Operation modes. The same functionality can be achieved in different ways targetingvarious optimisation criteria. For example, an arithmetic operation can be executed eitherin an energy efficient way but slowly, or in a low latency mode at the price of extra energyconsumption. Alternatively, for security applications, the operation can be combined withpower masking and data scrambling. The choice of available operation modes is usuallymade at the design time and is limited by the circuit area and the timing constraints.Selection of the operation mode can be encoded in the instruction set at two levels:coarse-grain, as a separate class of mode-switching instructions or fine-grain, as a partof each instruction code.For example, in the ARM architecture [61], apart from the standard RISC-like operationmode with a 32-bit instruction set there are several special modes, e.g., Thumb and
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Jazelle. In the Thumb mode the processor switches to a compact 16-bit encoding of asubset of ARM instructions and makes the instruction operands implicit. This reduces theprocessor functionality but improves its power efficiency through increased code density,usually at the expense of performance. In the Jazelle mode the instruction set is changedto natively execute Java Bytecode and to support just-in-time compilation [113].Resources. At least one functional unit must be available for each type of atomicaction comprising the instructions. The conflicting situations, when the same hardwareresource is requested by several actions, are resolved through scheduling and may alsoinvolve dynamic arbitration. The quantity of each resource type is therefore decided bytrading resource idle time against the frequency of potential conflicts to resolve.Modern CPUs, while often referred to as RISC-like, also exhibit the features of CISCand VLIW architectures. For example, they often have complex multi-clock DSP/multi-media instructions, which is typical for CISC. They also combine the compile-time VLIWscheduling with dynamic arbitration of resources to employ ILP for instruction pipelining,out-of-order and speculative execution. Such a diversity of instruction functionality, com-bined with various operation modes and resource constraints, makes ISA design extremelychallenging.
3.1.1 Existing ISA approaches and challenges
There are several well-established approaches for the functional-level description andformal verification of an ISA. Event-B [164] is a widely adopted language for specifyingfirst-order logic systems and doing refinements on these representations. Combinedwith the Rodin theorem prover [148], it becomes a powerful platform for proving that a(refined) system satisfies the initial specification, e.g., does not leave a certain set of‘good’ states during its operation. HOL [60] is a computer-assisted proving environmentfor constructing verifiably correct mathematical proofs. Although its expressiveness isunrivalled, the generic nature of a tool such as Isabelle/HOL makes it more suitable foranalysing individual instructions with deep mathematical properties; see, for example,verification of the IA-64 division algorithm [70].
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These formal ISA methods have a history of being used for reasoning about hard-ware implementations, however they are more targeted at the software-related aspectsof processor functionality. No hardware implementation issues are usually taken intoconsideration apart from those directly visible to the instructions, such as the size ofaddressable memory, the number and type of available registers, etc. As a result, an ISAdesigner does not have the full control on how the specified functionality is achieved inhardware, what the costs of every instruction are in terms of energy consumption andcomputation resources, how to minimise latency of instruction decoding logic, or how todynamically adapt the processor to the current operating conditions. Modelling suchlow-level implementation details in Event-B or HOL is costly; a more targeted formalismis needed to interface the representation of knowledge about instructions sets with thatof knowledge about their execution.There is clearly a niche in microprocessor EDA where the following design require-ments need to be addressed:
• description of individual instruction functionalities at the microcode level as partialorders of atomic actions;
• efficient representation and manipulation with complete instruction sets (re-encoding, re-targeting, etc.);
• compositional approach to ISA design to facilitate modularity, extensibility andreuse;
• explicit capturing of processor operation modes;
• possibility to express the resource availability constraints.
We propose to address these requirements using the Conditional Partial Order Graphs(CPOGs) approach [107]. This model is particularly convenient for composition and re-presentation of large sets of partial orders in a compact form. It can be equipped witha suite of mathematical tools for the refinement, optimisation, encoding and synthesisof the control hardware which implements the required instruction set, similar in spi-rit to the approach based on control automata [15]. We envisage that the model can be
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used as a complementary formalism for the existing ISA methodologies providing a formallink between the software and hardware domains. Although general-purpose modellinglanguages and proving environments, such as Event-B or HOL, may be used to a similareffect, the CPOG model offers a superior mathematical construction permitting automatedanalysis and synthesis.Moreover the area of ASIP also contributes by this approach by providing a me-thodology to systematically manipulate instruction sets in order to explore the spaceof possible solutions. Our approach can simplify the design of ASIPs and synthesis ofISEs, as it naturally supports incremental and compositional development of instructionsets. Moreover, we utilise the same formal model throughout the whole design process:specification of individual instructions, combining them into instruction sets, exploringthe design space, and synthesis of the control logic [106], which facilitates productivityand consistency of the design flow.Figure 3.1 shows the proposed pathway from a high-level specification of an ISA to alow-level microcontroller implementation. Our specification and synthesis flow comprisesfour distinct levels. At the architectural level the ISA is modelled using the Event-Bformalism. Given available hardware resources and operating modes we can refine theISA and descend to the microarchitectural level. At the transformation level the refinedinstructions are composed into a single CPOG representation which is then iterativelyoptimised for a set of design constraints, such as requirements to the instruction opcodesand ILP support. Finally, at the implementation level the ISA is synthesised into a setof hardware components, such as instruction decoder and microcontrol logic.In the next Section we describe the use of the CPOG method for the specification ofprocessor instruction sets and demonstrate the approach on an example.
3.2 Specification of instructions CPOG model
The essentials of the Conditional Partial Order Graph methodology was presented inSection 2.2, therefore in this section we discuss the formal correspondence between aCPOG representation and CPU instruction (see Section 3.2.1). Also we discus how this
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Figure 3.1: Specification and synthesis flow
specification method can be expanded to the whole ISA.
3.2.1 Specification of instructions
Consider a processing unit that has two registers A and B, and can perform two differentinstructions: addition and exchange of two variables stored in memory. The processorcontains five datapath components (denoted by a . . .e) that can perform the followingatomic actions:
a) Load register A from memory;
b) Load register B from memory;
c) Compute sum A+B and store it in A;
d) Save register A into memory;
e) Save register B into memory.
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Instruction Addition Exchangea) Load A a) Load AAction b) Load B b) Load Bsequence c) Add B to A d) Save Ad) Save A e) Save B
Partial order
a
d
b
c
a
d
b
ewith maximumconcurrency
PADD PXCHG
Table 3.1: Two instructions specified as partial ordersTable 3.1 describes the addition and exchange instructions in terms of usage of theseatomic actions.The addition instruction consists of loading the two operands from memory (actions
a and b, causally independent and thus possibly concurrent), their addition (action c),and saving the result (action d). Whether a and b are to be performed concurrentlydepends on: i) the system architecture, e.g., if concurrent read memory access is allowed,ii) static and dynamic resources availability (the processor hardware configuration mustphysically contain two memory access components and they both have to be immediatelyavailable for use), and iii) the current operation mode which determines the schedulingstrategy, e.g. ‘execute a and b concurrently to minimise latency’, or ‘execute a and b insequence to reduce peak power’. Let us assume for simplicity that in this example allcausally independent actions are always performed concurrently, see the correspondingpartial order PADD in Table 3.11. Section 3.5 will address joint specification of differentscheduling strategies of an instruction.The operation of exchange consists of loading the operands (concurrent actions aand b), and saving them into swapped memory locations (concurrent actions d and e), ascaptured by PXCHG . Note that in order to start saving one of the registers it is necessary
1In this example we describe partial orders using Hasse diagrams [23], i.e. without depicting transitivedependencies, such as, for example, dependencies a→ d and b→ d in partial order PADD .
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to wait until both of them have been loaded to avoid overwriting one of the values.One can see that the two partial orders in Table 3.1 appear to be the two projectionsshown in Figure 2.3, thus the corresponding graph can be considered as a joint speci-fication of both instructions. Two important characteristics of such a specification arethat the common events {a,b,d} are overlaid and the choice between the two operationsis distributed in the Boolean expressions associated with the vertices and arcs of thegraph. As a result, in our model there is no need for a ‘nodal point’ of choice, whichtend to appear in alternative specification models (a Petri Net [50] would have an explicitchoice place, a Finite State Machine [100] – an explicit choice state, and a specificationwritten in a Hardware Description Language [100] would describe the two instructionsby two separate branches of a conditional statement if or case). The absence of a choicenodal point could lead to a confusion, as this point would be “distributed” and won’t beclearly seen on a PO representation. Usually such a nodal point gives us a condition fora choice, however in CPOG representation only by applying a particular condition wecan see different brunches.One downside of a purely graph-based approach to instruction sets is the inability toreason about functional correctness; specifically, the relationship between an instructionbehaviour and the functionality of the blocks it is made of. Clearly, a designer would seeksome form of assurance that an instruction is correct in respect to original requirementsand an evidence of correctness is exhibited. An ultimate form of evidence is a formalproof. In Section 3.4 we will show how to obtain the proof of instruction correctness witha refinement-based derivation of instruction logic.
3.2.2 From instructions to instruction sets
The following notions are introduced to formally define specification and composition ofinstruction sets.An instruction is a pair I= (ψ,P), where ψ ∈ {0,1}|X| is a vector assigning a Booleanvalue to each variable in X, and P = (V ,≺) is a partial order defined on a set of atomic
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actions V . Semantically, ψ represents the instruction opcode2, while the precedencerelation ≺ of the partial order captures the behaviour of the instruction3. We assumethat V and X belong to the corresponding universes shared by all the instructions of theprocessor: V ⊆UV and X⊆UX.An instruction set (denoted by IS) is a set of instructions with unique opcodes, i.e. forany IS= {I1, I2, . . . , In}, such that Ik = (ψk,Pk), all opcodes ψk must be different.Given a CPOG H = (V ,E,X,ρ,φ) there is a natural correspondence between its pro-jections and instructions: an opcode ψ= (x1,x2, . . . ,x|X|) induces a partial order H|ψ, andpaired together they form an instruction Iψ = (ψ,H|ψ) according to the above definition.This leads to the following formal link between CPOGs and instruction sets.A CPOG H = (V ,E,X,ρ,φ) is a specification of an instruction set IS(H) defined asa union of instructions (ψ,H|ψ) which are allowed by the restriction function ρ (seeSection 2.2):
IS(H)
df
= {(ψ,H|ψ), ρ(ψ) = 1}. (3.1)
Using this definition we can formally state that the graph in Figure 2.3 specifies theinstruction set from Table 3.1. Section 3.3 shows how to obtain and efficiently manipulatesuch CPOG specifications.
3.3 Transformations
In this section we describe CPOG transformations which allow the systematic manipulateof instruction sets. The transformations facilitate the following stages of the ISA designflow shown in Figure 3.1:
• compositional and modular construction of instruction sets from smaller subsetsand/or individual instructions (Section 3.3.1);
• global ISA modifications, that is modifications of all the instructions at once, for
2In this section the instruction operands are implicit and the opcode completely defines the instruction.We elaborate on this in Section 3.5.3We incorporate the notion of a microprogram [100] (the behaviour of the instruction) into the definitionof the instruction.
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example, re-encoding, re-targeting for a different hardware platform, refinement forhardware synthesis (Section 3.3.2);
• local and incremental ISA modifications, which usually apply only to a subset ofall the instructions and are heavily relied on in various ISA optimisation algorithms(Section 3.3.3);
• hardware synthesis, i.e., transformation of an instruction set into a microcontrollerby mapping a given CPOG into Boolean equations (Section 3.3.4).
An important feature of all the discussed transformation procedures is their higher effi-ciency in comparison to the conventional approaches. In particular, we will demonstratethat the algorithmic complexity of all the procedures does not depend on the number ofinstructions in a given ISA.
3.3.1 Composition
Compositionality is a key concept in modern system design: a realistic system can onlybe designed and analysed by breaking it down into smaller pieces. A typical instructionset of a modern processor contains hundreds of base instruction classes and various ISAextensions, and usually is a result of several design iterations. Therefore, it is necessaryto be able to compose large instruction sets from smaller ones to enable modularisation,reuse, and incremental development.A CPOG can be deconstructed by means of projections, as was demonstrated in Fi-gure 2.3. The opposite operation, that is constructing a CPOG out of given parts, is calledcomposition. This subsection describes how it can be used to build large instruction setsfrom smaller ones.
Definition 3.1. Two well-formed graphs H1 and H2 are said to be in an encoding conflictwith respect to their restriction functions ρ1 and ρ2 iff ρ1ρ2 6= 0. An encoding conflictimplies the existence of an opcode ψ such that both of the restriction functions aresatisfied: ρ1|ψ = ρ2|ψ = 1. This leads to ambiguity in some cases, when two graphsdescribe different behaviour for the same opcode ψ. Depending on whether these two
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graphs actually specify the same or different scenarios under ψ the conflict can be eithertrue or false.An encoding conflict is true if the partial orders generated with ψ are different:
∃ψ, (ρ1ρ2)|ψ = 1, po(dg H1|ψ) 6= po(dg H2|ψ)
Conversely, an encoding conflict is false if the partial orders generated with ψ are infact the same:
∀ψ, (ρ1ρ2)|ψ = 1, po(dg H1|ψ) = po(dg H2|ψ)
Formally, the composition of two instruction sets IS1 and IS2 is simply defined as theirunion IS1 ∪ IS2; it is required that the union does not contain two instructions with thesame opcode otherwise it would be impossible to distinguished them during the decodingprocess. Due to the commutativity and associativity properties of set union ∪, one cancompose more than two instruction sets by performing their pairwise composition inarbitrary order, for instance, IS1∪ IS2∪ IS3 = (IS1∪ IS2)∪ IS3 = IS1∪ (IS2∪ IS3).Note that if instructions in given sets ISk are represented individually (e.g., by listingthem one after another as in conventional methods), then the complexity of the compo-sition operation is linear with respect to the total number of instructions: Θ(|IS|), where
IS=
⋃
k ISk. This is because we have to iterate over all of them to generate the result. Itmay be unacceptably slow for those applications which routinely perform various opera-tions on large instruction sets. By using the CPOG model for the compact representationof instruction sets, one can perform most of the operations much faster, as demonstratedbelow.Let instruction sets IS1 and IS2 be specified with graphs H1 = (V1,E1,X,ρ1,φ1) and
H2 = (V2,E2,X,ρ2,φ2), respectively, as in (3.1), where the set of variables X is the same.Then their composition has CPOG specification H= (V1∪V2,E1∪E2,X,ρ1+ρ2,φ), wherethe vertex/arc conditions φ are defined as
∀z ∈ V1∪V2∪E1∪E2, φ(z) df= ρ1φ1(z)+ρ2φ2(z).
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We call H the CPOG composition of H1 and H2 and denote this operation as H=H1∪H2.Note that if ρ1 · ρ2 6= 0 then the composition is undefined, because IS(H1) and IS(H2)contain instructions with the same opcode ψ allowed by both restriction functions:
ρ1(ψ) = ρ2(ψ) = 1. The case of graph addition was introduced previously [102]. Thefollowing theorems highlight the key properties of the composition operation regardingthe union of graphs.
Theorem 3.1. Union ∪ is an associative and commutative operation, when its argumentsare not in conflict.
Proof. 1) Associativity: (H1∪H2)∪H3 =H1∪ (H2∪H3).Follows from the associativity of set union ((V1 ∪V2)∪V3 = V1 ∪ (V2 ∪V3) etc.) andBoolean disjunction ((ρ1+ρ2)+ρ3 = ρ1+(ρ2+ρ3)). To prove associativity with respectto conditions φ, let us define ρ ′ and φ ′ to be the restriction functions and conditionsof graph H ′ = H1 ∪H2: ρ ′ = ρ1+ρ2 and φ ′ = ρ1φ1+ρ2φ2. In the same way, let ρ and
φ denote the restriction function and conditions of the final graph H = H ′ ∪H3. So,
ρ= ρ ′+ρ3 = ρ1+ρ2+ρ3 while φ is equal toThe result remains the same if the order of union of the three graphs is altered:
H ′ =H2+H3, H=H1+H ′. So, independently of the order, function φ(z) for a particular
z will eventually be equal to ρ1φ1(z)+ρ2φ2(z)+ρ3φ3(z).2) Commutativity: H1∪H2 =H2∪H1.Follows from the commutativity of set union (V1 ∪V2 = V2 ∪V1 etc.) and Booleandisjunction (ρ1+ρ2 = ρ2+ρ1 etc.) operations.
Remark 3.1. When more than two graphs are in union then the redundant brackets canbe omitted without ambiguity: H1∪H2∪H3.
Corollary 1. The general equation for conditions φ in graph H(V , E, X, ρ, φ) in case ofunion of n> 2 graphs Hk(Vk, Ek, X, ρk, φk), 16 k6 n is
φ=
∑
16k6nρkφk
e.g. if n= 3 the equation is φ= ρ1φ1+ρ2φ2+ρ3φ3.
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φ= ρ ′φ ′+ρ3φ3=
= (ρ1+ρ2)(ρ1φ1+ρ2φ2)+ρ3φ3 =
= ρ1ρ1φ1+ρ1ρ2φ2+ρ2ρ1φ1+ρ2ρ2φ2+ρ3φ3= Since H1 and H2 arenot in conflict, then
ρ1 ·ρ2 = 0
= ρ1φ1+0φ2+0φ1+ρ2φ2+ρ3φ3 =
= ρ1φ1+ρ2φ2+ρ3φ3
Theorem 3.2. If H1 and H2 are not in conflict then
IS(H1∪H2) = IS(H1)∪ IS(H2)
i.e. graph H1∪H2 contains partial orders from both H1 and H2.4
Proof. Let H = H1 ∪H2. At first let us show that IS(H1)∪ IS(H2) ⊆ IS(H). Consideran instruction (see definition in Section 3.2.2) I ∈ IS(H1) (the proof for the case when
I ∈ IS(H2) is similar due to symmetry between H1 and H2).
1. The restriction function ρ2|ψ of H2 is not satisfied because H1 and H2 are not inconflict: (ρ1ρ2)|ψ = ρ1|ψ ·ρ2|ψ = 1 ·ρ2|ψ = ρ2|ψ = 0.
2. The restriction function ρ of H is satisfied with ψ: ρ|ψ = (ρ1+ρ2)|ψ = 1+0= 1.
3. Vertex/arc conditions φ(z) for ∀z ∈ V1∪E1 in H|ψ evaluate to the same values asin H1|ψ: φ(z)|ψ = (ρ1φ1(z)+ρ2φ2(z))|ψ = 1 ·φ1(z)|ψ+0 ·φ2(z)|ψ = φ1(z)|ψ.
4Moreover union preserves the initial opcodes of the partial orders.
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(c) HADD ∪HXCHGFigure 3.2: Graph compositionTherefore, the sets of vertices and arcs of H|ψ are the same as those of H1|ψ. Conse-quently, P =H1|ψ =H|ψ and therefore I= (ψ,P) ∈ IS(H).Now let us prove the reverse statement: IS(H) ⊆ IS(H1)∪ IS(H2). Consider an ins-truction I = (ψ,P) ∈ IS(H). The restriction function ρ = ρ1+ρ2 must be satisfied whichmeans that either ρ1 or ρ2 is satisfied but not both of them. Let it be ρ1: ρ1|ψ = 1 and
ρ2|ψ = 0 (the other case is again symmetric). This leads to the same conclusion as in thefirst part of the proof : H1|ψ = H|ψ. Therefore IS(H) ⊆ IS(H1)∪ IS(H2). This completesthe proof.
Crucially, the complexity of computing a CPOG composition does not depend on thetotal number of instructions |IS1∪ IS2|. It depends only on the sizes of graph specifications
H1 and H2: Θ(|V1|+ |E1|+ |V2|+ |E2|). Since the number of arcs |Ek| is at most quadraticwith respect to |Vk| and |Vk|6 |UV | (all vertices are contained in universe UV ), we havethe following upper bound on CPOG composition complexity: O(|UV |2). Note that |UV |2is potentially smaller than the number of different instructions5, which can be exponentialwith respect to |V |, in particular the total number of partial orders on set UV is greaterthan 2 14 |UV |2 [23]. To conclude, we can operate on the CPOG representations of instructionsets faster than on the instruction sets themselves.Let us demonstrate the composition of instruction sets on the aforementioned pro-cessing unit example. Figure 3.2(a,b) shows two graphs HADD and HXCHG specifying
5Although this statement does not hold for our simplistic examples, e.g., |V |+ |E|= 5+7= 12 and |IS|= 2in Figure 3.2, it does hold in practice. For example, our implementation of Intel 8051 microprocessor (seeSection 4.2 has 257 instructions but its CPOG representation contains only 17 vertices and 46 arcs. Moreover,if we do not use abstraction and treat instructions ADD A,B and ADD C,D as different ones, the number ofinstructions of a modern 32-bit processor can easily grow to 232 while its CPOG will remain compact.
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singleton instruction sets IS(HADD) = {(1,PADD)} and IS(HXCHG) = {(0,PXCHG)}, respec-tively. Since their restriction functions are orthogonal ρADD · ρXCHG = x · x = 0, wecan compose them into the graph shown in Figure 3.2(c). It specifies the composition
IS(HADD ∪HXCHG) = {(1,PADD),(0,PXCHG)} as intended (see Figure 2.3).
3.3.2 Global transformations
Consider a graph H = (V ,E,X,ρ,φ). Since elements of the quintuple are shared by allinstructions in IS(H), we can make global modifications of the instruction set withoutiterating over all the instructions. For example, we can add a new action go at thebeginning of every instruction by setting V ′ = V ∪ {go}, φ(go) = 1, and φ(go→ v) = 1 forall v ∈ V . The cost of this global modification is only Θ(|V |); we call transformations ofthis type vertex insertions.It is possible to introduce a global concurrency reduction between actions a and b, bysetting E ′ = E∪ {a→ b} and φ(a→ b) = 1. As a result, action b will always be scheduledafter a in all the instructions. The cost of this transformation is O(1), but it is not safe ingeneral: it can introduce deadlocks if action a is scheduled to happen after b in one ofthe instructions (forming a cyclic dependency). To ensure deadlock freeness verificationalgorithms from [102] must be employed.Variable substitution is another basic transformation with the global effect. For ins-tance, by replacing every occurrence of x with x in all conditions φ and function ρ, weflip the corresponding bit in all instruction opcodes. To perform this operation we needto change Θ(|V |2) Boolean functions. Variable substitution is a powerful transformation,it can affect not only a single bit, but all the opcodes; care must be taken to ensure thatthe resultant opcodes do not clash and become in conflict.Variable substitution is also applied to simplify the calculation, e.g. this technique isused a lot in Integration by substitution simplification.A global Opcode expansion is used, when we want to introduce a new variable in theopcode and therefore all the conditions in the graph need to be changed. Let’s assume wehave two instructions, which are distinguished by one condition y, so the set of conditions
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would be X= {y}. Now we want to add a third instruction, so we need extend the set ofvariables by a new condition x and new set will be X ′ =X∪ {x}. To perform this operationwe need to change Θ(|V |2) Boolean functions.Opposite to the previous one, we can think of Opcode reduction. This transformation isperformed when we want to optimise one of the variables away, so a new set of conditionswould be X ′ = X\ {x}. With the same difficulty of Θ(|V |2) we need to go through all theconditions, however we need to make sure that the rest of the opcodes do not in conflict.The above transformations are global. It is possible, however, to apply them only to asubset of selected instructions using the operations of set extraction and decompositiondefined below.
3.3.3 Local transformations
Instead of looking at the whole instruction set of a processor one may need to focusattention on its smaller parts. As an example, consider the MMIX processor instructionset [86] containing 256 different opcodes. 16 of them, starting with bits 0010, are dedicatedto addition/subtraction operations, and a designer wants to manipulate them separatelyfrom the others.Let graphH=(V ,E,X,ρ,φ) specify the whole instruction set IS(H) of the processor and8-bit opcodes be encoded with variables {x1, . . . ,x8}. Function f= x1 ·x2 ·x3 ·x4 enumeratesall Boolean vectors starting with 0010 and its conjunction with ρ enumerates all wantedopcodes. Thus, graph H ′ = (V ,E,X,f · ρ,φ) specifies the required part of IS(H). Thereis a dedicated operation in the CPOG algebra, called scalar multiplication, specificallyintended for this task: H ′ = f ·H [107]. Its main feature is that
∀f, IS(f ·H)⊆ IS(H)
In our context, f can be considered an instruction property and operation f ·H can becalled a set extraction: it extracts a subset of a given instruction set according to arequired property.A generalisation of this operation is called decomposition. It is easy to see that
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H1 = f ·H and H0 = f ·H together contain all instructions from IS(H): the instructionswith opcodes satisfying property f are put into H1, and all the rest are put into H0.Thus, any instruction set can be decomposed into two disjoint sets according to a givenproperty. This is formally captured by the following statement:
∀f, IS(H) = IS(f ·H)∪ IS(f ·H)
Set extraction and decomposition are cheap operations: they only require computationof a conjunction of two Boolean functions f and ρ.Returning back to the MMIX example, we can decompose IS(H) into two disjoint sets:addition/subtraction operations IS1 = IS(f ·H), and all the rest IS0 = IS(f ·H). Then we canapply a transformation, e.g., an event insertion, to IS1 resulting in ISt1. Finally, we cancompute composition ISt = ISt1∪ IS0 which contains all the instructions from the originalinstruction set IS(H), but with a local transformation applied only to addition/subtractionoperations.
3.3.4 Mapping to logic gates
Finally, the refined CPOG can be mapped into Boolean equations and produce a physicalimplementation of the specified microcontroller. In order to descend from the abstractlevel of atomic actions to the physical level of digital circuits signal-level refinements arenecessary.To interface with an asynchronous datapath component a it is possible to use thestandard request-acknowledgement handshake (req_a,ack_a), as shown in Figure 3.3.In case of a synchronous component b the request signal is used to start the computationbut, as there is no completion detection, the acknowledgement signal has to be generatedusing a matched delay [139]. Also, there are cases when a matched delay has to bereplaced with a counter connected to the clock signal to provide an accurate multi-cycle delay – see the interface of component c in the same figure. Note that we do notexplicitly show synchronisers [85] in the diagram; it is assumed that components b and
c are equipped with the necessary synchronisation mechanisms to accept asynchronous
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Figure 3.3: Datapath interface architecture
requests from the microcontroller.To explicitly specify handshake signals it is possible to perform a graph transformationexplained in Figure 3.4. Every atomic action a1 is split into a pair of events req_a1+ and
ack_a1+ standing for rising transitions of the corresponding handshake signals. If thereare two occurrences of an atomic action, e.g. b1 and b2, then both vertices are split6, etc.Semantically, when an atomic action a1 is ready for execution, the controller should issuethe request signal req_a1 to component a; then the high value of the acknowledgementsignal ack_a1 will indicate the completion of a.Notice that the microcontroller does not reset handshakes until all of them are com-plete. This leads to a potential problem: a component cannot be released until theinstruction execution is finished. To deal with the problem it is necessary to decouplethe microcontroller from the component, see box ‘decouple’ in Figure 3.3 and its gate-level implementation in Figure 3.5(a). Also, when a component b is used twice in aninstruction we have to combine two handshakes (req_b1,2,ack_b1,2) into one using the
6We use superscripts to distinguish different occurrences of the same event.
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Figure 3.4: Signal-level refinement
merge controller, see Figure 3.5(b). Merge controllers can only be used if the requestsare mutually exclusive7. If this is not the case, as e.g. for concurrent actions c1 and
c2, then we have to set an arbiter guarding access to the component. Its implementa-tion consists of the merge controller and the mutual exclusion (ME) element [85], seeFigure 3.5(c).Finally, the refined graph can be mapped into Boolean equations. An event associatedwith vertex v ∈ V is enabled to fire (req_v+ is excited) when all the preceding events
u ∈ V have already fired (ack_u have been received):
req_v= φ(v) ·∏
u∈V
(
φ(u) ·φ(u→ v)⇒ ack_u)
where a⇒ b stands for Boolean implication indicating ‘b if a’ relation. Mapping is asimple structural operation, however the obtained equations may not be optimal andshould undergo the conventional logic minimisation [100, 107] and technology map-ping [50] procedures.It is interesting to note that the size of the microcontroller does not depend on thenumber of instructions directly. There are Θ(|V |2) conditions φ in all the resultant equa-tions; the average size of these conditions is difficult to estimate, but in practice we foundthat the overall size of the microcontroller never grows beyond Θ(|V |2).
7It is possible to formally verify if two events in a CPOG are mutually exclusive using CPOG verificationtechniques from [108].
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(a) Decouple (b) Merge (c) Arbiter
Figure 3.5: Handshake controllers
3.4 Functional correctness
In this section we discuss a formalism called Event-B [11] and its application to for-mal verification of correctness of CPOG-based representations of instructions. Event-Bbelongs to a family of state-based modelling languages that represent a design as acombination of state (a vector of variables) and state transformations (computations up-dating variables). In general, a design in Event-B is abstract: it relies on data typesand state transformations that are not directly realisable. This permits terse modelsabstracting away from insignificant details and enables one to capture various pheno-mena of a system with a varying degree of detail. Crucially, each statement about theeffect of a certain computation is supported by a formal proof. In Event-B, one is able tomake statements about safety (this incorporates the property of functional correctness)and progress. Safety properties ensure that a system never arrives at a state that isdeemed unsafe (e.g., keep on using power hungry computing blocks when there is a lackof energy in the battery). Progress properties ensure that a system is able to achieve itsoperational goals.
3.4.1 General Event-B methodology
An Event-B development starts with the creation of an abstract specification. A corners-tone of the Event-B method is the stepwise development that facilitates a gradual design
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of a system implementation through a number of correctness-preserving refinement steps.The general form of an Event-B model (or machine) is shown in Figure 3.6. Such a modelencapsulates a local state (program variables) and provides operations on the state. Theactions (called events) are defined by a list of new local variables (parameters) vl, a statepredicate g called event guard, and a next-state relation S called substitution (see the
EVENTS section in Figure 3.6).The INVARIANT clause contains the properties of the system (expressed as state pre-dicates) that should be preserved during system execution. These define safe states of asystem. In order for a model to be consistent, invariant preservation should be formallydemonstrated. Data types, constants and relevant axioms are defined in a separatecomponent called context.Model correctness is demonstrated by generating and discharging proof obligations– theorems in first order logic. The proof obligations demonstrate model consistency,such as the preservation of the invariant by the events, and refinement links to otherEvent-B models. A collection of automated theorem provers attempts to discharge proofobligations; typically only 3%-5% of proofs require user intervention.If a model possesses rich control flow properties (e.g., a computational algorithm) thecontrol flow aspect of a model is defined in a separate view called the flow of a model [78].The flow aspects introduces further verification obligations to ensure that all specifiedevent ordering are found among event traces of a specification. In this work we apply theflow aspect to obtain structured programs – programs that use concepts like sequentialcomposition, choice and loop.
3.4.2 Modelling instructions
Our goal is the verification of an instruction, that is, explaining how it is assembled fromsmaller blocks and whether such an assembly always delivers the right results. Beforeone may attempt such a verification, it is requisite to obtain a formal specification ofwhat an instruction is expected to do. In other words, what is the expected effect of aninstruction execution on system memory, registers and flags. Such a specification must
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MACHINE M
SEES Context
VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I(c,s,v)
INITIALISATION R(c,s,v ′)
EVENTS
E1 = any vl where
g(c,s,vl,v)
then
S(c,s,vl,v,v ′)
end. . .
END
Figure 3.6: Event-B model structure
capture both the normal and abnormal cases. A normal case is a successful executionof an instruction until the completion; this happens when an instruction is called ina right state and with appropriate parameters. For some instructions, there are sideconditions that must be satisfied or an instruction execution is aborted. One may alsowant to foresee (and, possibly, try to mask) abortive execution attempts due to transienthardware faults.For a refinement-based approach such as Event-B the conventional way to obtaina specification is to gradually develop it from a high-level abstraction of a computingplatform: memory that may be written and read, and a device acting upon it [32, 46].Several specifications have been developed recently, e.g., for XMOS architecture [165],that employ Event-B to formalise instruction sets of real-life CPUs. A CPU is treated asa black-box so that a specification ends with a characterisation of normal and abnormalinstruction behaviours. We take such a specification as our starting point, open the blackbox and explain how each instruction is realised.Let us first examine what constitutes an instruction specification (Figure 3.6). Therelevant ingredients are state variables (capturing concepts like memory, stack and re-gisters), invariant and the pre- and postconditions of normal and abnormal instructioncases. Model variables v abstractly characterise memory and CPU states. An invariant
I(v) defines a set of safe states S= {v | I(v)} that includes all the reachable model states;it is guaranteed that no chain of instruction execution could lead to a state outside S.Predicate R(c,s,v ′) defines the set of vectors of initial variable values.
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Let predicate families PiN(v) and QiN(v,v ′) denote pre- and postconditions of nor-mal instruction cases, where v and v ′ correspond to the current and the next states.Correspondingly, PiA(v) and QiA(v,v ′) define abnormal cases.For instruction preconditions PN(v) and PA(v) it holds that whenever an instructionis invoked and the system is in a safe state the instruction is ready to run:
I(v)⇒
∨
i
PiN(v)∨
∨
i
PiA(v).
At the same time, there must be a definite way to tell which case applies in a currentstate and there should not exist a state where both normal and abnormal cases may beexecuted. As the system has a deterministic behaviour it can only be either in normalor abnormal state not in both. Formally, the normal and abnormal preconditions of aninstruction must partition the set S of safe states:
S= {v | PN(v)}⊕ {v | PA(v)}.
A postcondition expresses the set of states that may be reached via an instructionexecution (an instruction specification may be non-deterministic) and the relationship tothe original state. An instruction must terminate in a safe state; that is, re-establish theinvariant condition I(v):
∀i,t · t ∈ {N,A}∧ I(v)∧Pit(v)∧Qit(v,v ′)⇒ I(v ′).
The condition may be satisfied by simply choosing a pair of Pit(v) and Qit(v,v ′) such thatthe left-hand side is always false. To counteract this, it is required that an instruction isalways able to deliver some result:
I(v)∧Pit(v)⇒∃v ′ ·Qit(v,v ′).
The condition also captures the cases where a contradiction is present only for a subsetof states characterised by I(v)∧Pit(v), e.g., a pair of predicates (y > 0,y ′ ∗y ′ = y) where
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y ∈ N do not define a valid instruction case.In a general case, an instruction specification is formed of a number of normal andabnormal cases.
instruction name is
state v
invariant I(v)
behaviour
P1N(v)→Q1N(v,v ′). . .
PkN(v)→QkN(v,v ′)
P1A(v)→Q1A(v,v ′). . .
PkA(v)→QkA(v,v ′)
endAn instruction implementation explains how each case of an instruction specificationis implemented by a deterministic program comprising of primitive functional blocks.To formally relate an operation specification to an implementation we construct aseparate Event-B development for each case of an operation. An abstract machine ofsuch development is based on the following template.
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MACHINE op
VARIABLES m,r,f,c
INVARIANT
Im(m,r,f)
c ∈ B
c= FALSE⇒ P(m,r,f)
c= TRUE⇒Q(m,r,f)
INITIALISATION
m,r,f,c : |Im(m ′,r ′,f ′)∧P(m ′,r ′,f ′) ‖ c := FALSE
EVENTS
op = when
c= FALSE
then
m,r,f,c : | Q(m ′,r ′,f ′) ‖ c := TRUE
end
END
Here, Im is the state model of an instruction, c is an auxiliary control variable. Themodel defines a single step automata. The automata is initialised into a state when
c=FALSE and atomically transitions into a terminal state where c=TRUE. The invariantproperties c= FALSE⇒ P(m,r,f) and c= TRUE⇒Q(m,r,f) explain the meaning of theautomata states in relation to the operation definitions: initially, the state satisfies theoperation precondition; upon termination it satisfies the operation postcondition. A singletransition, defined in event op, takes the automata from a state satisfying the preconditionto a state satisfying the postcondition. Thus, the specification is trivially convergent.We use the standard Event-B refinement to gradually replace event op with aconvergent, deterministic program. The determinacy of a final specification is establishedat the syntactic level (only deterministic variable updates are used in event specifica-tions). The preservation of convergence is a part of the refinement method.There is a small semantic mismatch. While we speak about operations in the terms ofpreconditions and postconditions, Event-B events are defined in the terms of guards andpostconditions. The difference is that a guard may not be weakened during refinementwhile a precondition may not be strengthened. The solution is to insist that an abstract
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Figure 3.7: Datapath components for DP3 implementation
event guard is always refined in such a way that abstract states characterised by theguard are all accounted for by the guards of concrete events. In other words, the collectiveprecondition of an implementation is not more restrictive than in the abstract model:
I(v)∧G(v)⇒H1(v)∨ · · ·∨Hn(v),
where G is a guard of some abstract event and Hi are the guards of a subset of concreteevents. The condition states that whenever an event is refined, for every state of theevent guard there is always something to do in the refined machine.An illustration to the described modelling approach is provided in Section 3.5.
3.5 Case study
In this section we study a common low-level GPU instruction, called DP3, which giventwo vectors x = (x1,x2,x3) and y= (y1,y2,y3), computes their dot product x ·y= x1 ·y1+
x2 ·y2+x3 ·y3. There are many ways to achieve the required functionality in hardware;consider the following datapath components (denoted by a . . .e) which can be used tofulfil this task:
a) 2-input adder;
b) 3-input adder;
c) 2-input multiplier;
d) fast 2-input multiplier;
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e) dedicated DP3 unit.
Similar to the Energy Token model [134], we associate two attributes, execution latencyand power consumption, with every component. Figure 3.7 depicts them as labelledboxes with dimensions corresponding to their attributes; the area of a box represents theenergy required for the computation.Depending on the current operation mode and availability of the components, a pro-cessor has to schedule their activation in the appropriate partial order. Figure 3.8 listsseveral possible partial orders together with their power/latency profiles.Least latency implementation: the fastest way to implement the instruction is tocompute multiplications tmpk= xk ·yk concurrently using three fast multipliers d1-d3 andthen compute the final result tmp1+tmp2+tmp3 with a 3-input adder b; see Figure 3.8(a).This implementation is the costliest in terms of peak power and thus may not always beaffordable.Least peak power implementation: a directly opposite scheduling strategy is shownin Figure 3.8(b). Three multiplications are performed sequentially on the same slowmultiplier c1, followed by 3-input addition b. This strategy has the largest latencyamong all the presented because it is completely sequential and uses slow power-savingcomponents. On a positive side, this implementation requires only two basic functionalblocks, which are likely to be reused by other instructions, so its resource utilisation ishigh.Use of a dedicated component: it is possible that the chosen hardware platformcontains a dedicated computation unit capable of computing dot product of two vec-tors, e.g. Altera Cyclone III FPGA board allows building a functional block called ALT-MULT_ADD(3) with three multipliers connected to a 3-input adder. We can directlyexecute this block without any scheduling – see Figure 3.8(c). While being convenientand potentially efficient due to custom design, such a solution is not always justifiedbecause of low resource utilisation: it is impossible to reuse the built-in multipliers forimplementing other instructions and if DP3 is rarely used by software then this dedicatedcomponent will be wasting area and power (due to the leakage current) most of the time.
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Figure 3.8: Different implementations of DP3 instruction
Moreover, such an implementation does not allow any dynamic reconfiguration therebyis less flexible.Fast implementation with limited resources: if there are only two available multi-pliers c1 and c2 (either because of hardware limitations or because other multipliersare busy at the moment) then the fastest possible scheduling strategy is as follows. Atfirst, two multiplications should be performed in parallel. Then their results are fed to2-input adder a, while c1 is restarted for computing the third multiplication. Finally, theobtained results are added together by the same adder a as shown in Figure 3.8(d).Balanced solution: Figure 3.8(e) presents a balanced strategy, which aims to spreadpower consumption evenly over time, while being relatively fast. This schedule may beadvantageous for the best energy utilisation and in security applications.
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Figure 3.9: Complete instruction code3.5.1 Derivation of the instruction set
We could devise more implementations of this instruction, but this is not the point ofthe case study. The goal is to demonstrate that even such a basic instruction as DP3has a lot of valid scheduling strategies with distinct characteristics. Importantly, it isnot possible to select the best strategy because a priori it is not known which one isbetter. Therefore including only one of them into a processor instruction set is a seriouscompromise which should not be done at this early and abstract stage of the designprocess. We propose to include as many different implementations into the instructionset as possible, and, if needed, reduce the behavioural spectrum at the later designstages when more information is at hand (some final decisions can even be made duringruntime by dynamic processor reconfiguration). The CPOG model is well suited for thistask: it can represent a multitude of different implementations of the same instructionin a compact overlaid form. If the instruction is intended to have only one opcode,we can distinguish between its different implementations using mode and configurationvariables. They are not part of the opcode (which is fetched from the program memoryduring software execution), but can be dynamically changed by the power/latency runtimecontrol mechanisms [161] or be statically set to constants according to the limitations ofthe actual hardware platform, as shown in Figure 3.9.
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(b) Projection H|ψ5 , ψ5 = (1,0,1)Figure 3.10: CPOG specification of DP3 instruction
We can specify all the discussed implementations of DP3 instruction using a singleCPOG. To do that we first have to encode all of them. If there are no requirements onthe mode/configuration codes, then a designer is free to assign them arbitrarily, howe-ver it may affect CPOG complexity and, as a consequence, complexity of the resultantmicrocontroller. In this case it is possible to resort to the help of automated8 optimalencoding methods [104], which generate codes ψ1 = 001, ψ2 = 011, ψ3 = 000, ψ4 = 111,and ψ5 = 101 for the five partial orders depicted in Figure 3.8 (note that these optimalcodes are far from trivial sequence of binary codes 000-100). If we compose all of theminto a single CPOG using the method from Section 3.3.1, we obtain the graph shown inFigure 3.10(a). The mode/configuration variables are denoted as X = {x,y,z}, and twointermediate variables {p,q} are derived from them to simplify other graph conditions; asa result only seven 2-input gates are required to compute all graph conditions. The ob-tained graph is a superposition of the given partial orders, i.e. all of them can be visuallyidentified in it – see, for example, Figure 3.10(b), which shows the balanced implemen-tation generated by code ψ5, and compare it with partial order in Figure 3.8(e). For adesigner this gives a useful higher-level picture which brings out interactions betweenthe components much better than separate partial order diagrams (this is similar to ametro map which represents a set of metro lines in a compact understandable form).
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3.5.2 Verification of correctness
We now demonstrate the application of the Event-B modelling and verification approachdescribed in Section 3.4 to the above example. Due to the similarity of the approach wedescribed the least latency implementation of DP3 instruction, as shown in Figure 3.8(a).We show with a formal approach that our chosen implementation does indeed computethe dot product of two vectors. The following is a simple DP3 instruction specificationthat defines only one normal case.
instruction dotp is
c= TRUE→ r= x(1)∗y(1)+x(2)∗y(2)+x(3)∗y(3)
endAs the first step, we obtain an abstract Event-B state model of the instruction byinstantiating the model template given above. The properties of the dot product operationare substituted in the place of abstract predicates P and Q. The result is the followingEvent-B machine. Note that the specification is generalised to an arbitrary vector length.This does not affect proofs and the model may be reused should there be a need for adiffering vector length:
8We used Workcraft framework [6] for CPOG modelling and encoding.
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MACHINE dotp
VARIABLES x,y,r,c
INVARIANT
x ∈ 1..n→ Z
y ∈ 1..n→ Z
r ∈ Z
c ∈ B
c= TRUE⇒ r= Σ{x(i)∗y(i) | i ∈ 1..n}
INITIALISATION
x :∈ 1..n→ Z
y :∈ 1..n→ Z
r :∈ Z
c := FALSE
EVENTS
dotp = when
c= FALSE
then
r := Σ{x(i)∗y(i) | i ∈ 1..n}
c := TRUE
end
ENDThe machine is refined into an implementation that makes use of n parallel multipliersand one n-input adder; this is a generalised version of the least latency implementation.The result is the model shown in Figure 3.11.All the consistency and refinement proof obligations are discharged by autonomoustheorem provers. Once a concrete model of an instruction is developed and verified itmust be, somehow, transformed into a graph to feed it into the CPOG synthesis routines.For this we construct a graph expressing possible event orderings (called the flow aspectof a model). This additional model must be proven consistent with the Event-B machine ina sense that all the paths in such a graph are also possible event sequences in the historyof a machine execution. The relevant proof obligations are generated automatically bythe Event-B modelling tool [148]. The following flow aspect is constructed for a trivialspecialisation of least_latency where n= 3 with parametrised event mul3 split into three
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MACHINE least_latency
refines dotp
VARIABLES x,y,r,c,m
INVARIANT
m ∈ 1..n 6→ Z
∀i · i ∈ dom(m)⇒m(i) = x(i)∗y(i)
INITIALISATION . . . ‖ m := ∅
VARIANT 1..n\dom(m)
EVENTS
mul2 = any i where
i ∈ 1..n
i /∈ dom(m)
then
m(i) := x(i)∗y(i)
end
addn ref dotp = when
c= FALSEdom(m) = 1..n
then
r := Σ(m)
c := TRUE
end
END
Figure 3.11: Machine for the least latency implementationseparate events, one for each i ∈ {1,2,3}; the n-input adder becomes 3-input adder:
mul2_1
mul2_2
mul2_3
add3dom(m)=1‥3 ∧ a=FALSE 
1∈dom(m)∧a=FALSE 
2∈dom(m)∧a=FALSE 
3∈dom(m)∧a=FALSE 
m=∅∧a=FALSE 
The shaded boxes are assertions — elements aiding in the construction of a proof;these do not contribute to the output control graph. Single and double circles are the ini-tialisation and termination actions; the rounded boxes are the events of the machine. Theinput for CPOG synthesis is a graph obtained by removing assertion elements and drop-ping all the edge and node annotations. Other implementations of the DP3 instructioncan be verified in a similar way.Event-B Rodin Platform employs a range state-of-the-art verification techniques ba-sed on automated theorem proving, constraint solving and model checking. This makesit possible to discharge around 80% to 95% of all verifications conditions completely au-tomatically. For more involved cases and to study failed proofs, Rodin also features aninteractive proof environment and a library of rewrite (simplification) rules. This allow a
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user to provide proof hints or build a proof skeleton with details filled in by automatedtools. From large-scale projects, it was estimated that a verification engineer works atan average pace of 12-20 proof obligations per day doing one or two interactive proofs.A medium size model is about 600 - 1400 proof obligations, takes around three monthsand the actual proof effort is small proportion of it.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed main stages of design of instruction set architectures for amicroprocessor. It was shown that one of the key difficulties is the necessity to compre-hend and deal with a large number of instructions, whose microcontrol implementationmay be altered to suit a particular hardware platform or a particular operating mode.We demonstrated that the Conditional Partial Order Graph model is a convenientand powerful formalism for specification of processor instruction sets. It is possible toefficiently describe many different ‘microcode’ implementations of the same instruction asa single mathematical structure and perform its refinement, optimisation, and encodingusing formal CPOG transformations. Crucially, these transformations operate on a CPOGspecification rather than on the instruction set itself and thus their complexity does notdepend on the number of different instructions.The overall number of CPU instructions is often quite large although the majority ofthem are of a fairly trivial nature. To free a designer from the tedium of attending to theminute details of instruction logic we plan to implement a procedure to automaticallyconstruct a collection of correct instruction specifications. A number of such procedureswere studied within the constructive logic where the proof of a specification statement isgiven in terms that permit an automatic extraction of an executable program. Although thesearch space for a proof is potentially large, the application of proof planning techniques,such as rippling and abstraction, reduce it considerably to make possible the discoveryof non-trivial programs with loops and branching [28].In the last section of this chapter we demonstrated an example of a simple DP3 ins-truction, which shows how CPOGs can be used for capturing different hardware configura-
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tions and operation modes and to formally reason about correctness of CPOG constructswith respect to the given functional ISA descriptions using the Event-B model.The presented partial order representation and functional verification of instructionsets were applied to a more sophisticated instruction set in the next chapter, where weused it for the design of a microcontroller of a new asynchronous Intel 8051 micropro-cessor.In this chapter we addressed compositional design flow, which is currently fully au-tomatic. Designer only needs to feed a PO representation to the tool (the Workcraft toolwith SCENCO plugin), which then automatically encode them and overlay into the finalCPOG.
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Chapter 4
Design of an Asynchronous 8051Microprocessor
In the previous chapter we described the main aspects of designing microprocessor ins-truction sets and presented a case study to show the benefits of the introduced com-positional approach. To demonstrate our methodology on a more sophisticated exampleand to introduce a new power-proportional criterion in the system design flow, as wediscussed in Chapter 1, we implemented a new asynchronous 8051 microprocessor. Itscomplete design flow and specific implementation details are described in this chapter.During the development process we formulated a new flow for the processor imple-mentation [132], which is shown in Figure 4.1. This flow can be divided into two mainstages: Design and Implementation.The Design stage is usually the initial point from where the development of a CPUor any other complicated system starts. This part is mainly focused on the primaryunderstanding of the main aspects of microprocessor development:
• application specific aspects, such as the microprocessor’s architecture, instructionset, application specific functionality, etc.
• non-functional aspects, such as environmental conditions (e.g. support for unstablevoltage supply, wide range of operating temperatures, etc.), support for a hierarchyof energy-saving modes (high performance, low power), etc.
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This stage can be divided into several steps: analysis of the processor architectureand instruction set (Section 4.1), and specification of the control logic and datapathcomponents (Section 4.2).The Implementation stage includes the development of the central microcontroller,datapath components and interface protocols.
Figure 4.1: Conceptual view of the design process
In Section 4.2 we discuss the implementation of two main control logic blocks for themicroprocessor: the top level (Section 4.2.1) and the ALU (Section 4.2.2) control logicblock. We make use of the previously presented compositional approach (Section 2.2),which is highly beneficial for systems with many behavioural scenarios defined on thesame set of events and actions, such as the control logic of a CPU [9].The structure of the CPU datapath (internal implementation details and specific fea-tures) and the communication protocol between control and datapath units are describedin Section 4.3.Finally, Section 4.4 discusses the applied ISA transformations and optimisations (suchas extended datapath structure, adjustable delay lines, issues of fault tolerance, etc.) andSection 4.5 introduces design for test features, which were applied during the implemen-
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tation.
4.1 Asynchronous 8051 architecture and instruction set
As was mentioned in Chapter 2.3, the Intel 8051 architecture is still popular and usedin various devices, embedded systems and in a wide range of applications. Our imple-mentation follows the Harvard architecture [45] of the original Intel 8051 CISC (ComplexInstruction Set Computer) and supports 257 instructions of the microprocessor (255 stan-dard instructions and two extra instructions specific to our implementation (Section 4.4.3and Appendix A)). The top-level architecture of the CPU as well as the full instructionset are described in the Philips 80C51 Data Handbook [48], which contains about 100pages of the architecture specification and about 1300 pages of various derivatives ofthe 80C51. In this section we describe several significant changes we introduced in ourimplementation:
• We chose the asynchronous design style for our implementation. There are nume-rous advantages of the self-timed approach, as discussed Section 2.1. Figure 4.2and Figure 4.9 show that the control circuitry communicates with datapath units bymeans of request and acknowledgement signals, which use a 4-phase handshakeprotocol (Section 4.3.8).
• We implemented a more ambitious 16-bit version of the Harvard1 architecture toobtain higher performance, by using a unified 16-bit width for both address anddata buses.
• The 16-bit datapath was extended with additional computational units (adder, mul-tiplier and divider), which were specifically optimised to work in a particular opera-tional mode (Section 4.4.1) . By using this approach we achieved robust operationof the circuit over a wide range of supply voltages.
• We can easily choose which computational unit to use depending not only on ap-plication or environmental aspects, but also on the functional correctness of an
1Instruction memory and data memory are separate.
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individual unit, thus addressing the issue of fault tolerance (Section 4.4.3). Thiswas done by adding a special internal register “Unit Selector” (see Figure 4.9)to the architecture. By accessing this register, we can specify which computationunits are operational and which are not.
The specification of a complex system such as a microprocessor usually starts at thearchitectural level [133][100], where the structural abstraction enables a designer to dividethe system into several subsystems, thus significantly simplifying the design flow andreducing the solution search space. It is particularly important to refine the architectureto the level of operational units (or datapath) and behavioural scenarios (or control logic).There are several ways in which this can be done:
• Refinement from software (written in C/C++, Assembly language, etc.).
• Using Architecture Description Languages (ADLs), such as structural ADLs (e.g.MIMOLA [166], UDL/I [75]), behavioural ADLs (e.g. nML [57], ISDL [66]), mixed ADLs(e.g. LISA [74], EXPRESSION [67]) and partial2 ADLs (e.g. AIDL [65]).
• Other instruction specifications, such as a list of instructions obtained from a mi-croprocessor specification (e.g. a CPU manual). This type of specification is notformal and therefore should be processed manually.
As we had a full description of the microprocessor, its instruction set and architecturedetails, we proceeded with a manual specification.Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram of the top-level architecture of the microprocessor.The top level hierarchy of any CPU (including ours) can be divided into two parts: Control,which contains Control logic and Datapath – the rest of the blocks. Note that the maindatapath block – Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) (Figure 4.9) is a complicated system witha hierarchical structure. Therefore we treated it in the same way as the whole system,and refined it further down to the level of operational units and behavioural scenarios.
2Usually ADLs are divided into three categories, depending on the nature they capture the structure:structural – the architectural components and their connectivity; behavioural – instruction set behaviour;mixed – both structure and behaviour of the architecture [101].
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Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe the structure, functionality and implementation flow ofeach block from the diagram in detail.
4.2 Specification of the control logic
The control logic of a microprocessor coordinates its components and directs the executionof instructions. Our implementation of the Intel 8051 processor contains 257 instructions;to cope with such a complex ISA it was essential to make use of the presented compo-sitional approach. Two control logic blocks were developed in our implementation: thetop level control logic and the ALU control logic. In the following subsections we discusstheir implementation and structure in detail.
4.2.1 Top level control logic
The top level control logic is the main control logic of the microprocessor. It coordinatesthe execution of all CPU datapath components from the top architectural level.The key part in a microprocessor control specification is the description of instructions.Each instruction corresponds to a schedule of primitive actions such as data transfer,arithmetic operation, memory access, etc., which are performed by datapath components.The control logic design flow contains the following steps:Extraction of datapath components. In the previous section we have already statedseveral ways in which operational units (or datapath) and behavioural scenarios canbe extracted. Table 4.1 presents five functional components extracted from the 8051instruction set [80] specification. This type of specification is not formal, therefore wasprocessed manually. More detailed information about datapath components is given inSection 4.3. We proceed to the specification of the individual instructions.Extraction of partial orders for instructions. PO is essentially a model of ordering ofactions, with associated cause and effect relationships [102].Each instruction was specified as a PO (see Appendix A). Some of the instructionshad the same PO, so we eventually grouped them into classes. Finally we obtained 37different classes of different dependency graphs, with the largest class containing up to
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Table 4.1: Function components extracted from ISA
Components Description Duplicate usage of thesame component
PCIU Program Counter Increment Unit is responsible forincrementing the program counter (instruction pointer) toindicate where the execution is in a program source code. PCIU/2 and PCIU/3
IFU Instruction Fetch Unit extracts operational code of theinstruction from the program memory using the providedaddress pointer. IFU/2, IFU/3 and IFU/4
MAU Given an address pointer and input data, the Memory AccessUnit accesses the data from internal and external RAM. MAU/2, MAU/3, MAU/4,MAU/5 and MAU/6
ALU
Arithmetic Logic Unit is the main computation unit, whichperforms arithmetic and logical operations in the CPU. It alsoprovides appropriate addresses and data for MAU and IFU inspecific instructions.
ALU/2, ALU/3, ALU/4,ALU/5, ALU/6 and ALU/7
SIDU Stack pointer Increment/Decrement Unit, as the namesuggests, is in charge of incrementing and decrementing thestack pointer. SIDU/2
60 instructions.As an example Figure 4.3 shows the PO representation of the instructions from classE3, which corresponds to a group of 17 instructions having the same PO representation:
• MOV direct, A In this instruction, access to internal RAM (execution of componentsALU→MAU) is performed concurrently with fetching a target address (direct) intothe Instruction Register (IR) PCIU→ IFU . Then ALU/2 (preparation for writing thedata from the accumulator (A) into the target RAM location) is executed concurrentlywith an increment of Program Counter (PCIU/2). Finally, it is possible to write datafrom the accumulator into the target memory location (MAU/2) and fetch the nextinstruction into IR (IFU/2).
• MOV direct, Rn This group of instructions is similar to the previous one with thedifference that we are moving data from an internal register (Rn) to a target internalRAM location (direct). There are 8 different instructions, as we have access to 8different registers (R0-R7) in the register bank.
• MOV @Ri, #immediate In this group of instructions one of the operands is an
3All the classes are specified in an alphabetic order, see Appendix A.
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internal RAM memory location addressed indirectly and the other is an immediateconstant. First, access to an internal register (Ri) is performed concurrently withfetching a direct constant (#immediate) into the IR. Then ALU/2 (preparation ofwriting the data in IR to address given in Ri) is executed concurrently with anincrement of PC. Finally, we write data into memory and fetch the next instructioninto IR. Internal RAM can only be addressed indirectly through registers R0 or R1,so there are 2 different instructions in this group.
• ADD A, #immediate Here we have a group of ALU operations. This particularinstruction performs addition of the accumulator and an immediate constant. Simi-larly to previous examples, we read data from the accumulator while concurrentlyfetching an immediate constant. Then we execute the operation of addition (ALU/2)concurrently with an increment of PC, and finally write data into memory andfetch the next instruction into IR. It can be noticed that other instructions havethe same behaviour: ADDC A, #immediate, SUBB A, #immediate, ORL A, #imme-diate, ANL A, #immediate and XRL A, #immediate, hence this group contains 6instructions.
Figure 4.3: PO representation of the instructions from class E
Now let’s look into a more sophisticated example. The previous example has noconditional behaviour. However, such instructions are also popular in programming andshow all of the benefits of the compositional approach. For example, instructions fromclass AE (see Figure 4.4) contain two conditional branch instructions:
1. CJNE @Rn, #immediate, offset The CJNE instruction compares contents of thememory location whose address is provided in the specified register with a gi-ven immediate constant, and branches to the specified destination (by adding the
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given address offset to the PC) if their values are not equal. Otherwise, execu-tion continues with the next instruction. CJNE is a good example to demonstratethe compositionality of CPOGs: the complete behaviour of the instruction is splitinto two scenarios, which are easier to specify separately; the scenarios are thencomposed, resulting in the complete instruction specification.
• Figure 4.4(a) shows a graph describing the order of activation of the functio-nal units in the first CJNE scenario, where the branch is not taken becausethe compared values are equal. This scenario begins with two concurrentsequences of actions: PCIU → IFU is executed to fetch the constant storedimmediately after the instruction opcode, while actions ALU →MAU are per-formed to fetch the contents of Rn from the internal memory. After that, anothersimilar sequence is performed, ALU/2 →MAU/2 , to look up the contents ofthe memory at the address loaded from Rn. Finally, ALU/3 is performed tocompare the obtained values; the corresponding status flags are set accordingto the result. In particular, if the values are equal the flag z is set to 1. In thisscenario we assume that the values are indeed equal, therefore, the processormay proceed with the next instruction, that is, the program counter is incre-mented twice (skipping the branch offset) and the next instruction opcode isfetched (actions PCIU/2→ PCIU/3→ IFU/3).
• The second scenario, see Figure 4.4(b), is identical to the first one until themoment when comparison is performed by ALU/3 and it is determined that thecompared values are different. At this point, the execution continues as follows.The branch offset is loaded by performing IFU/2 straight after PCIU/2 . Thenthe actual branch operation is executed by adding the offset to the currentPC value (ALU/4) and fetching the next instruction opcode. Note that actionPCIU/3 is skipped in this scenario.
2. CJNE A, direct, offset The only difference between this instruction and the pre-vious one is that this one compares contents of two memory location, one of which
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is located in the SFR – Accumulator and the other one is a different internal RAMlocation. Actions ALU →MAU are performed to fetch the contents of the Accumu-lator and ALU/2 →MAU/2 to read the other internal RAM location. The rest ofexecution is identical to the first CJNE instruction.
In terms of the top level control execution both of the instructions are the same. However,one should notice that the data which is fetched during the actions ALU → MAU ineach of the instructions needs to be treated differently: in the first one it is a memoryaddress, which needs to be looked up; in the second one it is a value which needs to becompared. This difference is handled at the ALU control level and discussed in details inSection 4.2.2.All the other instructions were represented as POs in the same manner, see Appen-dix A.After we extracted POs for all the instructions it was important to show that each ofthe behavioural scenarios conformed to the instruction specification, i.e. they required aformal proof of correctness (see Section 3.4). This was done in the same way as we showedwith the DP3 instruction (see Section 3.5). An important feature of the CPOG approach(Section 2.2) is that if we have an instruction with conditions (like CJNE instruction)and we verify the correctness of all conditions, it becomes possible to merge them intoone instruction by using the CPOG composition (Figure 4.4(c)). The final instruction iscorrect by construction and therefore does not require any additional verification. Onecan see that the composition (Figure 4.4(c)) has only three conditional elements, namely,
φ(PCIU/3) = z and φ(IFU/2) = φ(ALU/4) = z. All the other vertices and all the arcsare unconditional due to the similarity between the two scenarios.Encoding of partial orders. In order to distinguish between the synthesised POs, weneed to encode them. The codes can either be assigned arbitrarily or can be provided aspart of the system specification. Importantly, the size and latency of the final microcon-troller circuit depends significantly on the chosen encoding of the scenarios [102]. Thereare several types of encoding that can be used, such as one hot, matrix, balanced [103]and others. A new technique for optimal encoding was recently introduced [104], but
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(a) Specification of the first scenario ofCJNE (z= 1) (b) Specification of the second scenario of CJNE (z= 0)
(c) Complete specification of CJNE instruc-tion
Figure 4.4: CPOG specifications of CJNE instruction
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due to the complexity of the optimal encoding algorithm it was unable to process 257instructions, which we have in our implementation.Therefore we had to use a semi-automated approach based on the Huffman encodingalgorithm [76] because of its simplicity and speed. It reduces the number of bits requiredto encode instructions. The complete Huffman encoding tree is shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Representation of Huffman Encoding tree of Partial order classes
It is one of our current work to analyze the effect of the encoding on the area andperformance of the final controller.CPOG generation. Now, after we represented all the instructions of the CPU as POsand encoded them, it became possible to synthesise a CPOG containing all of them, asshown in Figure 4.6. Note that most of vertexes and arcs have conditions, depending onwhich particular PO can be activated or disabled in accordance with the evaluation of theconditions under the opcode. The obtained graph is a superposition of the given partialorders, i.e. all of them can be visually identified – see, for example, Figure 4.7(a), whichshows the projection of PO for the instructions from class D and Figure 4.7(b) – fromclass Y. In the same way, each of the POs can be activated in this CPOG. For a designerthis gives a useful higher-level picture which brings out the interactions between thecomponents much better than separate partial order diagrams (this is similar to a metromap which represents a set of metro lines in a compact understandable form). At his stageit is not only possible to verify the correctness of PO encoding (the correspondence
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between opcodes and a needed POs), but also to check if a particular PO is correct(correctness of vertices and arcs conditions). Both of these verification checks can bedone using the Workcraft framework [6].Mapping. The final stage of our control logic design is the mapping of the CPOGrepresentation into a set of logic gates. As soon as the CPOG specification of a systemis synthesised and checked for correctness, it can be mapped onto Boolean equationsin order to produce a physical implementation (gate-level netlist) of the specified micro-controller. The mapping procedure is a purely structural operation and was addressedin Section 2.2 and Section 3.3.4.Finally, we can translate the obtained Boolean equations into VHDL, Verilog or otherHDL and/or input these equations into technology mapping and Place and Route (P&R)tools (e.g. Synopsys Design Vision [142], Cadence Encounter Digital ImplementationSystem [30], etc.). See the demonstration chip example in Section 5.2 and Appendix B.1section for all the resulting Boolean equations.Along with hardware mapping we have to perform software mapping, i.e. the compi-lation of the program code from a given legacy software and store the compilation resultin the program memory.Our design process flow, defined in Figure 4.1, shows that the interface bet-ween control logic and datapath components is based on a handshake (request-acknowledgement) protocol. This allows significant flexibility in reusing the datapathcomponents, such as ALU, PCIU, IFU, memory block, etc., by the controller. So eachof these components can be executed several times with different functionality duringthe execution of a particular instruction depending on the order when a particular com-ponent was requested. Due to the handshake protocol, the full power of partial orderscan be exploited, because the timing of control events is not bounded to particular de-lay constraints. The advantages of such an approach have been recently applied to thedesigns in [19][55][38]. All details of the number and types of the CPU components, suchas registers, program counter, ALU, etc., are described in Section 4.3.
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(a) Projection D with interrupt
(b) Projection Y without interrupt
Figure 4.7: Examples PO Projections in the whole instruction set
4.2.2 ALU control logic
Unlike the top level control logic, the ALU control logic coordinates the execution of thedatapath only within the Arithmetic Logic Unit. As was mentioned in Section 4.1, theALU itself is a complicated circuit with a hierarchical structure, so a dedicated circuitwas developed to control the computational part of the ALU (Figure 4.9).Control logic of the ALU block was designed using the same flow (Figure 4.1) whichwas applied to the development of the top-level control logic. However, the flow wasfocused not on the top-level architecture of the CPU and instruction set, but on the specificALU features, such as the availability of specific datapath components, the operating
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Table 4.2: Specification of functioning components in ALU
Components Description
Address_R andData_R Address Register and Data Register are used to keepaddress and data for accessing internal and externalmemories.Temp_R andTemp2_R Two Temporary Registers are reserved for internal usage.Datapath The main computational unit in this block. It is used for allarithmetic and logical operations in the CPU.
PSW_R PSW (Program status word) Register is used to keepinformation about processor’s status and required forproper program execution.PC_R Program Counter Register holds address of the nextinstruction.Unit Selector_R Unit Selector Register keeps information about operatingarithmetic units.
modes, the order of ALU component execution, etc.Following the flow we extracted the datapath components (see Table 4.2) neededfor the correct execution of the ALU’s behavioural scenarios. Also, additional hardwareelements were added, such as the “Work” Register for fault tolerance control, which canalso be found in Table 4.2.The next step was the extraction of behavioural scenarios of the ALU unit in a parti-cular instruction. Essentially we used the same instruction groups, as for the top levelcontrol (see Appendix A). However, depending on the order in which the ALU componentwas requested during the instruction execution the control logic behaves differently, the-refore in the PO representation we introduced parameters ALU-ALU7 in addition to theopcode.At the encoding stage we simply extended the existing opcode from the top levelcontrol logic of instructions groups (see an example of opcode for group A in Table 4.3).Note that each instruction group has its own breakdown of the opcode, due to the differentnumber of instructions per group and the therefore varying length of the opcode (seeAppendix A).After all POs were extracted and encoded we eventually combined them into a CPOG(Figure 4.8), which is not as complex as the top-level control logic (Figure 4.6), due to
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Table 4.3: Breakdown of opcodes for instructions from group A
Instruction
name
Main
opcode1 (bits 12..11)2 Rnnumber3 (bits 7..6)2 Readingfrom4 Writingto4 InstructionopcodeMOV A, Rn 111 11 000 00 010 000 1111100100010000MOV Rn, A 111 11 000 00 000 010 1111100100000010INC Rn 111 00 000 00 010 010 1110000100010010INC A 111 00 xxx 00 000 000 1110000000000000INC DPTR 111 00 xxx 00 100 100 1110000000100100DEC Rn 111 00 000 01 010 010 1110000101010010DEC A 111 00 xxx 01 000 000 1110000001000000RLC A 111 00 xxx 10 000 000 1110000010000000RRC A 111 00 xxx 11 000 000 1110000011000000RL A 111 01 xxx 00 000 000 1110100000000000RR A 111 01 xxx 01 000 000 1110100001000000DA A 111 01 xxx 10 000 000 1110100010000000SWAP A 111 10 xxx 00 000 000 1111000000000000CPL A 111 10 xxx 01 000 000 1111000001000000
1. The main opcode (bits 15..13) is generated using the Huffman encoding tree for thetop level control logic.
2. Bits 12..11 and 7..6 are used to distinguish instructions within the group.
3. Rn number (bits 10..8) identifies the specific register (R0-R7) from the RegisterBank [80]. “xxx” description means that the Register Bank is not used for executingthat instruction.
4. “Reading from” and “Writing to” are two areas in the opcode, which show the sourcefrom where the data is read and destination where it should be written: “000” –accumulator, “001” – register B, “010” – register from the Register Bank, “100” –DPTR, “011” – PSW [80].
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the fact that there are mainly “request to the datapath unit” operations, and many ofthese primitive actions are happening concurrently. Again we don’t show vertex and arcconditions on the diagram for clarity.
Figure 4.8: CPOG representation of ALU control
We used the Workcraft framework [6] to simulate and verify the correctness of ALUCPOG functionality.One can notice that we addressed the verification process in Section 3.4.1 usingEvent-B formalism. Instruction verification using Workcraft tool and Event-B formalismare different approaches targeting different things. The Workcraft framework was usedto create each of the PO, encode and produce the final CPOG representation. Furtheron we use this tool for a functional simulations of POs. However Event-B formalism isuse for a formal verification of created PO, i.e it checks how an instruction is assembledfrom smaller blocks and whether such an assembly always delivers right results in allthe possible instruction executions.Finally we translated the obtained CPOG into Boolean equations (see Appendix B.2)using techniques described in Section 4.2.1. Then these equations were passed to asynthesis tool (e.g. Synopsys Design Vision [142], Altera’s Quartus II FPGA design soft-
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ware [53], etc.) for obtaining the gate level implementation (see Section 5.2).Using the same design flow (Figure 4.1) for both control logic blocks (the top level andthe ALU control) significantly simplified and accelerated the development process. Byusing such a compositional approach ISA can be easily adjusted to a needed applicationand/or environment conditions (see Section 3.5).
4.2.3 Interpretation using Parameterised Graph
In this Section we showed how powerful and convenient the CPOG methodology can bein control logic synthesis. Further research shows that this approach can be extendedin several ways:
• Extension of a graph model representation from partial orders to general graphs.However, this extension should not exclude the usage of POs if it provides betterresults for needed behaviours of a system.
• Description of the equivalence relation between specification as a set of axiomsand further generalisation in an algebra. This set of axioms can be proven to beminimal, sound and complete.
• By using this new algebra we provide the ability to manipulate the specificationsas algebraic expressions. In other words, we are adding a syntactic level to thesemantic representation of specifications similar to Boolean algebra and digitalcircuits.
These extensions were introduced as Algebra of Parameterised Graph (PG) [105]. Thisapproach was implemented using a Domain Specific Language (Haskell [71]) to synthesisethe control logic. Despite the fact that this is ongoing work, some examples of algebraicequations are presented in Appendix C.
4.3 Datapath description
This section outlines details of the functionality, development process and main features ofthe second part of CPU – the Datapath. The datapath of a processor contains arithmetical
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circuits (where the actual computation takes place) registers, and dedicated memoryblocks (where the data is stored), and communication paths (which provide links betweenthem).The datapath can be found in the microprocessor’s top level structure in Figure 4.2,where it is shown around the control logic block. The rest of the section discusses thedatapath components in detail.
4.3.1 Arithmetic Logic Unit
The ALU is the most important component of the datapath. As a part of the CPU archi-tecture it was first mentioned by John von Neumann [117] in 1945. Since then, this partof a CPU has become more and more complex, and now, in high performance GraphicsProcessing Units (GPUs), we may have 1000s of ALU cores on the same chip.In our implementation we were following the original ALU architecture of the 8051microprocessor, however, we applied some special features, which we will discus in Sec-tion 4.4. As was already mentioned in Section 4.1 the ALU is a complex circuit with ahierarchical structure, shown in Figure 4.9 with its own control circuitry and a datapath.As the control logic (Main control block) was already addressed in Section 4.2.2, herewe concentrate on the datapath, which mainly contains computational units and internalregisters:
• Address and Data Registers – two 16-bit registers, which are used for reading andwriting from/to the RAM memory blocks. Both of them are connected through theCross bar switch to other component, e.g. data from computational units, data fromROM or RAM blocks, etc.
• Temp and Temp2 Registers are two 16-bit registers, used for internal purposes, e.g.to exchange data between two locations. They are also connected to the Cross barswitch and it is possible to transfer the data to the Datapath block.
• Datapath contains arithmetic and logic operational units (see Figure 4.10). Thecomputational units are 16-bit wide and some of them (adder, multiplier and divi-
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Figure 4.9: ALU internal structure
der) have a duplicate set of components to support multiple operation modes (Sec-tion 4.4.1) and fault tolerance features (Section 4.4.3). The block has “Operatingmode” and “Working units” inputs, which provide information about the current ope-rating mode (high performance/low power) and health of the computational units.There are other inputs and outputs, such as the “Delay codes” input (the delaycode is provided for each arithmetic component and register with an adjustabledelay line, see Section 4.4.2), the “Old PC” input (the current instruction address,which is used in branch instructions), the “Opcode” input (the type of operation tobe performed and the input data for it – this information is encoded in the opcodeof the operation), the “Data from RAM” and “Data from ROM” inputs, the “PSW in”output (new data to be written to the PSW Register ) and the “Data out” output(data computed by the arithmetic blocks, which goes through the Cross bar switchto its destination).
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Figure 4.10: Datapath block internal structure
• Cross bar switch is an interconnect circuitry matching inputs and outputs dependingon the “Opcode” input.
• PSW (Program Status Word) Register is a 16-bit directly addressable register,that holds information about the current CPU state. The structure of the registeris shown in Table 4.4.
• Unit Selector Register is a 7-bit directly addressable register, which is used to holdinformation about faults in datapath components, each represented by a register bit(6 bits in total, see Table 4.5), the 7th bit (“bulb”) is used for demonstration purposesonly (it is accessible from the software level and connected to the output pin ofthe chip, see Appendix D). The register can be accessed by a special instructionMOV wrk, direct, which writes data from an internal RAM location into the “Work”Register (this instruction has been added to the standard Intel 8051 ISA).
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Table 4.4: Structure of the PSW register
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0OV EA N Z RS1 RS0 CY0. CY Carry flag is set if there was a carry from or borrow to the mostsignificant bit in the last arithmetic operation.1-2. RS1 & RS0 Register bank select: 00 – Bank0; 01 – Bank1; 10 – Bank2;11 – Bank3.3. Z Zero flag is set if the last arithmetic result is equal to zero, andreset otherwise.4. N Negative flag is set if the last arithmetic result is negative, andreset otherwise.5. EA Interruption flag indicates the occurrence of an interrupt.6. OV Overflow flag is set a signed arithmetic operation result istoo large positive or negative number to fitinto the destination register.The rest 9 bits (15..7) can be used as general purpose flags.
Table 4.5: Structure of the “Work” register
Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0“bulb” div1 div0 mult1 mult0 add1 add00-5. – 6 bits carry information about fault in datapath arithmeticunits: 0 and 1 (add0 and add1) – adders;2 and 3 (mult0 and mult1) – multipliers;4 and 5 (div0 and div1) – dividers (see Section 4.4.1).6. “bulb” – this bit used for demonstration purposes only.
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• PC (Program Counter) Register is an an auxiliary 16-bit register holding a new PCaddress before it is sent to the Program Counter Incremental Unit.
• Merge controller is a special component that allows requests to the ALU multipletimes during the execution of the same instruction. The ALU can be requested upto 7 times within the same scenario (see Figure 4.6) and ALU control logic needs tobehave differently for each request. The merge controller was originally proposedin [102] to solve handshake management issues. We developed the implementationfurther to cope with a higher number of requests. Figure 4.11 shows a schematicview (a) and implementation (b) of theMerge controller used in the ALU component.The complex gate in Figure 4.11(b) was separately implemented and validated fortiming hazards.
It is worth mentioning the schematic implementation of the merge controller for the ALUblock (Figure 4.11(b)) was shown for the reader to understand the functional structureof the unit. During the implementation this block was described using VHDL and thengenerated by the synthesis tool. The actual structure of the merge controller block isdifferent and contains several various complex gates generated by the tool.
(a) Schematic view (b) Implementation
Figure 4.11: Handshakes merge controller
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Figure 4.12: Top-level structure of the PCIU
All communication between the control logic and the datapath units within the ALUcomponent (Figure 4.9) is arranged by means of request and acknowledgement signals(in the same way as the Top level, see Figure 4.2) and is regulated by the Main controlblock (see Section 4.2.2).
4.3.2 Program Counter Increment Unit (PCIU)
Each Von-Neumann processor contains a component, which stores the address of theinstruction that is currently being executed. In the Intel x86 architecture such a unit iscalled Instruction Pointer (IP) [160] or Instruction Address Register (IAR) [109]. In ourimplementation it is a Program Counter Increment Unit (PCIU).It is a 16-bit loadable counter, which is incremented before fetching new data fromprogram memory (Section 4.3.3). Instructions are normally fetched sequentially fromROM, however, there are situations when a new value is placed in the PC, e.g. branchingor jump instructions, calls and returns, etc. In this case a new value is prepared by theALU block and loaded into the counter in the PCIU.Figure 4.12 shows a schematic view of PCIU, which contains a 3-way Merge controller(similar to the one in the ALU, however the PCIU block can be requested a maximum ofthree times in the same instruction) and loadable 16-bit counter, which provides theaddress for the next data to be fetched from program memory.
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4.3.3 Instruction Fetch Unit (IFU)
We followed the original Harvard architecture, where instruction memory and data me-mory are physically separate. Hence all instructions are stored in program memory (aprogrammable ROM). To access the memory and load instructions the following blockswere implemented:
• Instruction Fetch Unit controls the request/acknowledgement protocol between themain control block and the ROM (mainly by the use of Merge controller see Sec-tion 4.3.1), provides the instruction address from the PCIU to the ROM and receivesnew data from the ROM.
• ROM stores the program code for the microprocessor. This is an off-chip 128KbErasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM) with 16-bit address bus and16-bit output data bus.
• Instruction Register is an internal 16-bit register, which holds the opcode for theinstruction, which is currently executed . This register is latched when it receivesthe Done_F (see Figure 4.2) signal from the main control logic, which indicates theend of execution of the current instruction (see Figure 4.6). When a new opcode isloaded into the register, the Finish signal initiates execution of the new instruction.
Programs may contain not only one-word instructions (just an opcode), but also two-word and tree-word instructions. The second and the third words (the operands) areused differently depending on the addressing mode (see Section 2.3.3).A multi-word instruction can be sent not only to the Instruction Register as the opcodeof the instruction, but also to the ALU block as specific data for computation.Delay Codes are also read from the ROM (see Figure 4.2). These codes are requiredby the adjustable delay lines (see Section 4.4.2) and stored in the Delay Registers (DR)(see Section 4.3.6). During the Reset stage of the CPU, the IFU block generates theROM addresses, which depends on the current value of the Delay Bit. If the bit is notset, the requested addresses would be from #0000h to #000Fh, if it is set – from #0010h
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to #001Fh. Every value read from the ROM will be written to the corresponding DR (seeSection 4.3.6).
4.3.4 Memory Access Unit (MAU)
In the previous Section we discussed the process of fetching instructions from ROM,however general purpose data is stored in a physically different unit called RAM. Aspecial block, called Memory Access Unit, was designed to access this memory.According to the original architecture [158] there are two RAM blocks (Internal andExternal) and different instructions are used to access each of them. Due to the lackof off-chip pins the External RAM was also placed on-chip and has the same size asthe Internal one (512 bytes). Depending on the instruction (opcode), MAU accesses therequired memory block and proceeds with a write or read operation. During the readoperation the ALU calculates the address and sends it to the appropriate RAM throughthe MAU block. The data from the memory is send back to ALU directly. The sameprocedure is followed during the write operation, however along with the write addressthe ALU also needs to provide the data to be written.MAU has its own Merge controller (Sections 4.3.1; 4.3.2) to deal with multiple requestsfrom the main control logic, as it could be requested up to six times during the executionof the same instruction.The Delay Code input provides the delay constraints for the adjustable delay line (seeSection 4.4.2).
4.3.5 Stack Increment/Decrement Unit (SIDU)
The microprocessor has a special address space in RAM reserved for Stack. This area isallocated to store information about the current program status (PSW), specific registers(A, B [158]) or any other data, which can be corrupted during the interrupt handingprocess.To have access to a memory location in Stack we need to store its address. For thisreason a specific block, called Stack Increment/Decrement Unit, was designed, which
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stores the address and provides functionality for incrementing the Stack Pointer (SP)every time we write to the Stack, and decrementing it when we read the data back. Ithas the same structure as the PCIU block (see Section 4.3.2), however the counter canboth increment and decrement its value, and can’t be loaded like PCIU. SIDU can onlybe requested twice in the same instruction, so it uses a 2-way Merge controller.
4.3.6 Delay Registers (DR)
Delay Registers (DR) is a set of 8 internal 16-bit registers, to store the Delay codes foradjustable delay lines (see Section 4.4.2).The latency of a delay line is controlled by the value of the corresponding delay code,so the valid code needs to be stored in the DR. The process of loading codes into theregisters is controlled by the IFU block (see Section 4.3.3). Table 4.6 shows the allocationof the Delay Registers to specific computational unit delay lines.Every time the environment conditions (voltage supply, temperature, etc.) change,the critical path of the computational logic is affected, so we need to update the Delaycode. In order to do so, the CPU needs to go through the Reset process, when the IFUblock (see Section 4.3.3) generates addresses (depending on the Delay Bit), fetches anew Delay codes, and loads them into the DR.In out implementation the only way to load new constants is to go through the resetprocess, so it might seems that there is no seamless changes with the environment.However this is the way how we needed to deal with the bundled data approach. It isour future work to apply other approaches, e.g a competition detection techniques, toremove the this issue completely.
4.3.7 Interrupt handler
Following the original CPU implementation, our microprocessor is able to handle hard-ware interrupts.Usually a hardware interrupt is a special signal sent to the processor from externaldevices in order to execute a particular routine and pause the running program. The
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Table 4.6: Structure of the Delay Registers set
Delay Register Bits of the DelayCode Datapath Component
1 [15...8] Fast Adder[7...0] Low-power Adder
2 [15...8] Fast Multiplier[7...0] Low-power Multiplier
3 [15...8] Fast Divider[7...0] Low-power Divider
4 [15...8] Internal RAM[7...0] External RAM[15...8] ROM
5 [7...4] Program counter(counting phase)[3...0] Program counter(loading phase)[15...12] SIDU register6 [11...8] PSW register in ALU[7...4] Address register inALU[3...0] Data register in ALU[15...12] Temp register in ALU
7 [11...8] Temp register 2 inALU[7...4] “Work” register inALU[3...0] Logic operations inALU8 [15...8] Instruction Register
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control logic of the CPU needs to have the ability to recognise such a signal and initiatea particular process to handle the interrupt using appropriate datapath units.Due to the fact that the original Intel 8051 processor was specifically designed towork as a microcontroller, the main CPU was accompanied with a number of peripherals,such as counters, watchdog timers, ADC/DAC converters, etc. Hence, it was suppliedwith a variety of interrupt levels. However, our goal is to design a CPU with specificfeatures, so a less sophisticated interrupt handler was implemented.We have implemented the interruption bit, which indicates the occurrence of an in-terrupt. It can be found along with its opcode in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.13 shows a graphdescribing the order of activation of functional units in the situation when a processorinterrupt occurs. This graph can also be found on the right hand side of the CPOG repre-sentation of the complete instruction set. Execution of every instruction finishes in vertexDONE , no matter whether interrupt happened or not. If there were no interrupts duringthe execution of a PO (i.e., the interrupt bit was not set (see Figure 4.7(b)), the executioncontinues to vertex DONE_F , representing the end of the instruction execution. However,if an interrupt did occur (we assume that the processor wasn’t in the state of handling aprevious interrupt) then the execution would follow a different route (Figure 4.7(a)). Firstwe need to save the current program counter (PC ) onto the stack (ALU/6→MAU/6) sothat the processor can return to the location where it was interrupted, and set a special“Interruption flag” (EA) in the PSW register (Figure 4.3.1) to indicate the occurrence ofan interrupt. Then we update the stack pointer (SIDU) concurrently with loading theinterrupt handler address (the entrance to the interrupt handler subroutine has addressFF00) into IFU (ALU/6 →MAU/6). Finally, the execution finishes in vertex DONE_F .Note that vertices GO, DONE and DONE_F do not represent any functional units (un-like other vertices); instead, they indicate the start of an instruction execution or itscompletion. At the end of the interrupt handling procedure the programmer needs todisable the EA flag (by RETI instruction), so that a new interrupt can be handled.If a new interrupt takes place, while the processor is handling the previous one, weignore it until the “Interruption flag” (Figure 4.3.1) is reset, indicating that the CPU is
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Figure 4.13: PO representation of interrupt handling
ready to process the next one.
4.3.8 Communication protocol between control and datapath units
Digital circuits register the computation results when the operation completion signalis issued. In synchronous circuits the role of such a signal belongs to the global clockwhose period is chosen to be long enough for all the circuit modules to complete thecomputation, thus exhibiting the worst case performance. However, as the title of theChapter suggests we designed an asynchronous microprocessor, where it is achieved byallowing each module to indicate its progress independently, either through explicit com-pletion detection logic or by replicating the critical path in the form of a matching delayline [139]. The former approach requires redesign of the datapath components (using,e.g., dual-rail logic) with associated design overheads and productivity penalties. Thelatter approach, called bundled-data, allows the reuse of conventional design methodsand existing datapath components, and thus is more convenient for our purposes.Two signalling disciplines can be exercised over a bundled-data channel – 2-phaseand 4-phase. A 2-phase protocol indicates the availability of results by any change ofthe completion signal, which requires a more complicated control logic. In a 4-phaseprotocol only the rising edge indicates the availability of the results, which simplifies thecontrol logic, but introduces latency overheads because of the mandatory reset phase.However, these control delay overheads can be efficiently mitigated by using asymmetricdelay lines [51] or local clock controllers [116], therefore we chose 4-phase signalling forour design.In the next Section we will focus on the new features which were introduced in the
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CPU for the purpose of power proportionality, fault tolerance, a wide range of operatingmodes, design for test issues, etc.
4.4 Optimisations
In the Introduction (see Section 1.1) we mentioned that there is a high demand for sys-tem, which can operate in a wide range of supply voltages, and adjust their functionalitytowards a specific application and operating mode. In this section we will discuss theseissues and introduce several important features of our design: Extended datapath struc-ture (Section 4.4.1), Adjustable delay lines (Section 4.3.6) and Fault tolerance mechanisms(Section 4.4.3).
4.4.1 Proposed extended microprocessor datapath
As discussed in the introduction, it is important to provide support not only for dynamicreconfigurability in the application-specific context but also to capture multiple operationmodes provided by the system. Such reconfigurability can be applied at different levelsof abstraction – from the high level of system components down to individual gates andtransistors. We focus on the functional block level of granularity.The most power and time consuming components of the 8051 microprocessor are inthe datapath [151], e.g. adders, multipliers and dividers. To be adjustable towards a widerange of operating conditions and custom applications, we designed two sets of arithmeticunits: one optimised for energy consumption and the other one for performance:Adder implementations. As we needed to have two adders different in their per-formance and power consumption, we looked through several existing implementations:Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) [29], Carry Look-ahead Adder (CLA) [77], Kogge-Stone Adder(KSA) [87] and Brent-Kung Adder (BKA) [25]. Amongst these four implementations, RCAand CLA are slow, but low-power, however KSA and BKA or so-called Prefix-Tree ad-ders [25] target high-performance applications. After comparing the simulation results,we chose RCA and BKA, see Table 4.7.Multiplier implementations. A similar search was done to find two examples of mul-
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Table 4.7: Comparisons between different implementations of arithmetic logic
Computationalunit Type Delay(ns) Powerconsumption(W)
Energyperoperation(J)
Area(units)
Adder fast 1.81 2.93e-06 2.95e-08 4687slow 2.01 1.67e-06 2.44e-08 4113
Multiplier fast 2.25 3.76e-05 1.71e-07 20970slow 4.13 2.78e-05 1.49e-07 14756
Divider fast 18.61 1.14e-05 5.76e-07 44275slow 22.09 1.07e-05 5.58e-07 43576
tiplier units. There are several multiplication algorithms that are used nowadays, suchas sequential multipliers [141], Booth’s multipliers [24], Wallace [154]/Dadda [52] tree al-gorithms, etc. Moreover, most implementations come with various modifications of addersand encodings, depending on which the performance and power consumption of the finalmultiplier may vary. For high performance multiplication we chose Wallace tree designand for low power we chose a simple partial products multiplier (PPM) [77]. Simulationresults are shown in Table 4.7.Divider implementations. We tested several designs of divider blocks (Long divisionalgorithm [157], Nonrestoring divider [156], SRT division [127], Goldschmidt Implementa-tion [63], etc.) to find appropriate examples of high performance and low power dividerlogic. High performance divider was taken from the DesignWare Synopsys Library [73]and the “Long division algorithm” was chosen for the low power implementation. Simu-lation results of the chosen dividers can be found in Table 4.7.Depending on whether there is a shortage of energy or on any other restrictionsimposed by a custom application, we can choose the most appropriate functional blockto be used during an instruction execution by switching a specially dedicated pin on thechip (see Appendix D) – the Operating mode bit (Figure 4.2). The decision on which setof units to use can be made at different levels: software, sensors, external signals, etc.In the next version of our chip we are planning to add a power gating mechanismto switch off the unused set of computation components and thereby reduce the static
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Figure 4.14: Configurable datapath component with adjustable delay line
power consumption.Duplication of the main arithmetic units provided not only the ability to adapt tovarying application requirements and operating conditions, but also allowed us to providefault tolerance mechanisms (Section 4.4.3).
4.4.2 Proposed adjustable delay lines
Our implementation of self-timed datapath components is based on the bundled-dataapproach (Section 4.3.8), where each computational block (Table 4.6) is accompanied bya matching delay line to signal completion. In order to correctly function in a wide rangeof operating conditions (e.g. supply Vdd or temperature), the bundle-data componentneeds to adjust the latency of its completion signal. We propose to address this issue byuse of an adjustable delay line [129], whose latency is selectable by a Delay code, seeFigure 4.14.The ack signal is produced as a reaction to the req signal after a time interval whichis chosen by the Delay code input - the total latency is formed as a combination of delayportions between the multiplexers controlled by the Delay code bits.The Delay code was calculated according to Vdd, environment temperature and tech-nology process values. First we synthesised a netlist for a computational unit (such as anadder or a register ) using the chosen technology library (130nm CMOS, see Section 5.1).
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Then the netlist was simulated under normal corner case conditions (nominalVdd level1.2V) in order to find out the critical path delay of the component. This value (minus thedelay of all the OR-gates, multiplexers and wires in the delay line) represents the timedelay in the delay_init (Figure 4.14) block. Hence under normal operating conditionswhen all the bits in the Delay code are “0”, after the delay_init time the ack signal willrepresent the completion of calculation of the computational unit.When the operation conditions (Vdd and/or temperature) change we need to add extradelay portions into the delay line to generate a valid completion signal. By knowing thenumber of bits in the Delay code for a particular variable delay line (Table 4.6) and thedependency of the propagation delay and the operation conditions, we split the delayportions equally between the delay (Figure 4.14) blocks in each of the delay line. Byapplying a particular Delay code we can adjust the completion signal as widely aspossible.The Delay codes are loaded into the Delay Register (Section 4.3.6) during the resetstage of the microprocessor using the IFU block (Section 4.3.3).
4.4.3 Fault tolerance
All complex systems, including microprocessors, are designed with the possibility of faultsin mind. Sometimes it may be impossible to predict the nature of potential faults andtheir locations. It is therefore important to design a system in such a way that it cantolerate the faults and continue functioning correctly. A general approach to buildingfault tolerant systems is redundancy, which can be applied at several levels:
• time redundancy - by performing an operation several times;
• data redundancy - by providing extra information;
• physical redundancy - by supplying extra hardware to allow the system to com-pensate the loss of failed components [122].
As our design has a duplicate set of computation blocks (Section 4.4.1) for the ability towork in multiple operation modes, we can make use of physical redundancy and build a
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fault tolerant system. For this a special “Work” Register (see Figure 4.9) is provided. Itholds information about faults in datapath components, each represented by a registerbit (6 bits in total) (Table 4.5). The register can be accessed by a special instructionMOV wrk, direct – write data from an internal RAM location into the “Work” Register(this instruction has been added to the standard Intel 8051 ISA). Each arithmetic com-ponent can be checked for operational correctness (by performing arithmetic operationson them) and if one of the components is not working properly, the “Work” Register canbe updated accordingly.It is important to note that functional correctness has a higher priority than theoperating mode. In other words, if a particular datapath component is chosen for aspecific operating mode, but the “Work” Register states it is broken, then a duplicatecomponent will be used instead. This choice is done hardware level, however the “Work”Register can be changed by the operating system.
4.5 Design for test
In Section 4.4.3 we discussed how the system tackles faults within the computationalblocks (adder, multiplier, etc.). However, faults can occur in various parts of the systemand it is more important to locate such defects even before the design starts functioning.In this Section we address these issues by using Design for Test (DFT) techniques,which is a set of design methods that add testability features to a design and validatethe system for a functional correctness after it has been manufactured.The choice of a particular testing methodology largely depends on the nature of thefault. Section 4.5.1 gives a quick overview of a variety of errors that can occur in theprocess of a chip development, different types of fault models that are used to describesuch defects and a range of testing methods applied to detect a particular error.In Section 4.5.2 we discuss particular DFT techniques used in our implementation.
4.5.1 The fault types and DFT techniques
In the process of a VLSI circuit development a number of error/fault models are used:
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• Logic errors. This group includes all the functional errors made during the designor fabrication stages of development. Different fault models are used for this kindof defects, the main types of these are: Single Stuck-at (when one of the nodes inthe circuit steadily tied to either logic 0 or 1), Stuck-Open model (when a physicalline in the circuit is broken and tied neither to 0 nor to 1) and Bridging (two ormode nodes of the circuit are shorted together).
• Delay faults. Some physical errors, i.e. process variations, make some delays inthe circuit greater or smaller than expected. Typically two fault models are used:Transition fault model (or gate delay) and Path delay fault model.
• Current-based model (IDDQ fault model [126]). This method suggests measuringthe steady state current of the device against a predefined pass/fail threshold.
The probability of occurrence of a particular type fault depends on the technology used.If the technology is > 130nm, then the above models usually cover 90% of all possiblefabrication defects. However, if we go below that technology, such models have a lowfault coverage and people use other less-popular models, such as a low-stress voltagefaults models (usually low Vdd increases the delay of the circuit, more so for a faultyone; tests on higher Vdd can reduce the lifetime), power monitoring (static/dynamic IRdrop during the test [110]), etc.For detection of a particular fault it is possible to generate a specific test pattern byAutomatic Test Pattern Generator (ATPG) tools [47] using various algorithms (Pseudo-random, Ad-Hoc, PODEM, etc.).The most conventional way to gain test information from the circuit under test (CUT)is to use so-called scan-chains [159]. This is a technique which provides a simple way toset and observe all the registers of the design. Test patterns are shifted by scan-chainsinto registers, then the clock signal is issued to test the CUT, and the results can beshifted out by scan-chains to be compared with the expected results.We use the scan-chain approach in our implementation (Section 4.5.2).
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Figure 4.15: Implementation of the Delay registers using the Scan-chain technique
4.5.2 DFT techniques
Section 4.5.1 gave a quick overview of the main DFT methods. However, depending onthe design targets, those approaches can be used to a different extent, such as full scan,partial scan, boundary scan, etc. To save area and design time, we implemented a partialscan for our design, hence only dedicated flip-flops were chained.It is crucial for our design to have the Delay registers (Section 4.3.6) properly loadedwith the Delay codes, as without them the completion signal from the adjustable delaylines (Section 4.4.2) will be incorrect and therefore the results from the correspondingcomputational logic will be registered wrongly. A scan-chain of eight 16-bit registersfrom the Delay register set was implemented, see Figure 4.15.The selected flip-flops (FF) from the design were replaced by scan-FFs (using a DFTCompiler tool from Synopsis [143]), which contain several additional inputs. In test mode,when the Scan_en input is set, all FFs are configured as a chain of shift registers. Thetest pattern is then shifted in using Scan_in and CLK inputs. Once the whole pattern isshifted in, the Scan_en is reset and the Delay registers are back to the normal mode toapply the pattern on the connected combinational logic. Once this is done the circuit isput back to test mode and results can be scanned out from the registers using Scan_out.Some implementation details and results regarding the testing techniques used inour Demonstration chip are presented in Section 5.3.
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4.6 Conclusions
This chapter described the main stages of our design flow and provided implementa-tion details of our asynchronous 8051 microprocessor. We outlined a novel CPU designmethodology (Figure 4.1), which was followed through the whole design process:
• Using the provided CPU specification, we analysed the processor architecture andinstruction set (Section 4.1).
• Section 4.2 described the process of the control logic development and highlightedthe benefits of using a novel formalism of CPOGs.
• The structure of the datapath was outlined in Section 4.3. We discussed the mainfeatures of our implementation: extended datapath structure (Section 4.4.1), ad-justable delay lines (Section 4.4.2), fault tolerance mechanisms (Section 4.4.3) andDFT methods (Section 4.5).
In this chapter we discussed the design techniques we used to develop a system whichcan operate in a wide range of supply voltages and can adjust its functionality towardsa specific application and operating modes. Such a system can adapt itself dependingon the energy budget and computational resources availability, so it contributes to theso-called power-proportionality criterion [10].The next chapter demonstrates the feasibility of our approach by building a compe-titive asynchronous microprocessor, and presents a demonstration in silicon, which wasproduced during this PhD work.
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Implementation of the Asynchronous8051 microprocessor demonstratorchip
In the previous Chapter we discussed the architecture and the main design featuresof our new Asynchronous 8051 microprocessor. To demonstrate the feasibility of ourmethodology, novel design flow, and optimisation techniques a demonstrator silicon wasproduced. This chapter addresses the CPU design flow, which was discussed in Chapter 4,in terms of hardware development and synthesis for the chip fabrication. Section 5.2discusses the implementation of the microprocessor’s control logics (both the Top-leveland the ALU control logic) and the datapath synthesis is described in Section 5.3. Afterall the main parts of the chip were synthesised and tested, they were integrated intothe whole chip design and enriched with DFT features for offline testing. The resultantdesign was simulated, verified and finally fabricated (Section 5.4). Once the ASIC wasreceived from the manufacturer, the evaluation procedure took place. To validate thefunctionality of the microprocessor we developed a testing board, whose details areshown in Section 5.5. All the measurements, analysis and comparisons with synchronousand other low-power CPU implementations are presented in Section 5.6.
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The history of the design of an asynchronous Intel 8051 using the CPOG methodologygoes back to July 2011, when for the very first time its simplified FPGA implementationand measurement results were presented [132]. It took about a month to build that versionwhich had a minimal instruction set capable of executing a simple program. The designwas implemented and measured using two different FPGA chips (Flex10K [13] and CycloneIII [12]). We showed performance, power and area utilization advantages compared toits synchronous counterpart as well as to its asynchronous version implemented usingthe Balsa language [16, 2]. It was then decided to implement the entire Intel 8051microprocessor with the complete instruction set. Several additional optimisations andimprovements were considered during the chip design stage, as discussed in Chapter 4.As the first try was purely an FPGA implementation we needed to go through a verycomplex design flow to fabricate the design in silicon. This flow includes the followingimportant stages:
1. Behavioural description of each module and its validation by simulation.
2. Register-transfer-level (RTL) implementation, its simulation and verification.
3. Validation using an FPGA development board.
4. Hardware synthesis for a particular technology library.
5. A number of validation procedures (such as simulation, static timing analysis, etc.)to check the functionality of the design before proceeding with layout.
6. Place and Route (P&R) and physical validation.
7. Parasitic Capacitances Extraction and post-layout simulations.
8. Sign-off and fabrication.
Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of the explained stages and their interconnections.
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Figure 5.1: Stages of the design flow
To successfully accomplish all these stages we employed various Electronic DesignAutomation (EDA) tools provided by different companies: Synopsys, Inc. tools for be-haviour/RTL synthesis and simulation such as Design Compiler [142], Verilog CompilerSimulator (VCS) and Discovery Visual Environment (DVE) [153], PrimeTime suite [147] for
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power and time measurements; FPGA design tools such as Altera Quartus II design [53]and Altera FPGA developing boards (DE0 and DE1 Altera Developing FPGA board [12]);Cadence Design Systems, Inc. tools for layout such as Encounter(R) [30] and MentorGraphics tools for physical verification such as Calibre [99].It took about 5 months for the design to go through the above stages. The controllogic was the easiest part to design, since it was benefiting from the presented com-positional approach. We reuse part of the previously developed control logic from asimplified version of 8051 microprocessor [131]. However the most time consuming partto design was the processor’s datapath, as it contained more blocks to be developedand validated. Moreover since we were implementing a self-timed design, the datapathhas an asynchronous nature, but it is a well-know fact that currently the development ofasynchronous circuits has been hindered by the difficulties to design self-timed systemsusing existing EDA tools. In this aspect extra time was needed to verify the correctnessof these circuits.The chip was meant to be a “proof-of-concept” of the feasibility of the CPOG approachand a demonstration of power-proportionality as a method of building energy-efficientand adaptive systems (see Chapter 1).The next section will focus on the implementation details of each of the microproces-sor’s internal blocks presented in the entire architecture for the CPU (Figure 4.2).
5.2 Control logic implementation
As it was mentioned in the introduction, the control logic design benefited from usingthe novel CPOG formalism, which allowed us in a convenient way to extend our previousimplementation [132] of 4 instructions to current 257 instructions ISA.In Section 4.2 we presented the specification and the complete design flow of the Top-level and ALU control logics, so in this section we explain their hardware implementationand verification details.
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5.2.1 Implementation of the Top-level and ALU control logics
As it was mentioned in Section 4.2 the final stage of the control logic design is themapping of the synthesised CPOG into Boolean equations1, which were then translatedto VHDL code. After generating VHDL files we, following the flow from the Figure 5.1,first of all, verified the functionality of both control logics using an FPGA designingtool (simulation and development board) and then by simulating a synthesised Verilognetlist. Simulation of the Top-level control logic’s netlist is presented in Figure 5.2(a),where we can see a correct execution of a PO (class H (see Appendix A.8)). After thestart signal GO the PO execution begins according to its description (under the waveform)with two request signals (req−pciu and req−alu), then after an acknowledgement fromthe PCIU is received, a new request to IFU block (req−ifu) is generated. Finally whenacknowledgements from both the ALU and the IFU blocks are received, the signal done−fwas issued, representing the end of the PO and instruction.Another example of PO simulation using an Altera FPGA design tool is presented inFigure 5.2(b). For clarity we do not show acknowledgement signals here, however thesimulation is the same as the previous example. Figure 5.2(c) presents a sequential simu-lation of the previous two POs in an FPGA design tool. The same verification procedurewas repeated for each PO class.The ALU control logic was synthesised and verified for functional correctness in thesame way as the Top-level one.To estimate the complexity of the generated control logic, the number of cells used forthe top-level control (326) and the internal ALU control (220) was counted. It should benoted that in the used technology a cell can correspond to a logic gate with up to 9 inputs.The total area for both of the microcontrollers (top-level and ALU logics) was only 546logic gates. For comparison, we took three publicly available Intel 8051 implementations,namely [3], [4], and [5], and synthesised their central controllers in the same technologylibrary. The final gate counts were, respectively: 1545, 472 (without the ALU/interruptcontrol), and 825. The ALU and interrupt control logic from [4] was scattered across
1All the resulting equations for both of the Top-level and ALU control logic blocks are shown in Appendix B.
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(a) Simulation of PO execution using EDA simulation tool
(b) Simulation of PO execution using FPGA simulation tool
(c) Simulation of sequential execution of two POs
Figure 5.2: Waveform of example PO simulation
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datapath modules for optimisation, hence we could not extract it and it was not includedin the count of 472. However, we can still conclude that our implementation is efficientin terms of area.After the control part was synthesised and checked we focused on implementation ofthe second main part of the CPU – the Datapath, which is discussed in the next Section.
5.3 Datapath implementation
In Section 4.3 we outlined details of functionality and the main features of the the Data-path, whose hardware implementation details are discussed in this section.The synthesis of the processor’s datapath followed its hierarchical structure presen-ted in the overall architecture for the CPU (Figure 4.2): synthesis of the ALU block(Section 5.3.1), PCIU implementation is presented in Section 5.3.2 and finally the IFUcomponent with the Delay Registers are explained in Section 5.3.3.There are other important hardware components, whose implementation details aresummarised below:
• MAU
The main purpose for the MAU is accessing both of the RAM (internal and external)blocks (see Section 4.3.4), therefore it redirects the address and data from theALU to a specific memory block depending on the opcode and received data frommemories back to the ALU. The RTL component was synthesised according to thespecification, verified and tested.
• ROM and RAM blocks
These two units were selected from the list of memory configurations supported bythe fabrication company. According to the power consumption, performance andarea requirements we chose two 512 byte modules SPSMALL9gp_256X16m2 forboth of the RAM blocks and SU180_65536X16X16BM4A for the ROM. Howeverthis ROM block was only used for simulations, as in our implementation we had anoff-chip 128Kb EPROM (AT27C1024).
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Both RAM components are located on the chip, so we needed to provide a faci-lity to read them independently from the main microprocessor. For this a specialcomponent was developed to support two operating modes of the chip: the testmode, when some of the external I/O pins are used to read the RAM componentsand the work mode when the memories are used by the CPU. The selection ofthese modes is managed through special pins, which were added to the floorplan:the “mode_select” to switch between two modes and “ram_select” to switch bet-ween two RAMs (Figure 5.9(a)). The code explaining this procedure is given in theAppendix E.
• SIDU
The main purpose of the SIDU block is to provide the stack address, hence weimplemented a counter, which can be incremented or decremented depending onthe opcode. Regarding the original architecture (see Section 2.3.2) the stack islocated at a particular area in the internal RAM (30h – 7Fh), therefore the firststack address generated by the SIDU block will be 30h. A programmer needs tobe aware of the stack pointer as the stack and user variable are sharing the samememory area.
• “Design for test” implementation
DFT methods are well-used in the ASIC design as they significantly improve circuittestability after the chip was manufactured.
For our implementation it was crucial to have the Delay registers with valid Delaycodes, as without them the microprocessor will malfunction. For this purpose aspecial Scan chain of 120 FF was automatically generated through our 8 Delayregisters using the DFT Compiler tool. This Scan chain was then simulated andverified.
As we used a partial scan approach the total area overhead wasn’t significant(less than 1% of the total chip area) compared to implementation without the DFT,however when the ASIC was fabricated the chain played a significant role in the
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ASIC’s validation and testing.
The DFT approach requires several extra I/O pin (e.g. scan_in, scan_en, scan_out,scan_clk and scan_mode) added to the floorplan of the chip. In this aspect we usedthe same “test mode“ (as for reading RAM blocks) to scan in/out our test vectorsin the scan chain. The code explaining this procedure is shown in Appendix E.
The rest of the Datapath implementation is described in following section.
5.3.1 Synthesis of the Arithmetic Logic Unit
The main functionality and structure of the ALU block was addressed in Section 4.3.1.Similar to the top-level hierarchy, the ALU block was divided into the control and da-tapath parts. Synthesis and verification of the control part followed the same patternas the top-level control unit (Section 5.2.1). The datapath consisted of internal registers(Address and Data, Temp and Temp2, Unit Selector and PC ) and a Datapath block, withall the main arithmetic and logic units in it.The implementation of 16-bit internal registers was straight forward, however theDatapath block needed to be carefully developed and verified as each its arithmeticcomponent (adders, multipliers and dividers) was implemented in two styles: one op-timised for low energy consumption and the other one for high performance. Variousimplementations of arithmetic units were reviewed in the Section 4.4.1, eventually wetook open-source implementations for our datapath, i.e adders (RCA [138] and BKA [135]),multipliers (Wallace tree [44] and PPM [137]) and dividers (Long division algorithm [136]and divider from the Synopsys library [73]). Simulation results of the chosen arithmeticcomponents are presented in Table 4.7.After both types of the units were synthesised and verified, we combined them intothe Datapath block. A special “Operating mode” bit was added into the chip floorplan tochoose a particular set of operational arithmetic blocks.These computational units as well as other datapath components were implementedin an asynchronous way and were based on the bundle-data approach. Traditionallyin bundle-data approach the datapath is accompanied by a matching delay line in the
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control path. In our design we made these delay lines adjustable to extend the operationalrange of the circuit and to make it more power-proportional.To synthesise a delay line for a particular component first of all we needed to findout its critical path delay under normal operating conditions (a typical corner case in thetechnology library). This is the required time for a component to have the valid outputafter computation, hence the acknowledgement signal needs to be generated after it.In our delay line the delay_init block (see Figure 4.14) represents this time (minus thedelay of all the OR-gates and multiplexers in the line). This block was synthesised usingthe Synopsys Design Compiler tool. Secondly since the delay of components vary withthe supply voltage, we need to adjust our acknowledgement signal, hence the delay lineaccording to models which predict this variability [155]. We also needed to apply 10%margin to these delays for the tool to be able to synthesis a delay and finally equallyspread the worst case delay of the unit throughout the whole delay line. We implementeda matching delay line to be adjustable in a wide range of operating voltages (from thenominal down to the threshold voltages).According to these models, which show the dependency between the supply voltageand the gate latency, we can predict how the critical path of the component changesat lower voltage levels, hence we can adjust our delay line accordingly. As the supplyvoltage changed we need to change the route of the request signal through the neededdelay portion blocks (see Figure 4.14) so that the acknowledgement signal will be ge-nerated when the component’s output data is valid. This routing is done by applying aparticular delay code to multiplexers. The simulation results of one of the delay linesaccompanied with a merge controller with four independent request inputs is shown inFigure 5.3.The code[7..0] bus represents the delay code in the line controlling the length of thedelay. Signals req1, req2, req3 and req4 are the inputs to the merge controller from themain control logic, as we may access the same datapath unit several times during theexecution of the same instruction. Once the request comes to the controller it generatesthe req_I signal, which is sent to the delay line. After the delay the ack_I signal comes
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back to the controller from the delay line and then the needed acknowledgement is sendback to the control block.Most of the delay registers have 8 bit to hold a delay code for the datapath unit,which indeed showed a lack of granularity of the delay line during the measurementprocess. The current work is focused to reduced the granularity and also to apply acompetition detection techniques to remove the this issue completely.
Figure 5.3: Simulation of the merge controller accompanied with an adjustable delay line
Finally the complete ALU component was synthesised and tested. Simulation wa-veforms are shown in Figure 5.4. ALU simulation of the instructions from the class C(MOV A, #data, MOV Rn, #data, MOV DPTR, #data and MOV dir, out) is shown inFigure 5.4(a). Each instruction has its opcode stated in opcode[15..0] bus: h2000, h2110,h2020 and h2800 respectively2. The bus alu[6..0] shows how many times the ALU block isused in the specific instruction. In these particular instructions the ALU block is used onlyonce, therefore alu[6..0] can only be 0 or 1 and accordingly we have only one acknowled-gement send back ackalu[0]. For each instruction we have a different destination wherewe need to move the data: A, Rn, DPTR or dir, therefore we have different addressesloaded in addr_out_alu1[15..0] bus.Figure 5.4(b) shows a detailed representation of an example instruction (MOV Rn,#data) execution: after the ALU control unit receives a request signal (alu[0] ) from thetop-level control it starts the execution (signal mainreq) according to its CPOG; follo-wing a PO from the ALU control we need to write an address of a particular Rn re-
2All opcodes and corresponding PO can be found in Appendix A.3.
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(a) ALU simulation of instructions from class C
(b) Closer look of ALU simulation of ADD Rn, #data instruction
(c) PO representation for the instruction at the ALU-level control
Figure 5.4: Simulation waveforms of the synthesised ALU
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gister (in this example it is register 1 (see Table 4.3)) to the Address register (the busaddr_out_alu1[15..0] ) and data from ROM (this instruction is using immediate addressingmode, so the data is stored in the ROM memory, which is read by the IFU block andholds in ifu_oout[15..0] bus) to the Data register (the bus data_out_alu1[15..0] ) in thisexample the values are h0001 and h00ff respectively; when acknowledgements from bothregisters are received the the done_ack_alu signal is issued denoting the end of the PO.Finally the ALU control sends an acknowledgement ackalu0 back to the top-level control.Another simulation waveform of the instruction (ADD A, #data (opcode hCC00)) isshown in Figure 5.4(c). According to the instruction’s PO (see Appendix A) there are tworequests to the ALU control from the top-level control (alu[6..0] bus can be 0 – no requests,1 – ALU is requested for the first time or 3 – ALU is requested for the second time), so twodifferent acknowledgements ackalu0 and ackalu1 are send back when the execution isfinished. During the first request according to the PO we need to read the accumulator,hence the ALU only needs to write the accumulator’s address (h00e0) to the Addressregister, so the request ReqAM is generated and when acknowledgement (ack_reqAM)is received the PO is complete (signals done_ack_alu and ackalu0). When the ALUis requested for the second time (alu[6..0] equals to 3) according to the PO the ALUneeds to add two values (buses a_bl and b_bl), store the result in the Data register andupdate the PSW register. As this instruction also uses immediate addressing mode, thesecond value (b_bl) h0088 is taken from the ifu_oout[15..0] bus, which comes from IFUblock (data from the ROM block). Within the ALU block we have a Datapath block, whichis in charge of all the logic and arithmetic operations. The RqAluu signal shows thestart of this block to operate. When all the needed data for the arithmetic operation isready and it issues the start signal for the adder (req_bl). The result of addition is givenin the data_from_bl[15..0] bus, after we receive the acknowledgement from the adder(ack_from_bl) the ack_Aluu signal is generated denoting the end of the Datapath blockoperation. The next stage is to store the result in the Data register (RqDM) and updatethe PSW register (RqPSW ), when both of these registers issue their acknowledgements,the PO finishes the execution with a signal done_ack_alu and finnaly ackalu1 is send
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back to the top-level control.In the same way the ALU component was verified by executing all the instructions.
5.3.2 PCIU implementation
Section 4.3.2 explained the main features of the PCIU, which is a 16-bit loadable counter.Usually the counter simply increments the IP as the program progresses, however wecan also have a branching instruction, when the counter needs to be loaded with a newvalue.Figure 5.5 shows the waveform of the PCIU simulation with both loading and countingsituations. Signals count and complete_c represents request and acknowledgement forthe counter to count and load and complete_l for the loading data from the d[15..0] busrespectfully. The q[15..0] bus is the output of the counter.
Figure 5.5: Simulation of the PCIU component
5.3.3 Design of the IFU and delay registers
During the execution of the program the main job of the IFU component is to fetchinstructions from the ROM block and send them to the processor core for the execution.Another task of the IFU block is to fetch Delay Codes (as they are placed in theROM) and store them in the Delay Registers (DR). This procedure is happening duringthe reset stage of the CPU, as we need to have valid delay codes stored in the DRsbefore the microprocessor starts executing the main program. Simulation of this processis shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation of loading Delay Codes to the Delay Registers
In this simulation the input_code bus represents the Delay Bit (Section 4.3.3), whichspecifies from which set of ROM addresses the Delay Codes will be read (starts eitherfrom h0000 or h0010). We introduced these two locations for the Delay code, so thatwe do not need to reprogram the whole ROM, to change the Delay Code, but we canswitch the Delay Bit and fetch a new delay data. After the ready signal is received theblock starts sending request signals (req_ROM) to the memory with a specific address(addr_ROM[15:0] ); the received data from the memory is shown in data_rom[15:0] andthen it is written to a needed DR. After the complete set of Delay Codes is read the renewsignal is issued representing the end of the procedure. The Delay Bit was introducedThis subsection concludes the implementation of the particular components of themicroprocessor, now we move to the verification of the complete design.
5.4 Verification of the entire chip and sign-off for the ASIC
After we verified all parts of the design separately, the next step before proceeding withlayout was the simulation of the complete design, which is addressed in Section 5.4.1.The last step before the design can be sent for the fabrication is place and route (P&R),which afterwards also requires verification.
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5.4.1 The complete design simulation
Before the design goes to P&R, we need to make sure that all previously synthesisedblocks (Figure 4.2) are working correctly together and there are no timing violations. Thishas been achieved in two ways: by Static Timing Analysis (STA) [22] and Dynamic TimingAnalysis (DTA). The STA verifies if the circuits meets its timing constraints, so there areno setup and hold timing violations. However it doesn’t check its logical correctness,therefore it is much faster than DTA, which runs an exhaustive gate-level simulation.On the one hand, DTA requires much long time, as we need to apply a high number ofinput test vectors and check the output ones. On the other hand, it is applicable to bothsynchronous and asynchronous designs, however STA is more suitable for synchronousapproaches.Figure 5.7(a) shows a waveform with part of the testbench simulation.
(a) Example simulation of the complete design
(b) Simulation with an interrupt occurring
Figure 5.7: Waveforms of the complete design simulation
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Table 5.1 shows the code (from a bigger testbench), which simulation is presented inFigure 5.7.
Table 5.1: Additional information for simulations
ProgramCounter Opcode Mnemonic Machine code01b8 8880 ANL dir, #data 8880, 000C, 1C0601bb 9000 MOV A, dir 9000, 000C01bd E840 RR A E84001be D800 JMP rel D800, 01B801b8 8880 ANL dir, #data 8880, 000C, 1C06
The pc[15:0] bus represents a program counter (PC), which starts in the waveformwith the address h01b8. The top-level control sends a request signal (req_rom) to theROM, where first instruction (ANL dir, #data) of this example is located. At that pointthe previous instruction has finished its execution and the next one starts (signals go_outand opcode[15:0] ). This instruction requires data from the RAM block and the immediatedata from the ROM. To read the data from RAM we need the address (h000C) (see theTable 5.1), which is located after the instruction’s opcode. When the RAM address is readfrom the ROM block and written to the Address Register (am[7:0] ) we can proceed withreading the RAM (the request signal req_int_ram and read/write signal web_int_ram).The result of the reading is shown in ram[15:0] bus (h0402). Concurrently with the RAMreading we also fetch data from the ROM block (the value h1C06). When all the datais ready we can proceed with the AND operation, its result is shown in dm[15:0] busready to be written to the RAM. Concurrently with the writing process to the RAM weare ready to fetch the opcode of the next instruction (h9000). After this the execution ofthe instruction finishes (signals go_out).In the same way the other 3 instructions are being executed. Notice that the JMPinstruction is updating the PC with a new value (h01B8), i.e. this loops the execution ofthe whole testbench.The next example (Figure 5.7(b)) shows the same testbench, but with an interrupthappening (signal interrupt). In Section 4.3.7 we described the main details of the in-
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terrupt handler, where it was mentioned that the handler’s PO starts at the end of anyinstruction’s PO, if an interrupt had occurred. This can be seen in the waveform when theinterrupt rises during the execution of ANL dir, #data instruction (opcode h8880) and atthe end of the execution (the third request to the ROM, see Figure 5.7(b)). Similar to theprevious example (without an interrupt), the request fetches the next instruction (opcodeh9000) of the program, however as we have an interrupt, first the PC is saved in the Stackand then the entrance address of the interrupt handler is loaded to the PC. When westart to execute the handler, the interrupt signal can still be high, however this doesn’taffect the execution. In this example our handler contains just one instruction (opcodeh0200). At the end of the handler we have a RETI instruction (opcode h0518) to initiatethe exit from the interrupt. At this point we read our old PC from the Stack and continuethe execution of the main program (opcode h9000). Note that the programmer needsto take care of all the important resisters (A, B, DPTR, etc.), which can be overwrittenduring the interrupt handling, e.g. by storing the context in the Stack.
5.4.2 Chip layout and final verification
After the synthesised design has been fully simulated and verified we proceeded with itslayout and post-layout verification.Before handing our synthesised netlist to the layout tool we needed to specify thechip’s floorplan, power domain regions and I/O pins. As we have several separate netliststo layout (the main design (the Control logic and the Datapath) and two RAM blocks)it is important to define a region for each power domain and their location in the chip.Following the floorplanning we imported out netlists into the Encounter tool, which hasthe physical information about cells from the specified technology library and a predefi-ned floorplan where these instances will be places. During the P&R the tool optimallyplaces each instance in the chip’s floorplan and routes internal connections within eachinstance as well as between them and external ones to the outside I/O pins. The finalview of the design after P&R is shown in Figure 5.8(a).
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(a) The abstract view of the microprocessor afterP&R (b) Design view with a corresponding cell layout
Figure 5.8: Various views of the design during P&R
After our design was successfully placed on the chip, we needed to verify that itsfunctionality was not affected during the P&R. Tools for the gate-level simulation usuallydo not take the disposition of the blocks in the design into account, which can significantlyeffect the timings and therefore the correctness of the entire design. After the P&Rprocedure the position of the components is fixed and we can extract the informationabout wire delays and proceed with post-layout simulation. The Encounter tool allowsus to go through the Parasitic Capacitance Extraction and export a Standard DelayFormat (SDF) file, which provides information about wire delays for the simulation andtiming analysis tools. After that we rerun all the simulation testbenches and verify thatour CPU gives the correct results.At the next stage it is essential to export our design from the Encounter to a specialfile in Design Exchange Format (DEF), which is the input format for the Virtuoso tool.This tool replaces an abstract view of each cell (from the Encounter) with its actuallayout. Figure 5.8(b) shows the design view after it was substituted with the actual celllayout.Every manufacturing company has their own restrictions on ASIC fabrication. There-fore before sending design to them we needed to satisfy the restrictions and make sure
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that our chip can actually be fabricated. To proceed with this we needed to export ourdesign from the Virtouso to a special Geometric Data Stream (GDSII) file, which can beread by the verification tool. We used the Calibre tool by Mentor Graphics to go throughDRC and LVS checks. There were several iterations between us and the manufacturerbefore they actually accepted our design.The microprocessor was fabricated in the 130-nm CMOS process using the standardcell library from STMicroelectronics [140] semiconductor foundry. This technology librarywas provided by Circuits Multi-Projects (CMP) [39] service company. Collectively, themain design block and two RAM components occupy 2.95 mm2of silicon.Figure 5.9(a) presents the bonding diagram of the chip (more details about each ofthe pin on bonding diagram is shown in Appendix D) and Figure 5.9(b) shows a photo ofone of the 25 prototypes received.
(a) The bonding diagram of the chip (b) Photo of the fabricated and pa-ckaged chip
Figure 5.9: Bonding diagram and packaged ASIC
5.5 Testing board
Before the arrival of the chip we started to prepare a Printed Circuit Board (PCB), fortesting our microprocessor. Several important aspects needed to be considered duringits development:
• an off-chip EPROM, which holds the main program and delay codes.
• there are “test_mode” and “work_mode” (see Section 5.3), in which our processor
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can operate, so the PCB needs to provide the ability to control the “mode_select”and “ram_select” pins and connect specific signals to particular pins.
• convenient access to the rest of pins, i.e “reset”, “go”, “external data”, “delay mode”,“calculation mode”, “interrupt”, etc. (see Figure 5.9(a)).
In the light of the above we decided to connect our PCB to an FPGA (Altera DE0 develo-ping board [12]), which would provide a more convenient control over these specific pinsand modes; moreover the FPGA board can also be used as a ROM. However the use ofFPGA has a drawback, as it requires a 5V power supply, but the nominal voltage of ourdesign is 1.2V. Hence we needed to provide voltage level shifters between the FPGA andthe fabricated ASIC. At this stage we started to search for all the required componentsfor the PCB and to order them from the IC’s suppliers like Premier Farnell [123], RadioSpares (RS) [128] as well as from the University’s internal stock. Figure 5.10(a) depicts asimplified diagram of the PCB. Figures 5.10(b, c) show a pictures of the fabricated PCBwith all the components on it and the FPGA board connected to it.After checking the functionality of the PCB, we moved to the stage of testing, recordingof the measurements and their analysis.
5.6 Measurements and results
An FPGA development board is used to control our PCB with the microprocessor. Sobefore measurements we needed to develop a design for the FPGA board according tothe aspects discussed in the previous section and test its functionality.At his point we can connect both of the power supplies (1.2V and 5V) to the PCB,program the FPGA and run the 8051 CPU. However before the main CPU program canbe executed we need to load the Delay codes. So during the Reset stage (signal “reset”in Figure 5.11), the “Delay Bit” was set to “0”, the CPU started sending requests (“req”)and addresses (“address”) to the ROM (through pins “output[15:0]” and “ROM_REQ” seeFigure 5.9(a)). The “data” bus and “ack” signal are coming from the FPGA board to thechip as data from the ROM and the acknowledgement signal. Figure 5.11 shows this
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(a) Schematic diagram of the PCB
(b) Photo of the PCB (c) Picture of the FPGA boardconnected to the PCB
Figure 5.10: The PCB and FPGA boards
process captured by a digital signal analyser connected to the PCB.
Figure 5.11: Loading of Delay registers captured by Digital signal analyser
The Delay codes can also be loaded by using the Scan chain. First we need to switchthe chip into a test mode (by enabling the “mode_select” pin), then load a test vectorof Delay Codes using the Scan_in and Scan_clk inputs (see the floorplan of the chip(Appendix D) and pin reassignment for the modes (Appendix E)). Using the Scan chainwe can also check the correctness of the previously loaded Delay codes by enabling the
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“mode_select” pin and checking the Scan_out pin every Scan_clk impulse. Once all thecodes in the register are loaded we can run the processor.First we fill the ROM with NOP instructions to see if the execution follows its PO(see Appendix A.21). From outside the chip we can observe the request to ROM blockand the “GO_OUT” pin, which represents the end instruction’s execution (see Figure 5.7).Measurements were taken on several power supply voltages: 1.28 V, 1 V, 0.7 V, 0.5V and0.25 V. Oscilloscope screenshots are shown in Figure 5.12.For the execution of NOP instructions we need to increment a PC and then fetch thenext instruction from the ROM. As the variable voltage will affect the execution time ofthe PC and ROM, for each of the voltage levels we needed to change the delay codes.During this experiment we noticed that the PC (the address which is coming from thechip) starts failing when the voltage goes below 0.7V – it gets stuck at fetching the sameaddress forever. However, the rest of the control logic synthesised using the CPOG modelcontinues to operate correctly down to 0.25V.
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Figure 5.12: Oscilloscope screenshots for NOP instructions on variable voltage
In the same way we tested all the instructions classes. Figure 5.13 shows oscillo-scope screenshots for a loop execution of example instructions from different PO classes(see Appendix A). Depending on instruction’s PO we can have different numbers andsequences of “ROM_REQ” coming from the chip.
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Figure 5.13: Oscilloscope screenshots of different instruction’s execution
After testing all the instruction the next step was to characterise the processor perfor-mance and power consumption depending on particular voltage levels. Moreover, havingtwo implementations of each computation unit (adder, multiplier and divider) we exploredthe ability to switch between high performance and low power datapaths and comparethe performance and power consumption. Following plots representing measurementsfrom example instruction execution:
• “NOP”
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Figure 5.14: Measured EPI when Vdd changes for NOP instruction
Figure 5.15: Measured power consumption when Vdd changes for NOP instruction
Figure 5.16: Measured latency when Vdd changes for NOP instruction
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Figure 5.17: Measured current when Vdd changes for NOP instruction
• “SJMP rel”
Figure 5.18: Measured EPI when Vdd changes for SJMP instruction
Figure 5.19: Measured power consumption when Vdd changes for SJMP instruction
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Figure 5.20: Measured latency when Vdd changes for SJMP instruction
Figure 5.21: Measured current when Vdd changes for SJMP instruction
• “ADD A, #data”
Figure 5.22: Measured EPI when Vdd changes for ADD instruction
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Figure 5.23: Closer look of a measured EPI when Vdd changes for ADD instruction
Figure 5.24: Measured power consumption when Vdd changes for ADD instruction
Figure 5.25: Measured latency when Vdd changes for ADD instruction
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Figure 5.26: Measured current when Vdd changes for ADD instruction
• “MUL A, B”
Figure 5.27: Measured EPI when Vdd changes for MUL instruction
Figure 5.28: Closer look of a measured EPI when Vdd changes for MUL instruction
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Figure 5.29: Measured power consumption when Vdd changes for MUL instruction
Figure 5.30: Measured latency when Vdd changes for MUL instruction
Figure 5.31: Measured current when Vdd changes for MUL instruction
The execution of different instructions requires different computational units to operate.Since some of the units have different ranges of operating voltages, e.g. on-chip RAMcomponents can not work below 0.87 V or the PC operating voltage is above 0.7 V,different instructions have also a different operating voltage range (i.e NOP – from 0.25Vup to 1.25V; ADD – from 0.87V up to 1.25V).
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Analysing the presented plots we can see that different instruction have differentminimum energy point, e.g. “SJMP rel” instruction at 0.5 V (Figure 5.14) and “MUL A,B”instruction at 0.95 V (Figure 5.28). Therefore depending on how often the programmerwill use a particular instruction at a specific voltage level the total power consumptionmay vary.Interesting results were obtained during switching between two sets of computationalunits. The difference in power between the fast and slow modes for a particular voltagelevel may be small, however depending on how often the programmer is using a particularmode this difference accumulates and eventually results in significantly different totalpower consumption. Surprisingly we also noticed that low-power computational unitsdo not always consume less energy (Figure 5.23, 5.28). At a particular voltage levelthe energy consumption of the instruction increases. This is due to the leakage in thedatapath units, which are used for the instruction. In this aspect the use of low-powercomponents is not always optimal in a wide range of supply voltages. It is reasonable touse them on higher voltages, when a dynamic power consumption is dominating, howeveronce the computational latency increases, hence the leakage, then it is more efficient tocontinue computation in high performance mode.One can notice that there is not much difference between high performance and lowpower units. There are several reason why that is happening: i) represented results aremeasured of the whole chip, not the particular computational units. That means thatother components, e.g. power-hungry blocks like memory, can have a greater effect onthe total numbers and “mask” the difference of these modes. ii) originally the difference ofthese computational modes are caused my different algorithms used in arithmetic units,however it might be the case that the chosen algorithms are not the best, so we can’t seemuch difference in the measurements. Our current work is focused on further research ofthe algorithms to find a better option.We continue the measurements and target to get results for more representative test-benches like Dhrystone V2.1 [124]. Simulation results of this testbench and comparisonswith other implementation of Intel 8051 are summarised in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison with other 8051 versions
Processor Technology MIPS Average MIPS Energy, pJpower, per permW W instruction
Sync_80C51 [151] 3.3V,350nm 4 40 100 10000
Async_80C51 [151] 3.3V,350nm 4 9 44 2250
H8051 [42] 3.3V,350nm 4 44.7 89.5 11175
Lutonium [96] 1.8V,180nm 200 100 1800 500
DS89C420[125] 1.1V,350nm 11 18.52 600 1684
Nanyang_A8051 [35] 1.1V,350nm 0.6 0.07 8000 130
Lutonium [96] 1.1V,180nm 100 20.7 4830 207
Proposed 8051 1.2V,130nm 1.5 0.74 2027 493
The table compares the following implementations of Intel 8051 microprocessor. Sync80C51, H8051 and DS89C420 are synchronous designs - the first two employ non-pipelinearchitecture and the last one has pipelined architecture. Async_80C51 is an asynchro-nous counterpart of Sync_80C51 design. Lutonium is another asynchronous implemen-tation which utilises a highly parallel processing with a deep pipeline architecture -therefore its high MIPS rate and power consumption. On the contrary, Nanyang_A8051is a self-timed, ultra low power (and thereby low performance) implementation. Despitethe technology difference, which can be scaled to the same denominator, our implementa-tion is clearly placed between ultra low power design (runs twice as fast) and the highlyparallel version (consumes 20 times less power) [130].
5.7 Summary
In this chapter we explained the main details of the implementation, verification, fabri-cation and testing our Asynchronous Intel 8051 microprocessor. The implementation of
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each component of the processor was divided into several stages (Section 5.1), which is vi-tally important in developing, verifying and eventually fabricating a correctly functioningdesign.The implementation of the ASIC was divided into two main parts: the control part(Section 5.2) and the datapath (Section 5.3) design, which then follows with the completechip verification (Section 5.4).After the die has arrived it was important to design the environment where we canproceed with its testing (Section 5.5). During the verification stage we checked thatall the instructions are executed correctly, which demonstrates the correctness of theproposed microprocessor’s design flow (Chapter 4).Analysing the above results we can conclude that depending on application require-ments and/or the power budget a user can adapt our microprocessor core for a particularpurpose. Extending a traditional datapath structure to work in several operating modesalong with its asynchronous nature enables our microprocessor to work in a wide rangeof operating voltage (from 1.25V down to 0.25V) and environmental conditions.One might want to compare the presented measurements in terms of trends addresseson Figure 1.2, which shows two power-proportional designs each of which was developedto work in a different power domains. In this work we discus the developing process toimplement a system that can adapt to different power levels and work in a wide rangeof supply voltages. If we build this plot for our system and apply different computationalmodes, we would see similar trends, so at some degree it was achieved. However due toseveral addressed issues, e.g. not clear difference between computational units, it wouldbe more closer to a straight line rather than to “gull wing” shape, as on the figure.The next chapter summarises the contribution of the thesis and discusses furtherresearch directions.
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Conclusion
This thesis presented a design flow for the development of microprocessor instruction setarchitectures, which can be altered to suit a particular hardware platform or a particularoperating mode. The feasibility of the methodology, novel design flow and a number ofoptimisation techniques were proven in a full size asynchronous Intel 8051 microprocessorand its demonstrator silicon. Our implementation shows a competitive result and theability to adapt to a wide range of operating voltage and environmental conditions.This chapter summarises the key contributions of this thesis and outlines areas offuture research.
6.1 Main contributions
It was demonstrated in Chapters 1 and 2 that the current ICs and particularly micro-processor design flow shifts emphasis from high performance towards energy-efficientand power-proportional solutions, as energy and power turn from optimisation criteriato a guiding principle. In this work, several methods and techniques are proposed to ad-dress the problem of designing a power-proportional microprocessor capable of on-lineadaptation to varying operating conditions and application requirements.The essential contributions in this thesis are the following:
• A design flow for the development of ISA for a microprocessor (Chapter 3).
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The key difficulties in designing ISA is the necessity to comprehend and deal witha large number of instructions, whose microcontrol implementation may be alteredto suit a particular hardware platform or a particular operating mode. We demons-trate that a novel CPOG formalism (Section 2.2) is a versatile technique enablingefficient specification of a processor ISA. Crucially, this formalism is a convenienttool for carrying out transformations to the ISA, as these transformations operateon a CPOG specification rather than on the instruction set itself and thus theircomplexity does not depend on the number of different instructions.
On the basis of a simple example (Section 3.5), we demonstrate how the applica-tion of this formalism can be expanded to capture different hardware configurationsand operation modes. Further, we prove the correctness of CPOG constructs (Sec-tion 3.5.2) with respect to the given functional ISA descriptions using the Event-Bmodel (Section 3.4.1).
• Development of an adaptive and reconfigurable system with run-time adaptabilityon the base of an asynchronous Intel 8051 microprocessor (Chapter 4).
To demonstrate the feasibility of the introduced design flow on a well-known andsophisticated example and to introduce a new power-proportional criterion in thesystem design flow we implement a novel asynchronous of 8051 microprocessor.
Adaptation of the CPOG methodology for both microcontroller blocks (the Top leveland the ALU control) significantly simplifies and accelerates their development andvalidation process. Transformation to the original ISA, e.g. expansion or contraction,is done on the CPOG specification, which simplifies the whole ISA design flow.
We introduce some new features to our design: i) an extended datapath (Sec-tion 4.4.1) with pairs of computational units, each being optimised to work in aspecific regime, one optimised for energy consumption and the other one for per-formance; ii) adjustable matching delay lines (for the bundled data protocol indatapath), which provide a robust operation of the circuit in a wide range of supplyvoltages (Section 4.4.2); iii) we exploit the fact that the datapath was extended for
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a multi-modal operation to provide fault tolerance features (Section 4.4.3); etc.
• Testing of the design by implementing a proof-of-concept ASIC and evaluatingits performance and power consumption (Chapter 5).
We implement the proposed asynchronous Intel 8051 microprocessor as a proof-of-concept ASIC. The chip went through a series of tests and evaluation stagesincluding behaviour simulation and an FPGA-based validation. A dedicated PCBboard was fabricated along with the chip to provide a convenient testing environ-ment. The control over ASIC was delegated to an external FPGA developmentboard.
Experimental results proved the feasibility of the proposed design flow to constructa full-size ISA of a commercial microprocessor. It was also shown that by applying aspecific operating mode to the extended datapath we can adjust our microprocessorcore for a particular application requirements and power budget. Moreover thisextension provides not only an adaptable, but also a fault tolerant operation.
The process of developing this design flow and implementing our reconfigurable mi-croprocessor core unveiled several other goals of future research discussed in the nextsection.
6.2 Future research directions
There are three main directions where this research can go further: i) extension of theCPOG formalism to enable automated scheduling of a particular instruction; ii) severalimprovements of our microprocessor implementation; iii) investigation of a new realisationof logic gates in the domain of near-threshold voltages.
• In Section 3.5 on a simple example we demonstrate how CPOGs can be used forcapturing different hardware configurations and operation modes in the executionof a single instruction. Following this idea we can push the boundaries of power-proportionality even further in automating scheduling of instruction execution in
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terms of power/latency trade-off: based on the current operation mode and charac-teristics and availability of datapath components, the microprocessor can schedulethe units in the appropriate partial order.
• Several further improvements can be made in the current CPU implementation:
– Design of the microprocessor core using a different asynchronous circuit class,such as QDI approach, which provides a built-in completion detection features,as opposed to the bundled data approach.
– Investigation and implementation of other techniques to reduce powerconsumption, such as power gating.
– Research in energy-efficient usage of memory. The current RAM block isunable to work below 0.87V, therefore we can either substitute it with a self-timed SRAM1, which is capable of operating at lower voltages or go evenfurther by applying a newly developed adaptive technique, which allows theCPU to be switched into ultra low power (and low functionality) mode. Theprocessor will be restricted to use only a small number of specific internalregisters rather than the full capability of its memory bank.
– Interface our chip to the sources of harvested power as well as to the self-powered sensors which can raise interrupts.
• It is a well-know fact that usually more energy is consumed on the moving dataaround rather than by the computation itself. Although in this work we didn’tmeasure these two aspects, but it would be really interesting to measure andcompare these two energies. In a very near future work we are planning to makethis comparison.
• Finally, the reliability of the main control and datapath structures can also beimproved by utilizing high-reliability logic with low fan-in gates. This may haveoverheads in terms of area, however it significantly improves the circuit reliabilityin the domain of near-threshold voltages.
1Currently we have a fully working SRAM chip developed in our research group [20]
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PO representation of the 8051instruction Set
This appendix outlines all the instructions from the original 8051 ISA in partial orderrepresentation. All 255 original plus two additional instructions are grouped into 37different classes, which are enumerated in an alphabetic order. Each of the followingSection explains a particular class of instructions, shows its PO in the Top-level and ALUmicrocontroller and outlines all the instructions in this particular class.
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A.1 Class A
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.1: PO representation for instructions from class A
Table A.1: List of all instructions from class A
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOV A, Rn 1111100100010000 F910 (A) := (Rn)MOV Rn, A 1111100100000010 F902 (Rn) := (A)SWAP A 1111000000000000 F000 exchange ofaccumulator’s tetradsDA A 1110100010000000 E880 correction of theaccumulatorINC A 1110000000000000 E000 (A) := (A) + 1DEC A 1110000001000000 E040 (A) := (A) – 1INC Rn 1110000100010010 E112 (Rn) := (Rn) + 1DEC Rn 1110000101010010 E152 (Rn) := (Rn) – 1INC DPTR 1110000000100100 E024 (DPTR) := (DPTR) + 1CPL A 1111000001000000 F040 inversion of theaccumulator
RL A 1110100000000000 E800 rotation of theaccumulator one bit tothe left
RLC A 1110000010000000 E080 rotation of theaccumulator one bit tothe left through thecarry flag
RR A 1110100001000000 E840 rotation of theaccumulator one bit tothe right
RRC A 1110000011000000 E0C0 rotation of theaccumulator one bit tothe right through thecarry flag
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A.2 Class B
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.2: PO representation for instructions from class B
Table A.2: List of all instructions from class B
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOV A, dir 1001000000000000 9000 (A) := (direct)MOV Rn, dir 1001000100000010 9102 (Rn) := (direct)INC dir 1001100000000000 9800 (direct) := (direct) + 1DEC dir 1001100010000000 9880 (direct) := (direct) – 1CPL bit 1001110000000000 9C00 bit inversionANL C, bit 1001111000000000 9E00 C:=C&bitANL C, /bit 1001111010000000 9E80 C:=C & (NOT bit)ORL C, bit 1001111100000000 9F00 C:=C OR bitORL C, /bit 1001111110000000 9F80 C:=C OR (NOT bit)MOV C, bit 1001110010000000 9C80 (C) := bitCLR bit 1001110100000000 9D00 (bit) := 0SET bit 1001110110000000 9D80 (bit) := 1
A.3 Class C
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU
Figure A.3: PO representation for instructions from class C
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Table A.3: List of all instructions from class C
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOV A, #data 0010000000000000 2000 (A) := #dataMOV Rn,#data 0010000100010000 2110 (Rn) := #dataMOV DPTR,#data 0010000000100000 2020 (DPTR) := #data
MOV dir, out 0010100000000000 2800 (direct) := #outreading data from theexternal pins
A.4 Class D
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4
Figure A.4: PO representation for instructions from class D
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Table A.4: List of all instructions from class D
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
MOV @Ri, A 0110000100000010 6102 Move accumulator’s contentto the internal RAM throughthe Ri register
MOV A, @Ri 0100000100010000 4110 Move data from the indirectRAM to the accumulatorthrough the Ri register
MOVX @Ri, A 0110000101000010 6142 Move accumulator’s contentto the external RAM throughthe Ri register
MOVX A, @Ri 0100000101010000 4150 Move data from the externalRAM to the accumulatorthrough the Ri registerMOVX A,@DPTR 0100000010100000 40A0 Move data from the externalRAM to the accumulatorthrough the DPTR registerMOVX@DPTR, A 0110000010000100 6084 Move accumulator’s contentto the external RAM throughthe DPTR registerADD A, Rn 0111100100010000 7910 (A) := (A) + (Rn)ADDC A, Rn 0111100101010000 7950 (A) := (A) + (C) + (Rn)SUBB A, Rn 0111100110010000 7990 (A) := (A) - (C) - (Rn)INC @Ri 0100100100010000 4910 Increment the internal RAMby 1 through the Ri registerDEC @Ri 0100100101010000 4950 decrement the internal RAMby 1 through the Ri registerANL A, Rn 0110100100010000 6910 (A) := (A) & (Rn)ORL A, Rn 0110100101010000 6950 (A) := (A) OR (Rn)XRL A, Rn 0110100110010000 6990 (A) := (A) XOR (Rn)MUL B, A 0111100000001000 7808 B31−16 ,A15−0 := (A)∗ (B)DIV B, A 0111100001001000 7848 Bremainder ,Aquotient := (A)/(B)
A.5 Class E
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.5: PO representation for instructions from class E
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Table A.5: List of all instructions from class E
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOV dir, A 1100000000000000 C000 (direct) := (A)MOV dir, Rn 1100000000010000 C010 (direct) := (Rn)MOV @Ri,#data 1100000010010000 C090 Move immediate data tothe internal RAM throughthe Ri registerADD A, #data 1100110000000000 CC00 (A) := (A) + #dataADDC A,#data 1100110100000000 CD00 (A) := (A) + (C) + #dataSUBB A,#data 1100111000000000 CE00 (A) := (A) - (C) - #dataANL A, #data 1100100000000000 C800 (A) := (A) & #dataORL A, #data 1100100100000000 C900 (A) := (A) OR #dataXRL A, #data 1100101000000000 CA00 (A) := (A) XOR #data
A.6 Class F
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.6: PO representation for instructions from class F
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Table A.6: List of all instructions from class F
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
MOV @Ri, dir 0001000100010000 1110 Move direct data from oneinternal RAM location toanother one indirectlyADD A, dir 0001110000000000 1C00 (A) := (A) + (direct)ADDC A, dir 0001110010000000 1C80 (A) := (A) + (C) + (direct)SUBB A, dir 0001110100000000 1D00 (A) := (A) - (C) - (direct)ANL dir, A 0001101000000000 1A00 (direct) := (direct) & (A)ANL A, dir 0001100000000000 1800 (A) := (A) & (direct)ORL dir, A 0001101010000000 1A80 (direct) := (direct) OR (A)ORL A, dir 0001100010000000 1880 (A) := (A) OR (direct)XRL dir, A 0001101100000000 1B00 (direct) := (direct) XOR (A)XRL A, dir 0001100100000000 1900 (A) := (A) XOR (direct)
A.7 Class G
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4
Figure A.7: PO representation for instructions from class G
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Table A.7: List of all instructions from class G
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalADD A, @Ri 1010100000010000 A810 (A) := (A) + ((Ri))ADDC A, @Ri 1010101000010000 AA10 (A) := (A) + (C) + ((Ri))SUBB A, @Ri 1010110000010000 AC10 (A) := (A) - (C) - ((Ri))ANL A, @Ri 1010000000010000 A010 (A) := (A) & ((Ri))ORL A, @Ri 1010001000010000 A210 (A) := (A) OR ((Ri))XRL A, @Ri 1010010000010000 A410 (A) := (A) XOR ((Ri))All the operations are done with the data from the indirect RAM location (@Ri).
A.8 Class H
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU
Figure A.8: PO representation for instructions from class H
Table A.8: List of all instructions from class H
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalCLR C 0000000000000000 0000 (C) := 0SET C 0000000100000000 0100 (C) := 1CPL C 0000001000000000 0200 bit C inversion
A.9 Class I
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.9: PO representation for instructions from class I
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Table A.9: List of all instructions from class I
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
MOV dir, dir 1000100000000000 8800 Move direct data fromone internal RAMlocation to anotherANL dir,#data 1000100010000000 8880 (direct) := (direct) &#dataORL dir,#data 1000100010000100 8884 (direct) := (direct) OR#dataXRL dir, #data 1000100011000000 88C0 (direct) := (direct) XOR#data
A.10 Class J
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.10: PO representation for instructions from class J
Table A.10: List of all instructions from class J
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
MOV dir, @Ri 0011000100010000 3110 Move indirect data from oneinternal RAM location toanother
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A.11 Class K
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.11: PO representation for instructions from class K
Table A.11: List of all instructions from class K
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOV dir,#data 1000000000000000 8000 Move immediate data tothe internal RAM location
A.12 Class L
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.12: PO representation for instructions from class L
Table A.12: List of all instructions from class L
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
PUSH dir 1000100100000011 8903 (SP) := (SP)+1; movedata from internal RAM tothe Stack
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A.13 Class M
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.13: PO representation for instructions from class M
Table A.13: List of all instructions from class M
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
POP dir 1000111000011000 8E18 move data from the Stackto internal RAM location;(SP) := (SP)–1
A.14 Class N
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4
Figure A.14: PO representation for instructions from class N
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Table A.14: List of all instructions from class N
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalXCH A, Rn 1011000000010000 B010 (A) <–> (Rn)
A.15 Class O
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4 ALU/5
Figure A.15: PO representation for instructions from class O
Table A.15: List of all instructions from class O
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
XCH A, @Ri 1000010000000010 8402 data exchange betweenaccumulator and indirectRAM location
XCHD A, @Ri 1000010010000010 8482 half-word data exchangebetween accumulator andindirect RAM location
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A.16 Class P
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4
Figure A.16: PO representation for instructions from class P
Table A.16: List of all instructions from class P
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalXCH A, dir 1000111100000000 8F00 (A) <–> (dir)
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A.17 Class Q
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.17: PO representation for instructions from class Q
Table A.17: List of all instructions from class Q
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOV PSW, dir 0011001000000000 3200 move data from internalRAM location to PSWMOV C, bit 0011001100000000 3300 (C) := bit
MOV wrk, dir 0011001110000000 3800 move data from internalRAM location to UnitSelector register
A.18 Class R
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU
Figure A.18: PO representation for instructions from class R
Table A.18: List of all instructions from class R
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
PUSH PSW 1000110000011000 8C18 (SP) := (SP)+1; movedata from the PSWregister to the Stack
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A.19 Class S
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.19: PO representation for instructions from class S
Table A.19: List of all instructions from class S
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
POP PSW 1000110101011100 8D5C move data from theStack to the PSWregister; (SP) :=(SP)–1
A.20 Class T
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU
Figure A.20: PO representation for instructions from class T
Table A.20: List of all instructions from class T
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalLJMP addr 1101100000000000 D800 (PC):=addrSJMP rel 1101110000000000 DC00 (PC):=(PC) + rel
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A.21 Class U
Top-level control ALU-level controlALUNo ALU operation
Figure A.21: PO representation for instructions from class U
Table A.21: List of all instructions from class U
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalNOP 0000011100000000 0700 (PC) := (PC) + 1
A.22 Class V
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.22: PO representation for instructions from class V
Table A.22: List of all instructions from class V
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalJMP@A+DPTR 0000011000100000 0620 (PC):=(A) + (DPTR)
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A.23 Class W
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.23: PO representation for instructions from class W
Table A.23: List of all instructions from class W
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalLCALL addr 1101000000011000 D018 (SP) := (SP)+1; move PCto the Stack; (PC):=addr
A.24 Class X
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.24: PO representation for instructions from class X
Table A.24: List of all instructions from class X
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalLCALL addr 1101000000011000 D018 (SP) := (SP)+1; move PCto the Stack; (PC):=addr
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A.25 Class Y
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.25: PO representation for instructions from class Y
Table A.25: List of all instructions from class Y
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalJZ rel 1000101100000000 8B00 (PC):=(PC) + 1, if (A) = 0then (PC):=(PC) + rel
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A.26 Class Z
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.26: PO representation for instructions from class Z
Table A.26: List of all instructions from class Z
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalJNZ rel 0011011000000000 3600 (PC):=(PC) + 1, if (A)<>0then (PC):=(PC) + rel
A.27 Class AA
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.27: PO representation for instructions from class AA
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Table A.27: List of all instructions from class AA
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
JC rel 0011010000000000 3400 (PC):=(PC) + 1, if (C) = 1then(PC):=(PC) + rel
A.28 Class AB
Top-level control ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
Figure A.28: PO representation for instructions from class AB
Table A.28: List of all instructions from class AB
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
JNC rel 0011010000000000 3400 (PC):=(PC) + 1, if (C) = 0then(PC):=(PC) + rel
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A.29 Class AC
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.29: PO representation for instructions from class AC
Table A.29: List of all instructions from class AC
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
DJNZ Rn, rel 0011110100010000 3D10 (PC):=(PC) + 1; (Rn):=(Rn) -1if (Rn) <> 0 then (PC):=(PC)+ rel
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A.30 Class AD
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.30: PO representation for instructions from class AD
Table A.30: List of all instructions from class AD
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
DJNZ dir, rel 0011010100000000 3500 (PC):=(PC) + 1; (dir):=(dir) -1if (Rn) <> 0 then (PC):=(PC)+ rel
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A.31 Class AE
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4
Figure A.31: PO representation for instructions from class AE
Table A.31: List of all instructions from class AE
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
CJNE @Ri,#data, rel 0000101000010000 0A10
(PC):=(PC) + 2, if indirectdata in RAM <> #data then(PC):=(PC) + relif the data < #data then(C):=1 else (C):=0
CJNE A, dir, rel 0000100000000000 0800 (PC):=(PC) + 2 if (A) <>direct data from internal RAMthen (PC):=(PC) + rel if (A) <(direct) then (C):=1 else (C):=0
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A.32 Class AF
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.32: PO representation for instructions from class AF
Table A.32: List of all instructions from class AF
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
CJNE Rn,#data, rel 1011100000010000 B810
(PC):=(PC) + 2 if (Rn)<>#data then (PC):=(PC) + relif (Rn) < #data then (C):=1else (C):=0
CJNE A, #data,rel 1011100000000000 B800
(PC):=(PC) + 2 if (A) <>#data then (PC):=(PC) + relif (A) < #data then (C):=1 else(C):=0
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A.33 Class AG
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.33: PO representation for instructions from class AG
Table A.33: List of all instructions from class AG
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalJB bit, rel 1000101000000000 8A00 (PC) := (PC) + 2 if (bit) = 1then (PC) := (PC) + rel
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A.34 Class AH
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.34: PO representation for instructions from class AH
Table A.34: List of all instructions from class AH
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimal
JBC bit, rel 0000110000000000 0C00 (PC) := (PC) + 2 if (bit) = 1then (bit) := 0, (PC) := (PC) +rel
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A.35 Class AI
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.35: PO representation for instructions from class AI
Table A.35: List of all instructions from class AI
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalJNB bit, rel 0000110100000000 0D00 (PC) := (PC) + 2 if (bit) = 0then (PC) := (PC) + rel
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A.36 Class AJ
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3 ALU/4
Figure A.36: PO representation for instructions from class AJ
Table A.36: List of all instructions from class AJ
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOVC A,@A+DPTR 0000111000100000 0E20 Move the code data relative tothe DPTR to the accumulator(address=A+DPTR)
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A.37 Class AK
Top-level control
ALU-level controlALU ALU/2
ALU/3
Figure A.37: PO representation for instructions from class AK
Table A.37: List of all instructions from class AK
Mnemonic Opcode Functionbinary hexadecimalMOVC A,@A+PC 0000111100000000 0F00 Move the code data relativeto the PC to the accumulator(address=A+PC)
A.38 Interrupt
Section 4.3.7 explains the order of activation of functional units in the situation when aprocessor interrupt occurs. There are two requests (ALU/6 and ALU/7) to the ALU block.The following table addresses these two requests:
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ALU-level controlALU/6 ALU/7
Figure A.38: PO representation for the interrupt handler
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Boolean equations for microcontrollersynthesis
This appendix presents the resultant Boolean equations from the mapping stage in Sec-tion 4.2.1. As we have two control logics (the Top-level and the ALU control), we separatethis appendix also into two Sections.
B.1 Boolean equations for the Top-level microcontroller
req_s idu <= go and not C and ( ( not E and D and B and A ) or ( not Dand not B and ( ( not G and H and not F and E and A ) or (F and( ( not G and not E and not A and ackmau ) or (E and A and( ( ackmau and ( not H or not G) ) or ( not G and not H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_alu <= go and ( ( not E and B and acksidu ) or ( a c k i f u and ( ( notB and ( ( not E and A ) or ( not G and not F ) or (G and not H ) ) ) or(C and ackpciu ) or (E and D ) ) ) or ( not D and ( (G and H and E andnot C) or (F and ( ( not C and ( ( not G and not E) or (G and not H ) ) )or (A and ( acksidu or H ) ) ) ) or B ) ) or ( not A and ( (D and ( ( F and( ( ackpciu and ( not H or G) ) or (G and not H ) ) ) or ( not G andnot F ) or not C or E ) ) or (E and ack i f u ) or ( not F and not C)or B ) ) or (C and A ) ) ;
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req_alu2 <= go and ackalu and ( ( not E and not B and ( ( F and D and C andnot A and ack i f u and ( ( not G and not H and not z ) or (G and H and z ) ) )or ( not F and not D and not C and A and ack i f u2 ) ) ) or ( ackmau and( ( C and ( ( A and ( not D or not E ) ) or B ) ) or ( a c k i f u and ( (D and( ( not E and ( ( A and acksidu ) or (F and not C ) ) ) or (E and C ) ) )or ( not D and B ) ) ) or ( not A and ( (D and C and ( (G and not H) or Eor not F ) ) or ( not C and ( ( F and not D and ( ( E and ackpciu ) or notH) ) or ( not F and E and ack i f u ) ) ) or B ) ) or ( not B and ( ( not D and( ( not G and H and F and not C) or (A and ( ( not F and ( ( E and ( (H andacksidu ) or G) ) or ( not H and ack i f u2 ) ) ) or (F and not E ) ) ) ) ) or( a c k i f u and ( (D and ( ( not G and H) or not F ) ) or ( not C and ( ( E and( (H and F and ackpciu ) or (G and not H ) ) ) or ( not H and D ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_pciu <= go and ( ( not A and ( ( not C and (D or not F ) ) or B ) )or (G and H) or A or C or E ) ;
r eq_ i f u <= go and ( ( not E and not D and not A and F and not C and not Band ackalu2 and ( ( not H and ackalu3 ) or not G) ) or ( ackpciu and ( ( Aand ( (B and ( ackalu2 or not C ) ) or (F and not C ) ) ) or ( ackalu3and ( ( not D and not A and ackalu2 ) or ( not C and ( ( E and not G) or D) )or (B and ( ( E and not F and not C) or ( ackalu2 and ( (H and not G) orackalu or not F ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( not B and ( ( not A and ( ( not z and ackalu2and ( (H and not G) or not F ) ) or ( not E and not F ) ) ) or ( not C and ( (Hand ( ( F and ackalu2 ) or ( not E and G ) ) ) or ( not F and ( ( z and ackalu2 )or not G or not A or not H) ) or (E and not G) or D) ) or (C and ( ( notD and ackalu4 and ( ackalu2 or F or not G or not H or not E ) ) or( not A and ( ( not E and H and not G) or ( ackalu and ( ( z and not E and H)or ( not z and ( ( ackalu2 and ( not H or E ) ) or ( not E and not G ) ) ) ) ) ornot D ) ) ) ) or (D and A ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_mau <= go and ackalu and ( ( not A and not C and D) or ( not B and ( (Dand not F ) or (A and F ) ) ) or (E and ( not D or C ) ) or ( not E and ( ( F and( ( not H and (G or not C ) ) or ( not G and H ) ) ) or (A and ackalu2 ) or B ) )or (C and not D ) ) ;
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req_mau2 <= go and ackalu2 and ( ( not E and not B and ( (D and ( ( notG and (H or not F ) ) or A ) ) or (A and F ) ) ) or ( not A and E andD) or ( not D and ( ( A and ( ( F and G) or C ) ) or B ) ) or ( not C and( ( not D and F and G and not H) or (D and ( ( notB and ( not G ornot F ) ) or not A ) ) or (E and ( ( not F and ( ( not B and not G)or not A ) ) or ( ackalu3 and ( ( not A and not H and not z ) or( not D and F and G ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or (C and B ) ) ;
req_alu3 <= go and ( ( not A and ackmau2 and ( ( not C and ( ( not Hand not D and ( ( not F and E) or (F and G ) ) ) or ( a c k i f u and ( ( notF and E) or D ) ) ) ) or B ) ) or ( not B and ( ( A and F and not E andnot D and ackmau2 ) or (C and ( ( not A and F and not z and D andack i f u and ( ( not G and H and ack i f u2 ) or (G and not H ) ) ) or( ackmau2 and ( ( not E and ( ( not F and not G and D and ack i f u )or A ) ) or (A and not D ) ) ) ) ) or (E and ( ( C and not z and D and( ( A and ack i f u2 ) or ( not A and ack i f u ) ) ) or ( not C and not Dand ( ( A and not F and G and ( ( not H and not z and ack i f u2 )or (H and z and ack i f u ) ) ) or (F and ( ( not A and not G and notH and not z and ack i f u2 ) or (H and ack i f u and ( ( not A and zand ack i f u2 ) or (G and ( ackmau2 or not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_pciu2 <= go and ( ackpciu and ( ( A and not C and not D and B andack i f u ) or ( not B and ( ( A and not C and not D and E and G and Hand not F and not z and ackalu2 ) or ( not A and C and D and ( ( Fand ackalu and ( ( not E and G and H and not z ) or ( not H and zand ( ( not E and not G) or ackalu2 ) ) ) ) or (E and z and ackalu2 ) ) )or ( a c k i f u and ( ( not A and C and not D) or ( not E and ( ( not Aand D and not G and H) or ( not F and ( ( not A and D) or (A andnot C ) ) ) ) ) or (E and ( ( not A and not D and not G) or ( not F and( ( not C and not G) or ( not A and not D ) ) ) or (A and ( ( not C andG and (F or not H) ) or D ) ) ) ) or ( not C and D ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
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r eq_ i f u2 <= go and ( ( A and not C and ( ( E and B and D and ackalu ) or( ackalu2 and ( (B and D and ackalu ) or ( ackpciu2 and ( ( ackalu and( ( not F and not z ) or B ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not H and ( ( E and G and( not z or F ) ) or B ) ) or ( not E and B ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( not B and ( ( not Cand not D and ( ( A and not E and not F and ackpciu2 ) or ( not H and( ( A and not G and not F and ackpciu2 ) or (E and ackalu2 and ( ( not Aand G and F and ackalu4 ) or ( not z and ackpciu2 and ( ( not A and notG and F) or ( not F and ackalu3 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( ackalu and ( ( ackalu2 and( ( A and not C and E and G and H and not F and z and not D andackalu3 ) or ( not A and ( ( not C and E and G and H and F and not D andackalu3 ) or (C and D and ( ( not E and G and H and F and z ) or ( not zand ( ( not E and not G and not H and F) or ( ackalu3 and ( ( not H and F)or E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( ackpciu2 and ( ( A and E and not z and D andackalu2 ) or ( not C and ( ( A and ( ( not G and not F ) or D) ) or ( ackalu2and ( ( E and ackalu3 and ( (G and F and ackalu4 ) or ( not F and not z ) ) )or D ) ) ) ) or ( not A and ( ( ackalu2 and ( ( not E and H and F and not z andD) or ( z and ( ( E and not G and H and F) or (D and ( ( not H and F) orE ) ) ) ) ) ) or (C and ( ( not E and ( ( not G and not H and F and z ) or (Gand H and not z ) or ( not F and ( ackalu3 or G ) ) ) ) or not D ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_mau3 <= go and ackalu3 and ( ( not A and ( ( not C and ( ( E and Fand G and not H and ackalu4 ) or D) ) or B ) ) or ( not B and ( ( C andnot E and not F and not G and D) or (A and ( ( not D and ( ( F and ( (Gand H) or not E ) ) or C ) ) or (C and not E ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_alu4 <= go and ( ( not B and not A and not C and E and not D andack i f u and ( ( not F and not z and ack i f u2 ) or (F and G and not H ) ) )or ( ackmau3 and ( ( not B and A and not D and F and ( ( a c k i f u and G andH) or not E ) ) or (C and ( (B and not A and E and D and ( ack i f u2 or notH or G or F or a ck i f u ) ) or ( not B and A and ( not D or not E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
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req_mau4 <= go and ackalu4 and ( ( A and not B and not D and Fand ( (G and H) or not E ) ) or (C and ( ( not A and B and D and Eand ( not H or G or F ) ) or (A and not B and ( not E or not D ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_alu5 <= go and A and not B and not C and not D and not Eand F and ackmau4 ;
req_mau5 <= go and A and not B and not C and not D and not Eand F and ackalu5 ;
req_pciu3 <= go and not B and ackpciu2 and ( ( C and D and z and( ( A and E and not F and not G and not H) or ( ackalu2 and ( ( notA and not E and F and not G and H) or (A and E ) ) ) ) ) or ( not Cand not D and ( ( not A and E and F and not G and ackalu2 and( ( z and not H) or ( not z and H ) ) ) or ( not F and ( ( z and not A andE and ackalu2 and ackalu3 ) or (A and not E and ack i f u2 ) or ( not Hand ( ( z and A and E and G and ackalu2 ) or ( not G and ( ( z andnot A and E and ackalu3 ) or (A and ack i f u2 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_done <= ( ( ( not E and H and not D and not A and G and F andnot C and not B and ack i f u ) or ( ackalu and ( ( not B and ack i f u2and ( ( not z and E and H and not D and A and G and not F and not Cand ackalu2 and ackmau ) or (D and not A and C and ( ( not z andnot E and H and G and F) or ( z and ( ( not E and not H and not Gand F) or ( ackalu2 and ackmau and ( ( not E and not H and F) or(E and ackmau2 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( a c k i f u and ( ( E and D and A and not Cand B and ack i f u2 ) or ( not D and not B and ( ( not E and not A andnot F and not C) or ( ackmau and ( ( E and not H and A and not G andF and not C) or ( not A and C and ack i f u2 ) ) ) ) ) or ( ackalu2 and( ( not E and D and not A and F and C and not B and ack i f u2 and( ( not H and not G) or (H and G ) ) ) or ( ackmau and ( ( ackmau2 and
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( ( a ck i f u2 and ( ack i f u3 or B ) ) or ( not A and B ) ) ) or (C and( ( not B and ( ( E and D and A and ack i f u3 and ( ack i f u2 or z ) ) or( not E and not A and G and ack i f u2 ) ) ) or ( ackmau2 and ( ( z andnot E and H and D and not G and F and ack i f u3 ) or ( not A andack i f u2 and ( not F or E ) ) or (A and ( not D or not E ) ) or B ) ) ) )or ( not C and ( ( a ck i f u2 and ( (D and A and ( ( E and G and F) orB ) ) or ( ackmau2 and ( ( E and H and A ) or (G and F) or D ) ) ) ) or( not D and ( ( z and not A and not F and ack i f u3 and ackmau2 )or ( not B and ( ( E and H and A and G and not F and ack i f u2 ) or( not E and not A and not G) or (F and ( ( E and A and not G) or( not E and ackmau2 ) ) ) or ( a ck i f u3 and ( ( not G and F and ( ( Eand H and ack i f u2 ) or ( not A and ( ( z and not H) or ( not z andH ) ) ) ) ) or ( not F and ( ( z and E and not H and A and G) or( a ck i f u2 and ( ( A and G) or not E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) and( ( ( A and ( ( not C and acksidu and ( ( E and not H) or D) ) or(B and ( not D or C ) ) or (E and D ) ) ) or ( ackmau3 and ( ( ackmau4and ( ( E and G and H) or C ) ) or ( not A and ( ( not F and not Gand H) or ( not E and D) or ( not C and E ) ) ) or ( not D and B ) ) )or ( not B and ( ( A and ( ( not E and ackmau3 and ackmau4 andackmau5 ) or ( not C and D ) ) ) or (C and ( ( not A and (G or F ) )or (E and D ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not C and ( ( E and not G andacksidu ) or ( not F and ( not H or G or not E ) ) ) ) or ( not A and( (G and (H or not E ) ) or ( not G and ( acksidu or E ) ) or not F ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
req_mau6 <= i n t and ackalu6 ;req_alu6 <= i n t and ackdone ;req_alu7 <= i n t and ackmau6 ;req_sidu2 <= i n t and ackmau6 ;r eq_ i f u4 <= i n t and ackalu7 ;done_f <= ackdone and ( ( acksidu2 and ack i f u4 ) or not i n t ) ;
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r eq_ i f u3 <= go and not B and ackalu2 and ( ( C and D and ( ( zand ackpciu3 ) or ( not z and ackalu3 ) ) and ( ( not A and not E and Fand not G and H) or (A and E ) ) ) or ( not C and not D and ( ( A andnot F and ackpciu3 and ( ( not H and ( z or not G) ) or not E ) ) or (Eand ( ( A and not F and G and not H and not z and ackalu3 ) or ( not Aand ( ( F and not G and ackpciu3 and ( (H and not z ) or ( not H and z ) ) )or ( ackalu3 and ( ( z and ( ( F and not G and H) or ( not F and ackpciu3 ) ) )or ( not z and ( ( F and not G and not H) or ( not Fand ackalu4 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
B.2 Boolean equations for the ALU microcontroller
req_AM <= go and ( ( not A7 and A1 and ( ( A4 and A3 and A2 and( ( A5 and A and not B and not C and not D and not E and F) orA6 ) ) or ( not A5 and ( ( A3 and A2 and ( ( A4 and A and not B and( ( not C and not D and E and F and G and H) or (C and D and notE ) ) ) or A6 ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A2 and ( ( not A and B and not Dand not E) or ( not B and ( ( A and not D and ( ( not E and F)or C ) ) or ( not A and D and ( ( not E and not F and not G) or( not C and ( not G or F or not E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( A2and A and not C and not D and not E) or (E and ( ( not A and notC and not F ) or (B and C and D ) ) ) or ( not B and ( ( A and D andnot E) or ( not D and ( ( A and F and G) or ( not C and ( ( E and notF and not G and ( not I or H) ) or (F and G and not H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or( not A2 and ( ( not D and (C or B ) ) or ( not E and ( (D and ( not For not C or A ) ) or (F and ( ( not H and (G or not C ) ) or ( not Gand H ) ) ) ) ) or ( not B and E ) ) ) or ( not A and B) or A6 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )or ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A4 and A3 and A2 and A1and not A and B and C and D and E and not I and not K and notL and M) ) ;
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req_DM <= go and ( ( not A7 and ( ( ( A1 and ( ( A4 and A3 and A2 andA and not B and not C and not D and not E and F) or ( not A5and ( ( A3 and A2 and not B and ( ( A4 and A and C and not E) or( not D and ( ( not C and E and F and G and ( ( A4 and not A and notH) or (A and H ) ) ) or ( A4 and A and C ) ) ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A3and A2 and ( ( not B and not C and not D and E and F and G and H)or ( not A and ( (D and ( ( not E and not F and not G) or not C ) )or B ) ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( not B and ( ( not A2 and not A and Cand not D) or ( A2 and ( ( not A and C and D and E) or (F and notG and ( ( not A and not C and not D and E and not H) or (C and Dand not E and H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or (A and ( ( A2 and ( ( not B and D and notE) or (B and ( not D or C ) ) ) ) or ( not C and ( (D and ( ( A2 and notB and ( not G or not F ) ) or ( not A2 and B and not E ) ) ) or ( not Dand ( ( not A2 and not B and not E and not F ) or (E and ( ( F andnot H and ( ( not A2 and not B and not G) or ( A2 and G ) ) ) or ( A2and not F and not G ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or A6 ) or ( not A6 and notA5 and A4 and A3 and A2 and A1 and not A and B and C and D andE and not I and not K and not L and M) ) ) and ( ( not ( not A7 andnot A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( A3 and A2 and not B and not D and( ( not A and not C and E and not F ) or (A and C and A4 ) ) ) or ( notA4 and ( ( not A3 and not B and not A and not E and ( (D and C andF and ( ( not G and not H) or (G and H ) ) ) or ( not A2 and not D andnot C and not F ) ) ) or ( A2 and ( ( not A3 and B and A and C and notE) or ( not B and not A and ( ( not A3 and D and C and G) or (F and( ( not G and H and ( ( not A3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) or(G and not H and ( ( A3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or(E and ( ( A3 and B and not A ) or (D and ( ( not B and ( ( not A3 and A )or C ) ) or ( A3 and not A ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not A3 and B and A ) or( not C and ( ( not B and ( ( not A and F and not G) or (A and not F andG ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( A and not F and not H and I ) or (F and H and( ( A and not G) or ( not B and not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ackALU ) ) ;
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req_PC <= go and ( ( not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( not A4 andnot A3 and not A2 and A and B and not C and D and E) or ( A2and ( ( not A4 and not A3 and A and B and not C and D and not E)or ( not B and ( ( A3 and not A and not C and not D and E and( ( F and G and not H) or ( A4 and not F ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A3and E and ( ( A and not C and not D and not F and G) or (C andD ) ) ) or ( not A and F and ( ( not C and not D and E and G and H)or ( not A3 and not E and ( ( C and D and G and H) or ( not G and( ( C and D and not H) or ( not C and not D ) ) ) ) ) or ( A3 and ( ( Cand D and not G and H) or (G and not H and ( ( not C and not D)or (C and D ) ) ) or ( not C and not D and E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or A7 )and ( ( not ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( A3 and A2and not B and not D and ( ( not A and not C and E and not F ) or(A and C and A4 ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( not A3 and not B and not Aand not E and ( (D and C and F and ( ( not G and not H) or (G andH ) ) ) or ( not A2 and not D and not C and not F ) ) ) or ( A2 and( ( not A3 and B and A and C and not E) or ( not B and not A and( ( not A3 and D and C and G) or (F and ( ( not G and H and ( ( notA3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) or (G and not H and ( ( A3and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or (E and ( ( A3 and Band not A ) or (D and ( ( not B and ( ( not A3 and A ) or C ) ) or ( A3and not A ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not A3 and B and A ) or ( not C and( ( not B and ( ( not A and F and not G) or (A and not F and G ) ) ) or( not A3 and ( ( A and not F and not H and I ) or (F and H and ( ( Aand not G) or ( not B and not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ackALU ) ;
req_T1 <= go and ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and not A4 andA2 and A1 and ( ( not A3 and not A and B and C) or ( not B and( ( A3 and A and C and ( not E or not D) ) or ( not A3 and not C and( ( not A and ( ( E and not F ) or D) ) or (F and ( ( A and not D andnot E) or (G and ( ( not D and E and H) or ( not A and not H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
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req_ALU <= go and ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1 and( ( A3 and A2 and not B and not D and ( ( not A and not C and E andnot F ) or (A and C and A4 ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( not A3 and not Band not A and not E and ( (D and C and F and ( ( not G and not H)or (G and H ) ) ) or ( not A2 and not D and not C and not F ) ) ) or( A2 and ( ( not A3 and B and A and C and not E) or ( not B and notA and ( ( not A3 and D and C and G) or (F and ( ( not G and H and( ( not A3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) or (G and not H and( ( A3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or (E and ( ( A3 andB and not A ) or (D and ( ( not B and ( ( not A3 and A ) or C ) ) or ( A3and not A ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not A3 and B and A ) or ( not C and( ( not B and ( ( not A and F and not G) or (A and not F and G ) ) ) or( not A3 and ( ( A and not F and not H and I ) or (F and H and ( ( Aand not G) or ( not B and not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) and ( ( not ( notA7 and not A6 and not A5 and not A4 and A2 and A1 and ( ( not A3and not A and B and C) or ( not B and ( ( A3 and A and C and ( notE or not D) ) or ( not A3 and not C and ( ( not A and ( ( E and not F )or D) ) or (F and ( ( A and not D and not E) or (G and ( ( not D andE and H) or ( not A and not H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ackT1 ) ;
req_T2 <= go and ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A2 and A1 andnot B and not C and not D and F and ( ( E and not A4 and G and ( ( notA3 and not A and not H) or ( A3 and A and H ) ) ) or ( A3 and A and notE and A4 ) ) ) ;
req_PSW <= ( ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( not A4 andnot A3 and not A2 and not A and not B and not C and not D and notE and not F ) or ( A2 and ( ( A4 and A3 and not B and not D and E and( ( not A and not C and not F and not z ) or (A and C ) ) ) or ( not A4and ( ( A3 and D and E and ( ( A and not B and C and not z ) or ( not Aand ( ( not C and F) or B ) ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( not A and not B and not
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E and ( ( C and D and not F and G and ( not I or not H) ) or ( not Cand not D and F and not G and H ) ) ) or (A and ( ( not B and not C andD and E and F and G) or ( not D and ( (B and C and not E and not Fand not G and not H and I ) or (E and ( (B and C and I and not J ) or( not C and F and ( ( not G and H) or B ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) and ( ( not( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( A3 and A2 and not B andnot D and ( ( not A and not C and E and not F ) or (A and C and A4 ) ) )or ( not A4 and ( ( not A3 and not B and not A and not E and ( (D andC and F and ( ( not G and not H) or (G and H ) ) ) or ( not A2 and not Dand not C and not F ) ) ) or ( A2 and ( ( not A3 and B and A and C andnot E) or ( not B and not A and ( ( not A3 and D and C and G) or (Fand ( ( not G and H and ( ( not A3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) )or (G and not H and ( ( A3 and not D and not C) or (D and C ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or(E and ( ( A3 and B and not A ) or (D and ( ( not B and ( ( not A3 and A )or C ) ) or ( A3 and not A ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not A3 and B and A ) or( not C and ( ( not B and ( ( not A and F and not G) or (A and not F andG ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( A and not F and not H and I ) or (F and H and( ( A and not G) or ( not B and not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ackALU ) ) ;
req_wrk <= go and ( ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and not A4 and notA3 and A2 and A1 and not A and not B and C and D and not E and not Fand G and H and I ) and ( ( not ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1and ( ( A3 and A2 and not B and not D and ( ( not A and not C and E andnot F ) or (A and C and A4 ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( not A3 and not B andnot A and not E and ( (D and C and F and ( ( not G and not H) or (Gand H ) ) ) or ( not A2 and not D and not C and not F ) ) ) or ( A2 and ( ( notA3 and B and A and C and not E) or ( not B and not A and ( ( not A3 andD and C and G) or (F and ( ( not G and H and ( ( not A3 and not D andnot C) or (D and C ) ) ) or (G and not H and ( ( A3 and not D and not C)or (D and C ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or (E and ( ( A3 and B and not A ) or (D and ( ( not B
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and ( ( not A3 and A ) or C ) ) or ( A3 and not A ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( notA3 and B and A ) or ( not C and ( ( not B and ( ( not A and F and not G) or(A and not F and G ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( A and not F and not H and I )or (F and H and ( ( A and not G) or ( not B and not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )or ackALU ) ) ;
done <= go and ( A1 or A2 or A3 or A4 or A5 or A6 or A7 ) and ( ( ( not( ( not A7 and A1 and ( ( A4 and A3 and A2 and ( ( A5 and A and not B andnot C and not D and not E and F) or A6 ) ) or ( not A5 and ( ( A3 and A2and ( ( A4 and A and not B and ( ( not C and not D and E and F and G andH) or (C and D and not E ) ) ) or A6 ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A2 and ( ( not Aand B and not D and not E) or ( not B and ( ( A and not D and ( ( not Eand F) or C ) ) or ( not A and D and ( ( not E and not F and not G) or( not C and ( not G or F or not E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( A2 and Aand not C and not D and not E) or (E and ( ( not A and not C and not F )or (B and C and D ) ) ) or ( not B and ( ( A and D and not E) or ( not Dand ( ( A and F and G) or ( not C and ( ( E and not F and not G and ( notI or H) ) or (F and G and not H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( not A2 and ( ( not D and (Cor B ) ) or ( not E and ( (D and ( not F or not C or A ) ) or (F and ( ( notH and (G or not C ) ) or ( not G and H ) ) ) ) ) or ( not B and E ) ) ) or ( notA and B) or A6 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or ( not A6 and not A5 and A4 and A3 and A2and A1 and not A and B and C and D and E and not I and not K andnot L and M) ) ) or ackreqAM ) and ( ( not ( not A7 and ( ( ( A1 and ( ( A4and A3 and A2 and A and not B and not C and not D and not E and F)or ( not A5 and ( ( A3 and A2 and not B and ( ( A4 and A and C and notE) or ( not D and ( ( not C and E and F and G and ( ( A4 and not A andnot H) or (A and H ) ) ) or ( A4 and A and C ) ) ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A3and A2 and ( ( not B and not C and not D and E and F and G and H)or ( not A and ( (D and ( ( not E and not F and not G) or not C ) ) orB ) ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( not B and ( ( not A2 and not A and C and not D)or ( A2 and ( ( not A and C and D and E) or (F and not G and ( ( not A and
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not C and not D and E and not H) or (C and D and not E and H ) ) ) ) ) ) )or (A and ( ( A2 and ( ( not B and D and not E) or (B and ( not D or C ) ) ) )or ( not C and ( (D and ( ( A2 and not B and ( not G or not F ) ) or ( notA2 and B and not E ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not A2 and not B and not E andnot F ) or (E and ( ( F and not H and ( ( not A2 and not B and not G) or( A2 and G ) ) ) or ( A2 and not F and not G ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or A6 ) or( not A6 and not A5 and A4 and A3 and A2 and A1 and not A and B and Cand D and E and not I and not K and not L and M) ) ) ) or ackreqDM )and ( ( not ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( A3 and A2 andnot B and not D and ( ( not A and not C and E and not F ) or (A and Cand A4 ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( not A3 and not B and not A and not E and( (D and C and F and ( ( not G and not H) or (G and H ) ) ) or ( not A2 andnot D and not C and not F ) ) ) or ( A2 and ( ( not A3 and B and A and Cand not E) or ( not B and not A and ( ( not A3 and D and C and G) or(F and ( ( not G and H and ( ( not A3 and not D and not C) or (D andC ) ) ) or (G and not H and ( ( A3 and not D and not C) or (D andC ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or (E and ( ( A3 and B and not A ) or (D and ( ( not B and ( ( notA3 and A ) or C ) ) or ( A3 and not A ) ) ) or ( not D and ( ( not A3 and Band A ) or ( not C and ( ( not B and ( ( not A and F and not G) or (Aand not F and G ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( A and not F and not H and I )or (F and H and ( ( A and not G) or ( not B and not A ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )or ackALU ) and ( ( not ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and not A4 andA2 and A1 and ( ( not A3 and not A and B and C) or ( not B and ( ( A3and A and C and ( not E or not D) ) or ( not A3 and not C and ( ( notA and ( ( E and not F ) or D) ) or (F and ( ( A and not D and not E) or(G and ( ( not D and E and H) or ( not A and not H ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) orackT1 ) and ( ( not ( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and not A4 and notA3 and A2 and A1 and not A and not B and C and D and not E and notF and G and H and I ) ) or ackreqwrk ) and ( ( not ( not A7 and not A6and not A5 and A2 and A1 and not B and not C and not D and F and( ( E and not A4 and G and ( ( not A3 and not A and not H) or ( A3 andA and H ) ) ) or ( A3 and A and not E and A4 ) ) ) ) or ackT2 ) and ( ( not
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( not A7 and not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( not A4 and not A3 andnot A2 and not A and not B and not C and not D and not E and notF ) or ( A2 and ( ( A4 and A3 and not B and not D and E and ( ( not Aand not C and not F and not z ) or (A and C ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A3and D and E and ( ( A and not B and C and not z ) or ( not A and( ( not C and F) or B ) ) ) ) or ( not A3 and ( ( not A and not B and notE and ( ( C and D and not F and G and ( not I or not H) ) or ( not Cand not D and F and not G and H ) ) ) or (A and ( ( not B and not Cand D and E and F and G) or ( not D and ( (B and C and not E and notF and not G and not H and I ) or (E and ( (B and C and I and not J )or ( not C and F and ( ( not G and H) or B ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) orackreqPSW ) and ( ( not ( ( not A6 and not A5 and A1 and ( ( not A4 andnot A3 and not A2 and A and B and not C and D and E) or ( A2 and( ( not A4 and not A3 and A and B and not C and D and not E) or( not B and ( ( A3 and not A and not C and not D and E and ( ( F andG and not H) or ( A4 and not F ) ) ) or ( not A4 and ( ( A3 and E and( ( A and not C and not D and not F and G) or (C and D ) ) ) or ( not Aand F and ( ( not C and not D and E and G and H) or ( not A3 and notE and ( ( C and D and G and H) or ( not G and ( ( C and D and not H)or ( not C and not D ) ) ) ) ) or ( A3 and ( ( C and D and not G and H)or (G and not H and ( ( not C and not D) or (C and D ) ) ) or ( notC and not D and E ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) or A7 ) ) or ackreqPC ) ) ;
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Interpretation using ParameterisedGraph
This appendix presents several instructions using approach discussed in Section 4.2.3:
–declaration of the functional units
pciu = unit "PCIU"
ifu = unit "IFU"
alu = unit "ALU"
mau = unit "MAU"
sidu = unit "SIDU"
–declaration of the needed flags
(flag_z, flag_z’) = literals "flag_z"
–specification of each instruction
instA = alu → mau → alu/2 → (ifu + mau/2) + pciu → ifu;
instB = pciu → ifu → (pciu/2 + alu) → ifu/2 + alu → mau → alu/2 → mau/2;
instY = flag_z ? (alu → mau → alu/2 → ifu → alu/3 → ifu/2 + pciu → ifu) + flag_z’ ? (alu → mau → alu/2 → pciu/2
→ ifu/2 + pciu → pciu/2)
...
Each of the instructions can be followed by its PO representation (See Appendix A.1).Once all the instructions are specified it is possible to synthesised the complete CPOG.
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Detailed bonding diagram of the chip
The appendix outlines details about each of the pin on the bonding diagram presentedin Section 5.4.2.The ASIC was packaged by the CMP service organisation using a CQFP64 packagingwith a 64 gull wing pins. Since our design needed only 56 I/O pins, there are 2 pins oneach side not connected. The rest are shown in Figure D.1. The functionality of the pinsis following:
• Four pairs of VDD_PAD and GND_PAD pads (two on each side) are power supplyand ground pins for the main core.
• A pair of VDD_PADIO and GND_PADIO is a dedicated power supply and groundfor I/O pins.
• 16 INPUT pins, which could be used in two modes: “test” and “work” (see Sec-tion 5.3). In the “work” mode they are receiving the data from the ROM block.During the “test” mode their functionality follows the program code shown in Ap-pendix.
• 16 OUTPUT pins, similar to the INPUT pins, depending on a current mode of theoperation they can have a different purpose (see Appendix).
• GO is an input pin to start the CPU.
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• GO_OUT is an output pin, representing the start and the end point of instructionexecution (see Figure. 5.7).
• BULB is an output pin, which is used for demonstrative purpose.
• TSO is an output pin, representing the output from the Scan chain in the DFTmechanism.
• MODE_SELECT is an input pin, which provides an ability to switch between “test”and “work” modes.
• RAM_SELECT is an input pin, which is used during the “test” mode to switchbetween the internal and external RAM blocks.
• ACK_ROM is an input and ROM_REQ is an output pins, whose are used duringthe communication with the ROM block.
• INTERRUPT is an input pin, which is used to initiate an interruption procedure.
• RESET is an input pin, which is used to reset the chip.
• CALC_MODE is an input pin provides an ability to switch between low power andhight performance modes of the CPU.
• DELAY_BIT is an input pin, which is used during the reset stage, when the CPUis loading Delay codes from the ROM.
• EXTERNAL_DATA0 and EXTERNAL_DATA1 are two input pins, which provideinformation from outside world to the chip.
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Figure D.1: The bonding diagram of the chip
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Appendix E
Code for I/O pin reassignment
The program code below was developed for multiplexing I/O pins of the chip during the“test” and “work” operating modes.
if work_sel = ’0’ then – normal "work mode" of the CPU
ram_clkk <= req_intt; – internal RAM request
ram_clkkx <= req_inttx; – exnternal RAM request
web_out <= web; – read/write bit
rom_data <= pin_in; – input data from the ROM
ram_address <= am_in(7 downto 0); – internal RAM address
pin_out <= rom_pc; – outout address to the ROM
test_si <= ’0’; – scan_in input
test_se <= ’0’; – scan_en input
test_clk <= ’0’; – scan_clk input
test_mode <= ’0’; – scan_mode input
else – "test mode" of the CPU
test_si <= pin_in(8); – the 8th input pin is a scan_in input
test_clk <= pin_in(9); – the 9th input pin is a scan_clk input
test_se <= pin_in(10); – the 10th input pin is a scan_en input
test_mode <= pin_in(11); – the 11th input pin is a scan_mode input
if ram_sel = ’0’ then – reading the internal RAM block
ram_clkk <= pin_in(15); – the 15th input pin is a clock input for the internal RAM block
ram_clkkx <= ’0’;
ram_address <= pin_in(7 downto 0); – input pins (7downto 0) are address inputs to the RAM
pin_out <= ram_data_in; – chip’s output pins are connected to the output of the RAM block
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else –reading the external RAM block
ram_clkkx <= pin_in(13); – the 13th input pin is a clock input for the external RAM block
ram_clkk <= ’0’;
ram_address <= pin_in(7 downto 0); – input pins (7downto 0) are address inputs to the RAM
pin_out <= ramx_data_in; – chip’s output pins are connected to the output of the RAM block
end if;
end if;
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